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ABSTRACT

This dissertation is a study of iconography and meaning in the 
front-of-stage drop-curtains and the stage sets which Pablo 
Picasso designed for the ballet between 1917 and 1924. These works 
were commissioned by two patrons; Serge BiagMlev and Comte 
Etienne de Beaumont. The extent of Picasso's artistic independence 
in working for chase two petro-.s is examined.

While the works for the ballet are eontextualised within circum
stances surrounding each commission, the scenarios of the ballets 
and Picasso's contemporary artistic and personal preoccupations, 
it is proposed r.hat both thematically and stylistically they form 
an integral part of his total oeuvre. Picasso's use of visual im
ages is characterised as metaphoric, and an attempt is made to 
explicate the process by which metaphor operates in his art.

Five ballets are discussed - Parade (1917), La Tricorne (1919], 
PulctneUa (1910), Cuadro Flamenco 11921) and Mercure (1924). 
Drop-curtains were made for only three of these, via. Parade, Le 
Tricorn is, and Mercurg. A .study of the imagery of these curtains

central to his oeuvre as a who It*, interpretation of the- stage-sets 
for all the ballot!, likn- Iso Mvowi, a thematic consistency. Two 
major thematic concerns arc found to be operative - the notion of



the dialectical relationship between life and death, and a concern 

with reality, especially in the context of the interaction between 
artist and public, or performance and audience.

It is shown that, while fulfilling the demands of stage decoration, 
Picasso simultaneously infuses his ballet de. igns with an often 
profound content, the hidden nature of which is in keeping with 
the artist's overall creative process.
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Etats-Unis, Cannes.

221. Study for Cuadro Flamanr-j set, Paris 1921, gouache, Musee 
Picasso.

222. Boxes at the Theatre, Madrid 1901, black chalk, 20,7 x 35.7 , 
Krollcr-Huller Rijksmuseum, Otterlo.

223. Auguste Renoir, La Logo■ 1874, oil on canvas, 80 x 6&, 
Courtauld Institute Galleries, London.

224. Cuadro Flanetico sot. The Box (lower left), Paris 1921, frag
ment"" of ” the settempera on canvas, 187.5 x 143, 
J.K.Thonnhauser, New York.

225. Constantin Guys, Au_ Thenuij. undated, water-colour, 181 x 
24R, Albertina, Vienna.

226 . Cuj]dro_FJ_qmenco._setThe „Box__(lotiu. right), Paris 1921,
fragment of the sot, tempera on canvas, 190 x 130, Jacques



227. Study for Cuadro Flamenco set. Paris 1921, pe.icil, size un
known, Muses Picasso, Paris.

228. Study for Cuadro Flamenco set. Paris 1921, pencil, size un
known, Musee Picasso, Paris

229. Cuadro Flamenco set. The Box (upper left), Paris 1921, frag
ment of the set, tempera on canvas, 140 x 132, formerly col
lection of the artist.

230. Scone from Hercure, Paris 1926, photograph.
231. Scene frora Hercure, Paris 1924, photograph.
232. Study for Mercure set. "Might". Paris 1921, pencil, size un

known, location unknown.
233. Morcure set, first scene. "Nieht". Paris 1924, photograph.
234. Mercure sec, second scene. "The Bath of the Three Graces", 

Paris 1924, photograph.
235. Mercure set, finale of second scene, "The Three Graces and 

Cerberus". Paris 1924. photograph.
236. Mercure sat, third scene. "The Rape of Proserpina", Paris 

1924, photograph.

237. The Horse. One of the Managers from Parade. Paris 1917, pho
tograph.

238. Joan Miro. Circus Horse, 1927, oil on canvas, 100 x 81, Pri
vate Collection.



X. INTRODUCTION

In the years between 1917 and 1924 Picasso was uniquely occupied 
in creating designs for five ballot productions: Parade (1917),
Le Tricorne (1919), Pulclnello (1920), Cuadro Flamenco (1921) and 
Mercure (1924), The first four of these ballots were commissioned 
by the great Russian impresario, Serge Dieghilov, for his Ballots 
Russos which dominated the European and American ballet worlds 
between 1909 and 1929. The fifth work, Mercure. was originally 
created for the French aristocrat, Comte Etienne de Beaumont, but 
Diaghilov acquired the rights and presenter', it in 1927, These 
ballet designs are unique in that they arc the only works from his 
enormous oeuvre that Picasso produced while working for patrons 
and in collaboration with artists in other media (composers, 
choreographers, writers and professional scene painters). 
Picasso's involvement in these five projects provides a lone in
stance of a body of production within his total oeuvre which forms 
an integrated whole. The potentially self-contained nature of 
this work allows it to be viewed us a creative episode set apart 
from, or at .east alongside, ’•he mainstream of the artist's



Such a view is strengthened by problems of style which Picasso's 
work of this period presents. The dates of the ballet designs 

coincide with the period whic"-. is loosely referred to as a 'clas
sical' or 'neo-classical' interlude in the evolution of Picasso's 
style; labels which no sooner applied, raise questions about their 
very meaning. Thus there is a tendency in the literature to iden
tify both the ballet designs and the neo-cl. -sical style of the 

years 1917-1924 as something of a hiatus in Picasso's oeuvre, 
This, in turn, encourages a treatment of the ballet designs as 
separate from (and by implication as less serious than) the rest 
of Picasso's work; or a contcxtualisation of them within the 
framework of the demands of the theatre and of the other members 
of the creative team; or a location of the designs alongside sim
ilar contemporary projects which occupied Picasso's fellow art
ists. While it is acknowledged that Picasso’s drop-curtain and 
set designs for Diaghilev's Ballets Russes can be viewed in the 
overall context of that innovative ballet company, and that it is 
likely that Picasso familiarised himself with the work of his 
Russian contemporaries who were working for Diaghilev, this study 
does not aim to provide such a view but. rather to address the issue 
of the place which Picasso's designs occupy within his oeuvre as 
a whole, and specifically in relation to the underlying content 
to be found there. Both thematically and stylistically the ballet 
designs can be viewed as an integral part of the mainstream of 
Picasso's oeuvre. The method by which such an integration will be 
approached depends on a definition of the way in which metaphor 

functions in Picasso's oeuvre.



The front-of-stage drop-curtains, which formed a orelude to three 
of the ballets, and the stage settings for all r productions 
are examined in both their preliminary and final ■' ’■ms. Costume 

designs have not been included in this study primarily because with 
few exceptions they are anecdotal and largely descriptive of the 
characters which wear them. Although a large number of Picasso's 
sketches for costumes were gathered in the course of the prepara
tory work for the present study, they were considered too numerous 
to be included in it and may conceivably form the basis of a future 
consideration.

Picasso's approach to the creation of these designs was not con
sistent. The final works themselves vary in structural complexity; 
thus, for example, the drop-curtain for Parade, which is 
multi-figured and spatially complex contrasts with the more sim
plified structure of the Mercure drop-curtain. While both are 
interpreted as revealing dense layers of meaning, the process of 
interpretation is, of necessity, more lengthy in the case of 
Parade. Equally, the project for the Pulcinella set not only 
progressed through different stages of intention, but each stage 
was reached via the execution of a groat number of designs making 
this a particularly complex area to explicate. Although such 
variations within the structure of the douigns themselves have 
dictated tho relative proportions of their treatment in this 
study, these should not be seen as distinctions in their relative 
significance. Rather the cumulative aspect of all the works under 

consideration here provides the justification for their 
contoxtualisatlon both thematically and stylistically within



Picasso's total oeuvre. Close examination o' the symbolic lan
guage which Picasso used in the ballet designs reveals its 
congruence with the themes that ware central to his art as a whole.



II. THS PROCESS OF METAPHOR

If anyone among modem painters has succeeded in 
fully expressing and completely realising that po
etry of form which comes from seerat and hidden 
correspondences and from the profoundest depths of 
being, that one is certainly Picasso, the most in
ventive, metaphorical and poetic of us all.1

Severini articulates an appreciation of Picasso's oeuvre that is
frequently evoked in order to provide aji explanation for that which
cannot be explained by logical modes of analysis. Appropriate as
these words of a fellow-painter are, they do not, however, go far
enough in characterising the precise nature of that "poetry of
form" which Picasso's works attain.

The particular point of view from which the art historian chooses 
to approach Picasso's work, can range from the rational 

organisation of the catalogue raisonne to the intuitive logic of 
the psychoanalytical interpretation.8 More often a number of dif-

Gino Severtni, from Cinouanta Disegni di Pablo Picasso 
(1903-1938) Novara 1943, p.22 translated by P.S. Falla, in 
Marilyn McCully (ed.), A Picasso Anthology, London 1981,

This latter is the approach adopted, for example by Mary H. 
Gedo, Picasso. Art as Autobiography. Chicago 1980. Ernst 
Gombrich, "Introduction: Aims and Limits of Iconology”, in 
Symbolic Images. London 1972, p.17. cautions against this ap
proach: ’’Any human action, including the painting of a pic
ture, will be the resultant of an infinite number of



ferent approaches are combined in analyses of this complex oeuvre
whose range was succinctly pinpointed by Anthony Blunt in 1966:

the artist's work as a whole... is so varied and 
so complex that there are no short-cuts.... the 
critic who begins to analyse any individual work... 
finds himself led further and further in his attempt 
to understand the workings of the artist's imagina
tion.... His eye and mind... employ so many meth
ods, draw on so many sources - visual, literary, 
philosophical, political, musical - and combine all 
they see and know into such startlingly new in
ventions that the historian is bound to approach his 
painting from a dozen angles.”

It is with caution that the historian of art who is inevitably also
its interpreter, undertakes such a task.

In the present study Picasso's designs for the ballet have been 
singled out for iconogrtohic scrutiny. It is or, 1J since the 
artist's death in 1973 that these ballet designs created between 
1917 and 1924 have been viewed by art historians as anything more 
than decorative settings for the theatre. Cooper's comprehensive 
volume on Picasso's theatre oeuvre was seminal in outlining 
Picasso's career as theatre designer and in presenting a large 
number of the theatre works from the artist's private 
collection.1 Subsequent writing has focused particularly on the 
ballet Parade, generally considered to be the most innovative of 
these works.1 Other writing has sought to contextualise Picasso's

contributory causes... the innumerable chains of causation 
which ultimately brought the work into being must on no account 
be confused with its meaning".

1 Anthony Blunt, Picasso's Guernica. (Whidden Lectures for 
1966), Oxford 1969, p.7.

1 Douglas Cooper, Picasso Theatre, London and New York 1968.
s The principal studies are. Richard H. Axsom, 'Parade': Cubism



ballets in a general period in which painters of the eatly twen
tieth century avant-garde collaborated in ballet productions, and 
to examine in greater detail Picasso’s specific contribution as a 
theatre designer.*

The iconographic approach which forms the substance of the present 
inquiry stems from a different viewpoint. Within the context of 
the supremely visual orientation of the ballet, it is tempting to 
consider the pootic qualities of Picasso's painting as simply be
ing congruent with the decorative and evocative aims of stage de
sign. Closer scrutiny suggests, however, that those "secret and 
hidden correspondences" which lead to tt\a labyrinthine structure 
of his oeuvre as a whole are present, too, in the ballet designs. 
A study of Picasso's painted curtains and sets reveals tha:; in 
spite of the fact that these works were commissioned to fit $pe-

as Theater. PhD Dissertation, University of Michigan, 1974 
(Garland, Outstanding Dissertations in the Fine kits, London 
and New York 1979); Conrad de Bold, "'Parade' and 'Le Spectacle 
Interieur': The Role of Jean Cocteau in an Avant-Garde Bal
let", PhD Dissertation, Emory University, 1962 (University 
Microfilms International, Ann Arbor and London 1983); Earl 
Rosenbaum, "Erik Satie: 'Parade'", MA Thesis, California
State University, Fullerton, 19"'i (University Microfilms 
International, Ann Arbor and London 1982); and Marianne 
Martin, "The Ballet 'Parade': A Dialogue Between Cubism and 
Futurism", Art Quarterly. Spring 1978, pp.85-111.
Melissa McQuillan, "Painters and the Ballet 1917-1926-. As
pect of the Relationship between Art and Theater", PhD Dis
sertation, New York University, 1979 (University Microfilms 
international, Ann Arbor and London 1980), looked at all of 
Picasso's ballets as part of a study of the whole question of 
French painters' work for the balls- between 1914 and 1929, 
More recently Sabine Vogel, “Pablo Picasso als Biihnenbild und 
KostUmontwerfer fur die Ballets Russes", PhD Dissertation, 
University of KSln, 1983, has examined the Picasso ballets in 
the context of twentieth century theatre design. Although 
Vogel's study assimilates most of the literature to date, she 
does not appear to have been cogcxisent of Me Quillen's study.



cific scenarios, their mode of expression is characteristic of
Picasso's general oeuvre. Not only do they employ closely related
symbolic images, but the relationship between image and meaning

is shifting and evocative. William Rubin has recently remarked on
this relationship:

to demand a Cartesian logic from level to level in 
Picasso's work is to mistake the nature of his in
vention. While Picasso always begins with a nuclear 
idea, the multiple, interlocking levels of meaning 
of his more ambitious pictures are more the fruit 
of associations developed during the course of im
provisation than the result of planning - and are 
consequently not without contradictions...’

In order to pursue a study of the meaning of the images in 
Picasso's ballet designs, it has been necessary, while retaining 
an awareness of their original contexts, to detach these works as 
far as possible from their immediate role as adjuncts to theatrical 
productions and to re-locate them as an integral part of Picasso's 
oeuvre. Since it is clear that an Interpretation of meaning in 
Picasso's art cannot follow logical and linear pathways ,t is es
sential to establish a theoretical framework within which the po
etic and metaphoric nature of Picasso's oeuvre can bo examined. 
An interpretation of his oeuvre in terms of parameters of poetry 
and metaphor is congruent with Picasso's own view .•/ his art.

He was constantly wanting to advance beyond painting 
into poetry, music and other fields, not to remain 
stuck with pictorial art.*

William Rubin. "From Narrative to 'Iconic' in Picasso: The 
Buried Allegory in 'Bread and Fruitdish on a Table' and the 
Role of 'Les Demoiselles d'Avignon'Art Bulletin. LXV (41, 
December 1983, pp.615-649, p.642.

Joan Mlro, from an interview (1979) with Perry Miller Ada to



Such an interpretation is also allowed in traditional art histor
ical approaches to iconography and iconology, and corresponds to 
Panofsky's third category of "intrinsic meaning" or content. While 

writers like Gombrich and Klein likewise acknowledge that 
iconographic analysis extends beyond a definition of direct re
lationships between the image or symbol and that for which it 
stands, they do not explore the nature of these extended re
lationships nor their specific possibilities in the twentieth 
century.a Gombrich refers to the open nature of poetic language 
and stresses the interpretative problems which it presents:

the 'openness1 of the symbol is an important con
stituent of any real work of art.... But the hi: 
torian... should realise the impossibility of ever 
drawing an exact line between the element', which 
signify end those which do not.10

Similarly Klein differentiates betwei- the literal or "vocabulary
type" meaning of a work of art and what he calls inexplicit,
almost unconscious symbols".11 According to Cirlot:

for the film Picasso: A Paintur's Diary (1980), in McCully 
(ed.), A Picasso Anthology, p.127.

' Erwin Panofsky, "iconography and Iconology: An Introduction 
to the Study of Renaissance Art" in Meaning in the Visual 
Arts, New fork 1955 (reprinted 1983), pp.51-81( Gombrich, 
"Aims and Limits of Iconology"; Robert Klein, "Some Thoughts 
on Iconography" in Form and Meaning. New York 1979, 
pp.143-160, While both Gombrich and Klein see the limits of 
iconological exegesis being set by the genre, "what is or is 
not possible within a given period or milieu" (Gombrich, p.7) 
neither writer confronts the problem of defining such a milieu 
in the context of the 20th century.

14 Gombrich, "Aims and Limits of Iconology”, p.IB.
11 Klein, "Some Thoughts on Iconography", p.150.



the symbol proper is a dynamic and polysymbolic re
ality, imbued with emotive and conceptual values: 
in other words, with true life.11

Cirlot's study underlines the complexity of all formn of symbolism 
as well as their interrelatedness and ultimately metaphysical 
aims. Cirlot reviews the principal contributions to the theory of 

symbolism, an area which cannot be argued extensively here. It is 
sufficient to acknowledge that poetic or metaphoric discourse em
ploys images or symbols. The poetic or metaphoric character of a 
visual language depends, however, not only on the individual im
ages it employs but on the way in which it employs them. If 
Picasso's art is to be viewed as poetic discourse, then the nature 
of that discourse itself must first be examined. This will be done 
with reference particularly to two models, one linguistic, the 
other concerned with the theory of myth creation.11

In his study of the linguistic nature of poetry, Philip Wheelwright 
characterises poetic language as "tensive language". Open and vi
tal, tensive language is in opposition to the logical language of 
literal statement which has fixed meaning and is therefore closed

Meanings always flit mockingly beyond the rea
vital problem of semantics (keeping the word i 
broad sense, as the study of meanings) is jus

12 Juan-Eduardo Cirlot, A Dictionary of Symbols. New York 1962,

13 Philip Wheelwright, Metaphor and Reality. Bloomington, 1962, 
and Peter Munz, When the Golden Bough Breaks: Structuralism 
or Typology? London and Boston 1973. These two studios seemed 
particularly appropriate to an explication of the poetic mode 
in Picasso's an, and I am indebted to them for much of the 
argument which follows.



far and by what devices it is possible to give such 
fluid uncaptured meanings some kind of linguistic 
expression.

According to Wheelwright, tensive, poetic language is predicated 
on "finding suitable word-combinations to represent some aspect 
or other of the pervasive living tension".11 Thus a link is main
tained between the metaphorical language of poetry and reality. 

The tensions which characterise poetic expression reflect the 
ineffable tensions of reality.

In applying criteria of poetic language to the analysis of paint
ing, the formal differences between these two types of expression 
cannot be ignored. While poetry is tied to words and syntax, 
painting consists of images and their disposition within the pic
ture plane. This latter, which might well be referred to as the 
painting's 'syntax' in order to promote an analogy between the two 
forms, includes relationships of space, scale, format, colour, 
texture and line. Such relationships are primarily apprehended 
visually, i.e., in direct communication with the senses, and only 
secondarily subjected to Intellectual analysis. Conversely, whilst 
the verbal images of a poem may evoke mental 'pictures', i s ap
prehension is dependent on an intellectual grasp of the words 
themselves. “  Notwithstanding the distinction, both poetry and

“ Wheelwright, Metaphor and Reality, p.39.

“ Ibid., pp.47-48,
“ Clearly, only representational modes are included here. 

Non-ri.presentational modes, such us the free word association 
of Dada, and the bryitiwn and zaum of the Italian and Russian 
Futurists, suggests a blurring of boundaries between the two 
arts, which, while not irrelevant to Picasso's work, are be
yond the scope of this study.



painting in their most developed forms give expression to "fluid 

uncaptured meanings".

Picasso's works are loosely characterised as 'poetic' inasmuch as 
the 'real' or natural identities of their imagery assume -.tended 
meanings by virtue of their associational values within the 
painting. Similarly the word in poetry assumes its fluid qualities 
by associations which gain emphasis from devices such as rhyming, 
assonance and alliteration, which are appropriately known as fig
ures of speech. Although according to strict grammatical defi
nition metaphor can simply be seen as one such figure of speech, 
Wheelwright has justifiably seen the necessity for extricating 
metaphor from tnis rather limiting classification:

The test of essential metaphor is not any rule of 
grammatical form, but rather the quality of semantic 
transformation that is brought about.... What re
ally matters in a metaphor is the psychic depth at 
which the things of the world... are transmuted by 
the cool heat of the imagination.17

Metaphor thus defined, assumes greater expressive power than sym
bol. Although both terms are used widely and often synonomously 
in iconographic studies, it is important at this stage to make a 
distinction between them, A symbol is generally understood to im
ply a direct correlation between itself and that for which it 
stands, while metaphor by its very etymology encompasses a greater 
flexibility and therefore mobility of meaning. “  In a hierarchy

17 Wheelwright, Metaphor and Reality, p.71.
*• Wheelwright, Metajihor and Reality, p.66, points out that "By

its etymology... the word implies motion (phoral that is also
change .fmqtaj" and chooses metaphor over both symbol and image
to elucidate the poetic process.



of what may loosely be termed 'symbolic language1, the symbol 
proper stands at a lower level than metaphor. The symbol is 'real1 

inasmuch as it is derived from the natural world. It concretises 
an abstract idea or event. Any number of examples spring to mind; 
the dog symbolises fidelity, the moon passivity, a clenched fist 
power. The symbol is thus stable and repeatable, its associative 
value, once establi'hed, remains fixed. The metaphor, while shar
ing the symbolic and associative qualities of the symbol, extends 
these by shaking the fixed relationship between symbolic entity 
and that for which it stands. More important, metaphors do not 
maintain the one-to-one correlation with the natural world which 
is n defining aspect of the symbol.1' In fact, the power of meta
phor lies, as Wheelwright has noted, in its capacity to transmute 
the things of the world, to bring about semantic transformation. 
Peter Huns has developed the notion whereby metaphor is seen to 
transcend nature:

in the construction of a metaphor vo are putting 
together several originally disparate elements into 
one single complex, which, by iti.elf, cannot be 
found originally in nature. The creation of meta
phor presupposes a metamorphosi-,, a transposition 
of elements into a new assembly.‘6

Metaphor removes things and images from their normal expected re
lationships and moves them into new positions vis-a-vis each other

11 The foregoing distinction beiwc.en symbol find metaphor obviates 
the necessity of making subtle distinctions between kinds of 
symbo1 for example Fromm's differentiation of degree between 
"conv .ntional", "accidental" and "universal" siyrabols, as cited 
in Cirlot, A Dictionary of Symbols, p.xxx.

3e hlunz. Wh_o^thp_G£lden _ Bough Breaks , p.55, (italics added). 
Much of the argument that follows, conccrning the nature of 
metaphor is indpbiod to Munz's hypothesis.



and the things around them. Thus it is not the individual images 

per se but the richness of the associations they evoke and the 
convergence of nil the associations of all the images in the 

painting that comprise the metaphoric mode. Literal statement, 
whether verbal or visual, is bound to natural relationships which 
are fixed. As long as the mind accepts the preconditions of the 
visible natural world, relationships can only be shifted within 
the parameters of that world. As soon as the mind moves outside 
the realm of one-to-one correlations between words and the things 
they describe, it moves away from the literal and in the direction 
of the metaphorical. The adherence of symbols to objects drawn from 
reality or thr natural world is a limiting factor, If these known 
or real objects are dismembered, detached from their natural con
texts and reassembled then the limitation is removed and an infi
nite number of new relationships becomes possible.81 Symbols, 
whatever added or new values they may take on through association 
or usage, are all natural or cultural objects.11 Symbols are thus 
closely linked to literal statement and the natural world. Indeed, 
it is this relationship which provides their universal qualities 
or correspondences - the very things which allow them to be 
recognised as symbols. Metaphor, on the other hand, represents a 
move away from such direct and fixed relationships towards the 
open, tensive form of expression that constitutes poetry. Meta

The parallel between this process and that of Picasso's Cubism 
proves illuminating in characterising the poetic nature of 
that style,
Cirlot, A Dictionary of Symbols, p.li., notes that "All na
tural and cultural objects may bo iiiv-rsted with a symbolic 
function which emphasises their essential qualities in such a 
way that they lend themselves to spiritual interpretation",



phor is dependent, not on universal relationships but on the 
individual's ability to forge new and unexpected relationships 
from a given vocabulary of natural and cultural objects. This 

imaginative process is one which involves the transformation or 
metamorphosis of such objects. While symbols are undoubtedly a 
component of poetry, it is in their transformed metaphorical state 
that they constitute the substance of the highest poetic ex
pression. The creation of metaphor is thus a process whereby na
tural objects or simple symbols are rearranged to create new 
complex symbolic elements, It is a necessary process insofar as 
there are insufficient simple symbols to correspond to the infi
nite range of the human mind's conceptualising and emotional pow-

the metaphor which is essentially a transposition 
or transfer, an assembly of naturally separate 
and/or disparate elements, is the symbol par excel
lence, while the simple non-metaphorical symbol is 
nothing but a first rough stab at symbolisation.
Only the metaphor functions efficiently as a 
symbol.11

In the elaboration of words or images into metaphorical state
ments , Hunz makes another important distinction, between purely 
formal elaboration based on the internal logic of the image - a 
process which is self-referential in art and leads to pure 
aestheticism or abstraction - and elaboration according to what 
he describes as a typological series which moves towards achieving 
a more and more concise expression of the artistic content or 

"feeling-state":

”  Huns, tflicm the Golden Hough Breaks, p.63.



The one series of Images hangs together because of 
the loRli-al relationship between the sentences that 
descriii ibem; and the other series hangs together 
because each image is a symbol ior a state of mind, 
so that the rationale for the series of images is 
not provided by the logical relationship of the 
sentances that de-cribs them or the inherent beauty 
of their visual appearance, but by the fact that the 
images are a typological series which progressively 
defines and specifies a state of feeling,"

The creation of poetic metaphor is an extension of the Inherent 
symbolic nature of all human thought processes. This is a sponta
neous process wliicl, does not proceed along a logical pathway.

long ago Vico explained that poetry is not written 
for aesthetic reasons to delight the mind and adorn 
a drab world, but that it is a necessity, Imagina
tion, he explained, is not a passive reflection of 
the external world but the mode in which the mind 
or spirit becomes aware of Itself and assumes a de
finition by spontaneously shaping the several fea
tures of the external world into a concrete image. 
Imagination thus creates metaphor and myth regard
less of the process of logical analysis.,,16

Metaphor shares many of its characteristics with myth, indeed for
Muna, just as metaphors are extended symbols, so myths are "no more
than extreme cases of metaphor".16

Ly taking a piece or a feature here and a piece 
there, and by detaching them from their natural 
context and re-assembling them together, thure is 
no limit to the new series of images and stories one

This is the manner in which myths are createo, Eaih successive 
rearrangement is aimed at a more precise, yet at the c time more

Ibid., p.67. 

”  Ibid,, p.107.

"  Ibid., p.55.



complex, profound and ultimately metaphysical meaning. This theory 

satisfies Hung's demand for a method of interpreting myth which 
is inherent in the mythology itself and thus not dependent on the 
bias of the interpreter. Central to his thesis is seriality, the 
constantly recurring nature of mythological themes and the notion 
that these recurrences are not of equal value (i.e., simply sub
stitutions) but are related typologically. The typological series 
stretches from the "real" or natural world at one end of the scale 
to the supernatural or metaphysical at the other. Between these 
two extremes the process of dislocation and n .'-rangement of sym
bolic images occurs, and the vehicles of this process are metaphors 
or their extensions - myths. It may not be simply coincidental 
that in the opening pages of his book Munz illustrates his argument 
for typology not only with an example drawn from the visual arts, 
but with one which directly refers to Picasso. He uses the example 
of Picasso's series of canvases based on Manet's Le Dejeuner Sur 
I 'Herbe which in turn is dependent on a sixteenth century engraving 
after Raphael by Mareantonio Raimondi, as one example which indi
cates that typological series are not confined to traditional 
mythological systems.11

Before examining how metaphor and myth manifest themselves in 
Picasso's work, two important methodological points need to be 
made. Although Munz describes a series, he is careful to point 
out that such a series does not necessarily develop 
chronologically:

16 Ibid., p.6.



Let us consider... myths of sacrifice. They can be 
arranged in such a way that at the bottom of the 
series there is a story in which there is a sacri
fice, but no indication as to who is being sacri
ficed to whom and for what purpose.... Next comes 
a version in which one or more of these features is 
made more specific, and so forth, until, at the top 
of the series we have the same theme treated very 
specifically, as, say, the sacrifice of the Son of 
God by God for the sake of redemption. The increase 
in specification need not necessarily correspond to 
the succession of these treatments of the theme in 
time. There <s no absolute necessity why a general 
and unspecified version should be an earlier

Secondly, Nunz shows that there is continual feedback from the top 
to the bottom of the series, so that more developed metaphors can 
illuminate the less specific symbols in the hierarchy.,a These 
j. ,vations, taken together, imply that all forme or expressions
-j( ' particular metaphor or mythical theme can be taken into ac
count in interpreting any one example within a series. As the ex
amples from Picasso's oeuvre discussed below will show, movement 
back and forth chronologically is imperative to a full under
standing of the works. Images continually foreshadow and illumi
nate each other. The process of stimulus and feedback is intrinsic 
to the notion of metaphoric reshuffling and transmutation.

In his recent article, Rubin crystallised the methodological 
problems posed by Picasso's oeuvre.31 The unprecedented and 
uniquely prolific nature of this oeuvre and its vast range of 
sources not only defies "Cartesian logic" but frequently suggests

"  Ibid., P.39.
16 Ibid. See especially Chapter 7, "Myths and Metaphysics", 

pp.50-51.
11 Rubin, "From Narrative to 'Iconic' in Picasso", p.642.



that the imagery may be the result of a process of selection which 
is either random or capricious or both. While certain major themes 
can be isolated, many others appear to lie outside or hover on the 
fringes of these. Virtuoso stylistic shifts and an absence of ex
planatory statements by the artist compound the difficulties of 

classification and interpretation. On another level, the many 
personal references and innuendos in the works invoke the possi
bility of a personal or subjective mythology. This is often fused 
or confused with equally numerous references to traditional 
mythological characters and narratives. When viewed from the 
perspective of the definitions of metaphor and myth outlined 
above, however, many of these problems are subsumed within the 
logic of the imaginative or poetic process. This viewpoint can 
never exhaustively 'explain' the oeuvre in its entirety, but its 
account of the process is instructive and illuminating.

There is ample testimony to the metaphysical intention implicit

Picasso is above all an inquiry by visual means into the nature
of that elusive thing reality",11 And Picasso himself affirmed
these metaphysical links:

No explanation can be given in words. Excent that 
by some liaison between the man creator and what is 
highest in the human spirit, something happens which 
gives this power to the painted reality.”

11 Roland Penrose, "Beauty and the Monster", in John Golding and 
Roland Penrose (ods.), Picasso in Retrospect, New York 1980,

”  Helene Parmelin, Picasso: Women. Cannes and Mougins 1954-63. 
New York 1964, p.16, cited by Dore Ashton, Picasso on Art: A 
Selection of Views, New York 1972 (reprinted 1980) p.25.



Any form which conveys to us the sense of reality 
is the one which is furthest removed from the real
ity of the retins; the eyes of Che artist are open 
to a superior reality; his works are evocations.16

Although It would be extremely difficult to isolate any single

typological series within Picasso's oeuvre, it is feasible to view
thematic developments and elaborations in terms of Munz's
characterisation of the reshuffling and transforming process. Key
works relating to the harlequin theme, which is a significant issue
in the ballet designs, can be used to demonstrate this.

The first stage of symbolisation involves the real, natural or 
unelaborated symbol - in the case of harlequin a generalised image 
such as the Harlequin (1901: Fig,1) in the Metropolitan Museum of 
Art. The figure is presented simply and directly. His very identity 
and the flattened style of painting speak of the lonely world of 
the performer/outcast, but the symbol is not elaborated beyond 
this.”  In At thi Lapin Agile (1905; Fig.2) the harlequin, though

Rubin, "From Narrali”C to 'Iconic' in Picasso", p.643, reminds 
us that "virtually all of what passes for Picasso's own words 
in books... are, in fact, reconstructions by the authors", 
and Ashton herself (p.xvii) points out the limitations of re
producing Picasso's views on art via third person accounts, 
Ashton observes that, as one such reporter, Helene Parmelin 
is considered extremely accurate, I am well aware of the 
methodological dangers involved in placing too great a reli
ance on Picasso's statements as support for interpretations 
of his art. I believe, however, that they have a place in any 
study of the works as illuminations of his complex and often 
contradictory philosophical views.
Dor de la Souchere, Picasso in Antibes, New York 1960, ' .ted 
in Ashton, Picasso on Art, pp,82-83,

15 Many works of this year feature solitary figures- The earliest 
of these is Child Holding a Dove, cat. no. VI.14 in Pierre Daix 
and Georges Boudaille, Picasso: The Blue and Rose Periods. A



still relatively straightforward in its presentation, becomes more 
specific. It is possible to identify the artist's self-portrait 
as harlequin, as well as the figures of his companion Germaine 
(later Pichot) and the guitarist Frede, owner of the Lapin 
Agile - *8 Based on 'actual' persons, the figures assume a poetic 
quality through their pictorial relationships and stylistic 
treatment. The three figures become linked on the picture surface 
through a flattening of form. A tension is set up between this 
linking of the forms and a feeling of alienation communicated 
through the averted gazes of the two foreground figures. Germaine 
is in sharp profile, her face white and unmodulated, 
Picasso/harlequin is expressively modelled and placed in 
three-quarter view. Completing the trio is the frontal, sketchy 
figure of the guitarist. His static pose and instrument held in 
suspended animation echo the silence of the couple.

These observations begin to uncover the complex structure of the 
metaphor. The artist, having assumed the costume of the 
harlequin/outcast is identified with that figure. His condition

Catalogue Raisonne of the Paintings. 1900-1906. New York, 
1967. Daix and Boudaille ca*. nos. VI.17-19 and 23-25 can also 
be included in this category. The authors note (p.197) that 
these works mark s new turn in Picasso's oeuvre: "This famous
painting (Child with a Dove] shows Picasso's search for a new 
direction at the end of the summer of 1901. Ho turns away from 
Parisian life to deal with more intimate subjects.... He also 
shows sympathy and unusual feeling for his subjects. It is as 
if... he expresses his need for a different plastic language

JC Roland Penrose, Picasso. His life and Work. London 1981,
p.114, has identified these figures. See also Daix and
Boudaille, Picasso: The Blue and Rose Periods, p.263, and
William Rubin (od.l, Pabio Picasso: A Retrospective, Exhibi
tion Catalogue, Museum of Modern Art, New York 1980, p.57.



is contextualised through both his female companion and the 
guitarist/cafe-owner. Freda's presence specifies time and place, 

Germaine evokes Picasso's circle of friends at the time as well 
as the specific incident of Casagemas1 death - one of the factors 
contributing to the artist's morbid condition after 1901." Thus 
Picasso weaves himself into a mythological structure in which the 
real people end events are transmuted into more open symbolic 
structures. The Saltlmbanoue Family (1905: Fig.3), the Harlequin 
in the Museum of Modern Art, New York (1915: Fig.4) and the same 
museum's Three Musicians (1921: Fig.5) are works which, like At 
the Lapin Agile, employ harlequin and related types as signs for 
the artist and his closest circle of friends reshuffled both in 
terms of Identity and style into complex iconographic 
statements.31 These works demonstrate the constant process of re
shuffling and elaboration of symbols by which Picasso's oeuvre

Casagemas1 suicide is interpreted as being the direct outcome 
of the failure of his relationship with Germaine.
The literature on these well-known works is extensive and need 
not be summarised here. While writers are not always in com
plete agreement, all adopt methodologies congruent with the 
notion of metaphor as outlined in the present study. The 
principal sources are E.A.Carmean, Picasso: The
Saltimbanoues. Exhibition Catalogue, National Gallery of Art, 
Washington 1960; Ron Johnson, “Picasso's Parisian Family and 
the Saltimbanques", Arts Magazine, LI (S) 1977, pp.90-95; 
Carter Ratcliff, "Picasso's Harlequin1: Remarks on the
Modern's Harlequin", Arts Magazine, LI (S) 1977, pp.124-126; 
Theodore Ruff, "Harlequins, Saltimbanques, Clowns and Fools", 
Artforum. October 1971, pp.30-43, and "Picasso's'Three Musi
cians ': "Masters , Artists and Friends", Art in America. 66 
(10), December 1960, pp.124-142; William Rubin, Picas:o in the 
Collection of the Museum of Modern Art, New York, 1972; Peter 
von blanckonhagon, ''Picasso and Rilke, 'La Famille des 
Saltimbanques'", Measure, 1, Spring 1950, pp.165-185. An ex
panded discussion of harlequins will be found below in the 
discussion of the drop-curtain for Metcure,



reaches beyond the literal symbol into the domains of metaphor and 

myth and ultimately towards the metaphysical.

Picasso has been quoted more than one# as rejecting the notion of 
copying his own work."  Nevertheless images and ideas appear and 
reappear in his oeuvre in a multiplicity of forms and the ultimate 
effect is a cumulative one in which meaning is progressively en
riched and clarified. Thus the very process by which Picasso's art 
advances is one of a metaphorical series of reshufflings as 
characterised by Munz. He proposes that metaphor and myth are 
directed towards the articulation of "feellng-states" that cannot 
be expressed by simple language.‘e Picasso confirms that this is 
his direction too when he says: "Reality Is only reached in si
lence” and

Solitude does not mean renunciation of the world.
Rather it means placing oneself in an observatory 
whence it is possible to penetrate everything in the 
world, but filtered and clarified, not things but 
ideas and emotions. Woe to the artist who denies 
reality. And woe to the artist who ccufuses reality 
with the real."

”  Two examples of such statements seem relevant here: "We must 
pick out what is good for us where wo can find it - except from 
our own works. ! have a horror of copying myself", (Christian 
Zervos, "Conversation avec Picasso", Cahlors d'Art, 10, 1935, 
pp.173-6, cited in Ashton, Picasso on Art, p.51), and "Repe
tition is contrary to the laws of the spirit, to its flight 
forward! Copying others is necessary, but what a pity to copy 
oneself1" (Souchere, Picasso In Antibes, p.27, cited in 
Ashton, Picasso on Art, p.S3.)
Munz, When the Golden Bough Breaks, p.67.

°' Domenico Porzio ind Marco Valsecchi, Picasso, his Life, his 
Art, London 1074 (reprinted 1979), p.86.

11 Ibid.



Another current can be detected in Picasso's rejection of direct 
statement in favour of the expressive power of an open, poetic 

language. This is the influence of Nietzsche, with whose writings 
it is certain Picasso was familiar early in his career."  A de
finitive statement as regards parallels between Nietzsche's 
thought and Picasso's art raises vast methodological problems, and 
is beyond the scope of this dissertation. Even on a fairly sim
plistic level, however, this influence is evident. An examination 
of certain ieonographic motifs of Picasso's ballet designs in the 
light of Nietzsche's Birth of Tragedy suggests some fascinating

Anthony Blunt and Phoebe Pool, Picasso: The Formative Years. 
A Study of His Sources, New York 1962, p.7, note that Picasso 
had probably read all of Nietzsche hy the time he was seventeen 
years old. More recently, Ron Jc nson and others have inves
tigated other Nletzschean aspects of Picasso's arc. In 
"Picasso's 'Old Guitarist' and the Symbolist Sensibility", 
Artforum, 13, September 1974, pp.56-62, Johnson has inter
preted this work of 1903 In terms of the Nletzschean aesthetic 
of tragedy and music. In "The 'Demoiselles d'Avignon' and 
Dionysiac Destruction". Arts Magazine. 55 (2) October 1980, 
pp.94-101, Johnson interprets Los Demoiselles D'Avignon in 
terms of Nietzsche's philosophy of the artist as superman, and 
the Dionysiac as a primitive and nihilistic force. Mark 
Rosenthal, "The Nletzschean Character of Picasso's Early De
velopment", Arts Magazine. 55, 2, October 1980, pp.67-91, sees 
Picasso's development from the Blue Period to Cubism as re
flecting a Nletzschean model. The artist achieves an 
emancipation of the will and "a kind of self-glorification 
that rivals the Nletzschean suporman"(p.90). Lydia Gasman, 
"Mystery, Magic and Love in Picasso, 1925-1938: Picasso and 
Surrealism", PhD Dissertation, Columbia University 1981 (Uni
versity Microfilms International, Ann Arbor and London 1984), 
pp.637-638 and p.647, suggests Nietzsche as one source for the 
Dionysiac maenad in the Three Dancers (1975). Annette C. 
Costello. Picasso's 'Vollard Suite'. ('hD Dissertation, Bryn 
Mawr College 1978) Garland Outstanding Dissertations in the 
Fine Arts, London and New York 1979, pp.195-211, examines the 
influence of Nietzsche on Picasso's portrayal of the opposing 
figures of minotaur and sculptor. Costello summarises (p.196) 
the evidence regarding Picasso's contact with Nletzschean 
thought around the turn of the century.



parallels.I<‘ Not least ar,;ong these is Picasso's acknowledged in
corporation of classical motifs and allusions into the works of

this period. The very personal use that is made of these motifs
recalls Nietzsche's equally personal, not to say idiosyncratic
references to the Greek world in his first major work. The Birth
of Tragedy.*8 Nietzsche wrote of the limited ability which words
have to express the profound concepts of Greek tragedy:

the myth does not find its adequate objectivisation 
in the spoken word at all. The structuring of the 
scenes and the vividness of the images reveal a 
deeper wisdom than the poet himself can put into

This is stated oven more clearly later in TWlllght of the Idols:
Our real experiences, ., do not communicate them
selves... because they lock the right words. In all 
talk there is a grain of contempt. Language, it 
seems, has only been invented for the average, for 
the middling and the communicable. Language 
vulgarises the speaker.*’

“* The theme of music is one such theme which is discussed below 
(p.192) in relation to musical imagery in the Mercure 
drop-curtain.

69 Friodcrich Nietzsche, The Birth of Tragedy or Hellenism and 
Pessimism, translated by Wm. A, Haussma'n, Edinburgh and London 
1909. The Birth of Traged’ was first published in Leipzig in 
1872 under the title The Birth of Tragedy Out of the Spirit 
of Music. Nietzsche's writings first appeared in Spanish in 
1899 (see Paul Hie, "Nietzsche in Spain: 1890-1910", PULA. 
LXXIX, March 1964, pp.80-96). By 1905 all his works were 
available in Spanish translation. Michael S. Silk and Joseph 
P. Stern, Nietzsche on Tragedy, Cambridge 1981, stress the the 
fact that Birth of Tragedy is not a systematic treatise but a 
loose theory of art which is in itself poetic. The problem of 
Picasso's 'classical' style in the period 1917-1925 is dealt 
with below (pp.257-261).

16 The Birth of Tragedy, section 17, cited in Silk and Stern, 
Nietzsche on Tragedy, p.366. The authors identify this concern 
with the inadequacy of language as central to Nietzsche.

*’ TVilight_.of_the_Idols, IX, p.26, cited in Silk and Stern, 
Nietzsche, on .Tragedy , p.367.



This reference to language corresponds to what Wheelwright terms
"steno-language" - the language of literal statement. Picasso's
thinking, as reflected in some of his infrequent recorded state-
nif.its, shows striking parallels to this position:

No explanation can bu given in words.... "You can 
search for a thousand years" Picasso says, "And you 
will find nothing. Everything can be explained sci
entifically today. Except that... painting remains 
painting because it eludes such investigation"."

Metaphorical language with its "fluid uncaptured meanings" is thus
in Picasso's t-wn terms the defining characteristic of painting.
Like Nietzsche, Picasso rejected the scientific and rational in
favour of the poetic. According to Kahnweiler

Picasso, after reading from a sketch book containing 
poems in Spanish, says to roe: "Poetry - but every
thing you find in these poems one can also find in 
my paintings. So many painters today have forgotten 
poetry in their paintings - and it is the most im
portant thins: poetry".19

Like Nietzsche, too, Picasso locates the revelatory power of art
in "the structuring of the scenes and the vividness of the images"
rather than in the vulgarising effects of explanatory words. This
is, in fact, the process of metajihor. The artist or myth-creator
works with images, shuffling and rearranging his raw materials
into metaphors which vary in the precision with which they express
a "feeling-state". The most precise expression is a transcendent
one, the "silence" in which true reality - an absolute which can
only be intuited through its loss pvpcisc forms - is attained. The

Pnrmelin, Picasso: Women, Cannes and Mouglns, p.16, in Ashton, 
Picasso on Art, p.25.
Danioi-Henry Kahnweiler, ’’GnsprHclte mJt Picasso" in Jiihreslng 
51-60, Stuttgart 1959, pp.85-S8, in Ashton, Picasso on Art.



value of Munz's typological model is that it de-mystifies the 
concept of myth and allows 6r> explanation of diverse it.ythicel 
systems that transcends particular differences. It thus becomes 
possible to view the oeuvre of a writei or a painter as 
parallelling the process of more traditional and widely accepted 
mythical systems such as the Bible or Greek mythology. At this 
point it becomes possible to distinguish between Picasso's use of 
traditional myths and the independent formation of his personal 
artistic mythology. Traditional myths are for him unelaborated 
metaphors or symbols, equivalent Lo all the other diverse sources 
that tan be identified in his work.

In seeking to explain Picasso'n use of mythological imagery and 
allusion in the Vollard Suite (1933), Costello has related this 
usage to "Tho complete freedom of the poet or playwright with re
gard to traditional myths (which] had become axiomatic by the 
1930's", Picasso, she says

draws freely upon ancient myths to give his charac
ters and their dramatic exploits a universal sig
nificance. In the process Picasso alters the myths 
at will, incorporating references to Christianity, 
to Mithraism, to literary, theatrical and artistic 
masters and their masLeroieces, and to his private 
life.... freely adapting them and freely interpret
ing thorn until he weaves a new and personal

Costello does not explore the possibility that the process which 
she outlines is precisely that of myth formation itself - a process 
of selecting and reshuffling disparate images, not in any random 
or orbiuary manner, but directed towards expressing a precise

st Costello, Picasso's 'Vollard Suite', pp.333-335.



feeling If Picasso's cauvre in its whole as well ls in its paita 
is seen as parallelling the formation of other mythical systems, 

then his diverse sources, styles and subjects indicate not simply 
the artist exercising an unbridle '-eedom in the cause of 
self-expression, but a deliberate procoss of rearrangement aimed 
at giving precise expression to an ontol-.-glcel condition.



III. PICASSO AND DIAGHILEV

When he agreed to design ballet sets and costumes, Pic. 
uniquely for him, submitted himself to the inevitable re- • ..cns 
which specific commissions would place on his autonomy as ar. art
ist. McQuillan has noted the limitations which accompai iec. s.ir.h 
patronage:

the artistic material from which the ballet compa
nies selected and to which the painters themselves 
were exposed was defined by place and time The 
conditions of patronage imposed by the ballet com
panies upon the painters, whether explicit - thi.,»« 
of the ballet, numbers of characters, etc. - or im
plicit, set parameters within which the internal 
connections and discoveries... took place.91

Serge Diaghilev, for whose company Picasso designed four major 
works,82 has acquired a legendary notoriety for his autocratic and 
often high-handed ways of treating the artists who worked for 
him," No aspect of his productions was allowed to pass without

“  McQuillan, "Painters and the Ballet", p.114.
5i Parade (1917), Le Tricorne (1919), Pulcinellfl '12C.1, and

Cuadro Flamenco (1921).
63 Extensive literature and source material exists cn Djstjhi'ov 

and the Ballets buses. A comprehensive blbliogi -tliy cm be 
found in Richard Buckle, Diaghilev, London 1972, pp.587-502. 
Works cunsuUed in preparing the present study are listed in 
the bibliography.



the impresario's personal stamp of approval- Along with his 
dictatorial nature, Diaghilev had an intuitive sense of 
theatricality and a firm belief in originality, not only as a means 
of sustaining audience support but also to stimulate new levels 
of achievement in the arts. Picasso on the other hand valued his 
own artistic independence highly and would not have worked for 

Diaghilev if the limitations of the commissions had posed any sort 
of threat to it. Although it expressed itself in different ways, 
these two strong-willed and fiercely independent characters had 
in common a total involvement in art. It will be argued that 
Picasso not only fulfilled the demands of Diaghilev's commissions, 
but transcended them to create a number of ballet designs which 
reinforced and enriched his personal oeuvre. In o'.'sr to provide 
a context for a detailed examination of the designs, the artistic 
interaction between Diaghilev and Picasso will be traced.

It is certain that Picasso recognised what, from the artist's point 
of view, constituted the unique nature of the ballet as compared 
with other contemporary forms of theatre. This was its visual 
orientation. Dance theatre is unique in that its primary appeal 
is to the visual senses. It thus demands e direct sensual, as op
posed to an intellectual, response. No jtter form of performance 
relies on the visual sense to the same extent. Even the spectacle 
of opera is secondary to Its musical compcient. A musical score 
can be read, as of course, can a stage play, but dance nouition 
is a relatively recent introduction. Picasso capitalised on this 
dominant visual characteristic. Moreover, he transcended the lim
itations of time and place implicit in the ballets by transposing



his personal symbolism onto the given artistic material. Although 

recognised in the literature, the precise nature of this personal 
contribution has not been assessed. McQuillan, for example, has 
noted in connection with the sets for Le Tr .corne that Picasso’s 

contribution dominates the ballet. She views this contribution, 
however, as a purely formal one.51

Specific aspects of style and content will only be considered in 
outlining the Picasso-Diaghilev relationship insofar as they are 
relevant to the circumstances surrounding the commissions. These 
circumstances have generally to be pieced together from a variety 
of sources which include eye-witness accounts, hearsay reports and 
recollections which may or may not be substantiated by written 
evidence (letters, telegrams and contracts). Since Diaghilev often 
relit 1 on behind-the-scenes manipulation of individuals, and 
verbal contracts, it can be assumed that some of the 'facts' re
garding the commissions will remain unknown and a source of spec- 
ulation.

Jean Cocteau is generally credited with bringing Diaghilev and 
Picasso together for the first time in 1916 in the context of the 
creation of Parade.55 The relationship between Picasso and 
Diaghilev need not, however, be predicated on Cocteau's

5“ McQuillan, "Painters and the Ballet", p.476.
55 See Cooper, Picasso Theatre. p.l6ff.; Axsora, 'Parade'; Cubism 

as Theater, pp.33-34; de Bold, "'Parade' and ' Le Spectacle 
interieur"'", p.22; Costello, Picasso's ' Vo] lard Suite', p. 137.



machinations. It is necussacy, rath'jt, to examine, the activities 
and preoccupations of both man in the years leading up to 1917, 

to set the stage for the meeting of the creative minds of Diagliilev 
and Picasso.

Although Picasso did not exhibit publicly in Paris between 1909 
and 1917, his work could be seen at his dealers, Vollard (up till 
1912), and Kahnweilor (1912 until the outbreak of war in 1914). 
His work also received considerable attention through the 
patronage of Gertrude Stein and her brother Leo, whose Saturday 
evening gatherings Picasso attended regularly between 1905 and 
1914.”  In her study of Cubist criticism., Gawell has noted that 
"by the outbreak of the War Picasso and Braque were the estab
lished leaders of iarisian art".”

Largely due to the efforts of Kahnweiler, who had become his sole 
dealer in 1912, Picasso's work was well known in Germany in the 
years immediately preceding the War. Examples had been included 
in the first Blaue Reiter exhibition held in Munich at the end of 
1911 which travelled to Cologne and Berlin in 1912, and one of his 
Cubist works was used as an illustration in the Blaue Reiter 
Almanach edited by Kandinsky and Marc and published in Munich in

Gertrude Stein, The Autobiography of Alice B. Toklas, New York 
1933 (reprinted 1966), pp.44-45, notes that Picasso first 
dined at her home on the rue de Fleurus shortly before he began 
her portrait in 1905. Although the 'Saturdays' were discon
tinued in 1914, Picasso continued to visit Gertrude Stein 
during the war years.
Lynn W. Garowell, "Cubist Criticism: 1907-1925", PhD Disserta
tion, University of California, Los Angeles 1977, (University 
Microfilms International, Ann Arbor end London I960), p.162.



May 1912.51 At the International Sonderbund Exhibition in Cologne 

from May till September 1912, Picasso exhibited 16 works and was 
recognised by critics as the leading painter of his time.68 On 
March 2, 1914, at the La Peau de I'Ours sale in Paris, the 
Saltlmbanoue Family (1905: Fig.3) was purchased by the German 
dealer Thannliauser for the record sum of 11,500 francs - a figure 
considerably higher than the pre-sale estimate of 8,000 franc.., 
and one which drew considerable notice in the Parisian press.66

'12 end 1913, Diaghilev's ballet company worked extensively 
in Germany, performing in Berlin, Dresden, Cologne, Frankfurt and 
Munich. At the same time Oiaghilev was travelling back and forth 
to Russia.61 In September 1913 he holidayed in Germany and then 
went to St. Petersburg and Moscow where he engaged Natalia 
Goncharova to design Le Cog d'Or. It was on this same visit to 
Moscow that Oiaghilev discovered and hired the young Massine as a 
dancer, returning with M m  to rejoin the company in Germany in late 
1913.61 By this time too, Picasso was well represented in the 
Moscow collections of the two renowned and wealthy Russian mer
chants Sergei Shchukin and Ivan Morosov.”  His work was included

Solomon R. Guggenheim Foundation, Kandinsky in Munich: 
1896-1914. Exhibition Catalogue, New York 1982. p.305.
Peter Relz, German Expressionist Painting. Berkeley 1957,

See Cannean, Picasso: The Saltimbanques. pp.77-78 fci details 
of the salo and the publicity surrounding it.
Buckle, Diaghilev, pp.260-269.
Ibid., pp.269-272.
Bevcrlcv V. Kean, All The Empty Palaces: The Merchant Patrons



in the third "Jack of Diamonds" exhibition which opened in St. 
Petersburg in January 1913 and moved to Moscow in March of that 
year.‘“ It is also a well known fact of art history that Tatlin 
visited Picasso's studio in Paris in May 1913 where he saw the 
constructed reliefs which were to have such a formative influence 
on his own work. Diaghilev had also had direct contact with the 
Italian Futurists by this time, and both they and the Russians 
Goncharova and Larionov, who began to work almost exclusively for 
Diaghilev in 1914, had been greatly influenced by Picasso.

W'*.h his known interest in all the arts and his extensive travels 
took hint to Europe's major centres of artistic activity 

during these pre-war years, it is likely that Diaghilev was well 
informed about Picasso and his considerable reputation well before

of Modern Art in Pre-Revolutionary Russia, London, 1983, has 
documented these collections. Shchukin started collecting 
Picasso's work in 1906. By 1914 he was buying works at an av
erage rate of ten a year (Kean, ,-.220). Kean writes that "it 
was only in Shchukin's home that one could trace the artist's 
complete development up to 1914" <p.208). From the spring of 
1909 Shchukin's collection w—. open to the public every Sun
day. Regular visitors includ< 0 not or.ly young, radical artists 
- Larionov, Goncharova, Tatli: and Malevich among these - but 
also members of more traditional irt circles. Among the latter 
Kean mentions Benois, Korovtn and Sviov all close associates 
of Diaghilev (Kean pp.231-232). Although Kear does not docu
ment such an event, it is likely that Diaghilev also visited 
Shchukin's Moscow home to view the collection. Kean does note 
fraquent contact: between the two men alter Slicht-./> settled 
in Paris in 1919. In this connection she refers to Diaghilev': 
interest in recent and revolutionary Innovations in Russian 
art. "It was Shchukin's personal opinion that for Diaghilev, 
art was beyond politics, revolution was theatre and high 
fashion; he would have worked happily with Neyerhold, 
Lissitsky, Tallin or Lenin himself to produce a major work"

John E.Bowlt, chronology, in Angelica Z.Rudenstein (ed.), 
Hnsslan Avant-Garde Art: Tlie George Gostakls Collection,
London 2952, p.508.
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they met in 1916. It Is possible that Diaghilev did net at first 

see Picasso's 1911-12 Cubist works as potentially suited for the 
theatre, since he himself was partial to spectacular, flamboyant 

and boldly colourful styles as settings for his ballets. Picasso's 
pre-1907 Blue and Rose period works, however, may have alertud 
Diaghilev to the fact that Cubism teas not the only stylistic pos
sibility in Picasso's repertoire.

Although Diaghilev spent the greater part of 1915 in Switzerland, 
at Ouchy near Lausanne, his Russian Ballet company gave a single 
performance in Paris on 29 December. This charity show which was 
a benefit for the British, French and Belgian Red Cross, was given 
on thu eve of the company's departure for a coast-to-coast tour 
of America. Cocteau, who had been working as a volunteer for the 
French Red Cross, was probably present. Jacques-Emile Blanche re
corded the performance in his diaries:

Everyone was running down pre-war boche taste. The 
only mistake Diaghilev made was to commission Joseph 
from Strausp.
The young editor of L'Envol. a magazine which goes 
in for symbolic-cubist art, took Astruc usid,, say
ing 'Cher maitre - ... This kinu of art is finished 
- Schihorazade is dead as mutton. Give us cubism in 
the theatre. My colleagues and I will have some 
ideas for you when the war is over..-'66

Buckle, Diaghilev, p.298, Gabriel Astruc, a Parisian music 
publisher, acted as Diaghilov's agent, administrator and pub
lic relations director in Paris from the time of the 
impresario's first production of Russian music at the Opera 
*r. May 1907. Although the two men had a number of quarrels over 
the financing of the Russian Ballot seasons, Astruc remained 
a key figure in Diflghilev's orgarisation throughout its life. 
See Kenneth E. Silver ’"Esprit de Corps': The Grea War and
French Art 1914-1925", I'lil) Dissertation, Yale University 1981 
(Univei m y  Microfilms international. Ann Arbor and London 
19R1) p.off., for a discussion of the social climate in France



Astrue would certainly have passed the young editor’s remarks 
about 'cubism in the theatre1 on to Diaghllev to be filed in the 
impresario's memory until his return from America in May 1916. Back 
in Europe, one of Uiaghilev's first journeys was to Paris where 
he met Picasso for the first time. A Spanish season was due to open 
in Madrid at the invitation of King Alfonso on 26 May 1916. Amid 
the preparations for the Madrid opening, "Diughilev made a quick 
dash for Paris'1.66 There he was introduced to Picasso by Mme. 
Errazuriz.6’ It is not certain whether Cocteau was present at this 
meeting, nor whether Diaghilev discussed the possibility of a 
ballet with Picasso.

At the outbreak of war in August 1914, Plcassc had suddenly been 
left without a dealer. His contact with Kahnweiler had not ter
minated, but the dealer had been forced into wartime exile in 
Switzerland. Although Leones Rosenberg took over Picasso's deal
ership, there was no formal arrangement between tfcvn at this 
time.61 Picasso would have viewed a ballet commission as at least

of Hay 1916 she took Diaghilev to Picasso's studio in the rue 
Sohoelcher. According to Phillipo Jullion, "The Lady from 
Chile", Arollo, 89, April 1969, pp.264-267. in May 1916 Mme. 
Errazuriz 'settled for a while in Madrid where she received 
Diaghilev and his company" (p.206). Jv.Uian goes on to claim 
that she met Picasso through the Ballets kusses, thus revers
ing the contact. See also Axsom, 'Parade': Cubism as Thootst, 
p.39, and McQuillan "Painter
Rubin (ed,), Pabjo__Pi_cass

i the Ballot ', p.100.

r-Eoypccyvo- P '177,



a partial substitute for the fell-off in sales which the loss of 

his dealer must have meant, 'nee Kahnweiler was to have been the 
sole outlet for Picasso's work for the threo-year period stipu
lated in their contract, and since a large number of works had been 
confiscated when the contents of the dealer's gallery were seized 
by the French authorities in 1914, the loss to Picasso, both in 
terms of a friend and a source of income, must have been consid-

It was the war too, that changed the nature of Diaghilev's Russian 
Ballet. It has been mentioned above that at the time of the 
company's December ISIS performance in Paris, the flamboyant and 
exotic style of the productions was considered 1bocha', Although 

pre-war analytic Cubism seems also to have fallen into this cate
gory, there is an element of ambivalence regarding the way in which 
Cubism was viewed. The more 'classical' style of synthetic Cubism, 
practised after 1912, was seen as being more in keeping with 
France's war-time ideals. It is in this sense that 'cubism in the 
theatre’ would have been seen as desirable. Cocteau’s goal of a 
'renouvation du theatre', was related to these ideals.6’ Cocteau's 
wish to revitalise French theatre in 1916 has been discussed in 
detail by Axsom:

In place of a Theater of Naturalism, Cocteau wished 
to establish a Theate. of effects, one which would 
rely upon a synthesis of dance, music, and scenic 
design to engender formalised worlds of fantasy and 
delight... Diaghilev's Ballets Russes, whose the
atrical aims were similar and established in prac-

66 Axsom, 'Pfrmde' i_,Cubism as Theatre, p.46.



tice, was the perfect vehicle for Cocteau's

It is In the context of a revolutionary art jf the theatre that 
the Picasso-Diaghilev relationship must be seen. The attraction 

of designing for the ballet involved more than a simple shift in 
scale in Picasso's work. It opened the new avenue of performance 
art for him. Piaghilev would have been aware of the new moves which 
had gained ground in European theatre since the turn of tl.e cen
tury. It is necessary to examine these developments here, since 
they have significant implications both for the P.tcesso-Diaghilev 
working relationship, and for the possibilities which they pre
sented Picasso in pursuing his own artistic goals.

In Munich at the turn of the century, a revitalisation of tradi
tional theatre took place in the form of the introduction of 
cabaret, which encouraged closer contact between audience and 
performers, and which introduced topical subject matter into per
formance 71 When the cabaret was closed down for political reasons 
in 1903, the vital forms of the popular theatre, as developed in 
these caborsts, were introduced into conventional theatre:

By 1908... the MunchnerKunstlertheatre, for which
many of Munich's modern painters and graphic artists

’• Ibid.
11 Sue Annabnlle Molzor, Latest Regp the Big Drurn: i)ada and jlur- 

realist Performance, Ann Arbor 1980 (Studies in the Fine Arts: 
thci Avant-garde, 7), and Peter Jolavich, "Munich as Cultural 
Centre; Politics and the Arts" in Solomon Guggenheim Founds- 
rion, Kendii'Sky.Jn.Hunjch pp.17-26, tor the back
ground to popular ihnatro in Germany at the outbreak of World



designed sets, used styles of acting derived from 
both popular circus and religious ritual.

Hugo Ball lived in Munich at this time and was active in the
avant-garde theatre there, together with Wedekind, Klee, Kandinsky
and Kokoschka.”  Ball was influenced by Kandinsky's ideas on the
theatre, published in the Blaue Reiter Almanack. In a letter to
his sister dated 27 May 1914, Ball wrote:

I am planning a new book for the first of October,
The Mew Theatre together with Kandinsky, Marc,
Thomas von Hartmann, Foklne, von Bcchtejeff. We to
gether want to develop our ideas about the new ar
tistic theatre with new scene paintings, music, 
figurines etc.... we will found an International 
Society for Modern Art including not only the thea
tre but also modem painting, modern music, modern

These revolutionary notions about theatre and performance were to
come to fruition in 1916 in Zurich, where Ball's Cabaret Voltaire
provided a focus for Dada performance.,s In the prologue to his
diary, Ball sketched a provisional outline for the new theatre:

An artistic theatre would in theory look approxi
mately like his:

”  Jolavlch, "Munich as Cultural Centre", p.25.
”  Melzet, Latest Raze the Big Drum, pp.14-16.

Hugo Ball, Br iuf e_ _1 ? jj.:„1927 , Eins'cdler 1957, p.29ff., cited 
in Melzer, Latest Rage the Big Drum, p.24.

”  The founding of the Cabaret Voltaire has been well chronicled
in the literature on !)ada. In addition to Ball's links with
Munich and (probably via Kandinsky) with Russia too, there 
were also strong links with Paris. Etchings by Picasso were 
to bu found on the walls of the Cabaret Voltaire along with 
paintings by Kandmsk; , Logcr, Matisse and Klee. Max Jacob's 
poetry was featured in nnrly Cabaret Voltaire performances.

”  Cited in Melzer, Latest _Rnge_ihp Mgjlrum, p.25. The outbreak
of war, however, prevented the realisation of such a project,
and in 1915 Ball loft Munich for Zurich.
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Goncharova appeared in a Futurist film, Drama in Cabaret 13. which 
depicted a day in the life of Futurist artists.78 Although precise 
dating is not clear, this must hat" been very close to the time 
of their first association with Diaghilev.”  "he apparently anom
alous association of iconoclastic avant-garde artists and 
bourgeois theatre impresario can be interpreted in two ways. On 
the one hand ic offered Dieghilev the possibility of including more 
progressive ideas in his productions while remaining wit.iin the 
Kueaian paramste, s of the ballet company’s foundations. On the 
other hand, the opportunity to work for Diagtiilev provided 
Goncharova and Larionov with the opportunity of read ,r.g a wider 
audience within a context of theatre  ̂was no longer exclu
sively conventional and traditional.

Diaghilev's considerable interest in the work of the Italian 
Futurists by 1914 is evidence that he was willing to look beyond 
traditional frameworks for new ideas in staging hjs bailees. The 
ideas of the Futurists would have provided a common source for both 
Picasso and Diaghilev. Marinetti's activities began well before 
the publication of the Futurist Manifesto in Paris in 1909. His 
Ubuesque play Le Rol Bombance was published in 1905, and performed

constructions made oi cardboard. The third Manager took the 
form of a pantomime-type horse (Fig.237).

”  Kean, Ail the Empty Palaces, pp.249-250.
"  According to Goncharova, "Towards the end of 1914 Larionov and



at the Theatre de 1'Oeuvre in 1909.*1 Even if Picasso did not at
tend a performance, he would have been aware of the play and the
link it provided to the works of Alfred Jarry. Diaghilev's call
''Ettonez-mol" delivered to Cocteau in 1912, has strong echoes of
Futurist demands for the theatre.11 In his Manifesto The Variety
Theatre, first published in October 1913, Marinetti wrote:

The authors, actors,and technicians of the Variety 
Theatre have only one reason for existing and tri
umphing - incessantly to invent new elements of as
tonishment. •*

Links can likewise be established between Italian Futurism and
Dsda in Zurich via 'the Paris grapevine'. Helzar cites the publi
cation and performance of Marinetti's manifestos and plays in 
Paris, and points out that

Apollinaire was probably the vital link in channel
ling Futurist materials to the Dadas, for he was
cles on Futurism starting in 1913. We know chat 
Apollinaire was in contact with Tzara by 1916, for 
the first issue of Le Cabaret Voltaire features his 
work as well as that of Tzara, Picasso,

Cocteau's version of the events surrounding the creation of Parade 
- largely the result of hindsight reflectron - promoted the idea

61 Michael Kirby, Futurist Performance, New York 1971, p.19.
*’ Francis Steegmuller, Cocteau. London 1963, p.82. For the in

fluence of the Futurists or the Russian Ballet, see Martin, 
"The Ballet 'Parade': A Dialogue Between Cubism and Futurism"; 
Axsom, 'Parade' : Cubism as Theatre, pp.53-59; and McQuillan, 
"Painters and the Ballet?, pp.118-123.

1’ Kirby, Futurist Performance, p.179. This manifesto first ap
peared in the journal Lacerba, on 1 October 1913. It was sub
sequently published in the Daily Mail, London on 21 November 
1913 and in Gordon Craig's The Mask in January 1914.

"  Meizer, Latest Rage the Big Drum, p.49.



that the Russian Ballet was the agent of Picasso's liberation from 
a hermetic style both of life and of art. Cocteau, in his inimi
table style, described his triumph in obtaining Picasso's services 
for the Russian Ballet:

What does concern me is Picasso, the scenic artist.
X dragged him into it. His circle did not wish to 
believe that he would follow me. A dictatorship 
weighed upon Montmartre and Montparnasse. We were 
crossing the austere period of Cubism. The objects 
found upon a cafe table were, with the Spanish gui
tar, the only pleasures permitted. To paint a set
ting, and above all for the Russian Ballet... 
constituted a crime.’*

Cocteau's racy expression is surely partly responsible for these 
lines having been quoted so often that they have become part of 
the Picasso legend. In fact, the 'austere phase' of Cubism to which 
Cocteau refers, reached its peak long before 1916 with the 
hermetic works of 1910-11, such as the Portrait of Kahnweiler. 
Moreover, to interpret the hermetic style of Cubism as an ex
pression of an hermetic way of life on the part of the artist is 
to distort the notion of style. Pica so's art is predicated on an 
involvement in and contact with life which becomes transformed 
through art. The style or manner in which such transformation is 
effected is conditioned by the meaning of the artwork which tran
scends the reality in which it originated. The frequent stylistic 
shifts in Picasso's work unde:line the impossibility of artistic 
style reflecting a lifestyle. It was characteristic of Picasso 
not only to shift from one style to another, but also to work in

.loan Cocteau, "Picasso, a fantastic Modern Genius", (transl. 
W.Drake i, Arts and Decoration, 22 I-A) December 1924, p. 44 and 
pp.72-74, p.73.



a number of different styles at. the same time, and he was fully

Basically I am perhaps a painter without style.
Style is often something which locks the painter
into the same vision, the same technique, the same 
formula during years and years.... There are, nev
ertheless great painters with style. I myself thrash 
around too much. You see cue here and yet I'm already 
changed, I'm already elsewhere. I'm never fixed and 
that's why ! have no style.11

This conscious denial of commitment to a style is equally an as
sertion of complete artistic freedom which Picasso rcdinveined in 
spite of the potentially limiting factors which the social envi
ronment and demands cf the Russian Ballet productions might have
imposed.

It is safe to assume, that, contrary to Cocteau's claims that 
Picasso was involved in Cubism, and Cubism only, prior to the Pa
rade collaboration, he. was, in fact, fully cognisant of the inno
vations of both the Futurist and Dado movements by 1916. Dlaghilev, 
likewise, as a result of his constant, moves around Europe and 
Russia and his contacts with Larionov and Goncharova, Fokine and 
the Italian Futurists, must by 1916 hove been looking for a way 
to introduce a more contemporary aesthetic into the traditional 
context of the ballta. The mowing of their m-nds in Parana did 
not require the participation of Cocicau, although his presence 
cannot be discounted.

Andre Vnrdw, Pit.a>so, I'.xMlii I ion Catalogue, Musde dp 
1' AlhRiii't*, Genova 1*163, citi d in Ashton, Picasso on Art,
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While Picasso himself may not havo attended any of the Russian 
ballot's performances in Paris between 1909 and 1017, two of his 
closcst associates at the time did. Both Gertrude Stein and
Guillaume Apollinaire were at the second performance of I,p Sacra 
du Priritpmpa in 1913. At the first performance on the 2" Nay, the 
mdiiiiice had boi.n scanti-i! tsed by the discordant sounds of
Stravinsky's jcore and the unballetic movements of Nijinsky's
choreography.5 1 Gi-rtrudp Klein is not very clpor about dutes, but
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the second performance must have taken place early in June 1913, 
since, according to her, by the 5 June Maurice Ravel had attended 
the third (and last) performance in Paris. She givtis the following

early to the t
s below was Guillaume 

Apollinaire. He was dressed in evening clothes and 
he was industriously kissing various important 
looking ladic-' hands. He was the first one of his 
crowd to come out into the great world wearing 
evening clothes and kissing hands... after the war 
they all did those things, but lie was the only one 
to commence before the war.’1

Kamber relates how, as narly as 1909-10, Max Jacob frequent
fashionable salon*, dressed like a 'dandy' in a 'black tuxedo'.

There were thus distinguished precedents for Picasso whe 
1919, he began to wear evening dress and attend the ballet, 
over, according to Gertrude Stein's "...after the war they a

this behaviour, lie.rtrude Stein's chronicles also suggest th< 
shift in Picasso's lifestyle after 1917 was part of a conti 
change. Recalling events of the winter of 19-4 - 15, she obst 
"Picasso and Eve (sic.) were living these days cn thi

the apartment where both Cocteau and Diughilev first met Tic

Stem, TIk; AutobIoyr.Tghy of Al ici; ji. ToKlaj, p.l?b. 
Gerald Knmbor, Max Jacob and tlie Pool ic-s of Cubism, I

i



In May 1916 Picasso moved once again, U> a "liule home in
Monttouge"*6 where he again employed a servant.

We went out to see him. He had a marvellous rose-pink
silk counler^ane on his bed. Where did that come 
from Tablo, asked Uertrude Ptein. Ah ga, said
Picasso with much satisfaction, that is a lady. It 
was a wall known Chilean society woman (Mme.
Errazuriz) who had given it to him.16

Gertrude Stein's Saturday evenings at 27 rue de Fleiirus attracted 
not only artists like Picasso, Matisse, Gris and scores of leaser 
figures, but also literary personalities, journalists, musicians, 
wealthy Americans, members of the British nobility and even Roy
alty. In the summer of 1912 when the Russian Ballet visited London 
for the first time, Diaghilev had been welcomed into Lent m soci
ety. Gertrude Stein mixed in similar circles on her visit to the 
British capital later that year - "We went Co Lady Otoline 
Morrell's and met everybody". ”  What is significant is not the way 
in which Picasso was possibly 'corrupted' by close contact with a 
fashion conscious beau monde. but the degree to which his artistic 
independence remained unshaken. This situation is summed up by 
McFadden:

Picasso wasn't exactly catapulted to celebrity, but 
fairly early in his life he did begin to live rea
sonably well from the proceeds of his art. At the 
beginning of his career, he practiced selective 
poverty, by and large shunning commercial work, and 
unsuitable offers of financial security from deal
ers. Of paramount importance to him was the freedom 
to develop his art. The money he made, spoined to 
"happen to him" according to one New York dealer, 
and it provided a useful tool for securing extraor-



dinary liberties, which he knew well how to

Although the world of the ballet and its hangers-on iicplied an 
elitist environment, it alsv meant a confrontation between ad
vanced art and a more general public." Picasso's own experiences 
as a spectator of bullfights and circus performances would have 
made him sensitive to the Impact of such direct confrontation. 
Contact between art and a broader base of society was a premise 
of Expressionist, Futurist and Dada performance, and as hat been 
pointed out above, it is in the context of these traditions that 
Picasso's new medium should be viewed. It is suggested that Picasso 
deliberately wished to move out of the position of isolation into 
which the avant-garde artist is locked. It is even possible that 
Picasso discussed this need with Gertrude Stein at the time, for 
she later wrote in connection with Parade:

So cubism was to be put bn the stage. That was really 
the beginning of the general recognition of 
Picasso's work, when a work is put on the stage of
it is put on the stage everyone is forced to look 
and uince they are forced to look at it, of course, 
they must accept it, there is nothing else to do.111

"  McFodden and Deitch, The Mjda_#Jlrush, p.143,
”  liplon, Picasso Criticism 1909-1939, p.140, acknowledges that



Although Diaghilev's company generally played to a fashionable 
audience, there were exceptions. The 1918-1919 London season was 
given at the Coliseum, liome o( popular music-iiell variety shows 
whose audiences wore boozy and rowdy. The Russian Ballet was 
presented as part of a programme of mixed music hall acts. The 
Coliseum season ended on 29 March 1919. "n April, the company 
re-opened at the Alhambra where l.i» Tricorne received its world 
premiere on 22 July 1919. The change of venue was noted in the

Vogue was interested in Chj ciianget) aspects of the 
public by now flocking t the Ballet. Speaking of 
the transition Cron Covcnt Garden via the Coliseum 
to the Alhambra, Vogue said: "...We have
democratised our imperial entertainment.... There 
is roallv something a litllH incongruous in The 
Russian hallet serving as popular entertainment in 
a country which has begun to rage against wealth and

The first performance of Pulcinella was given at the Paris Opera, 
a traditional venue for ballet which was frequented by an 
upper-class audience. The only Paris performance of Cuadro 
Flamenco, however, given on 22 May 19 .us part of e short season 
at the Theatre Gaitc Lyrique, once a\ ,i,ids> contact with a pop-

The Gaitc Lyrique, where the Paris season was to be 
held, was not the sort of theatre at which Parisians 
expected 13 see the Russian Ballet. Situated... 
in a working class, district... il catered for a 
local audience.... Yot although it was rather a 
come-down for the ballet to appear in such a thna-

1,1 Ne.stn Muc.don.3ld. Diayhi lev nbseryed hy Crltjcs lii Knglnnd and 
ihr. StjHe.s_, ̂ lyjl.-isp'l, p.233, (.Hitts Vogue, t August



tre, the result was that a new audience began to 
appreciate it.1,2

Mercure was likewise first presented on 15 June 1926 at a modest 

venue, the Theatre de la Cigale, before a relatively small audience 
and in an atmosphere of informality and experimentation.



THE BALLET SCENARIOS



It is uncertain, however, what work Picasso did on the project 
before January 1917, when the unusual evidence of a written con
tract between Picasso and e patron is documented in the form of a

Confirming our verbal agreement, 1 accept to under
take the production (sets, curtains, costumes and 
properties) of the ballet 'PARADE' by Jean Cocteau 
and Erik Satie. 1 will make all the necessary de
signs and models and I will personally supervise all 
the work of carrying them out. All the designs will 
be ready by 15 March 1917. For this work you are to 
pay me the sum of five thousand francs, and if I have 
to go to Rome, a thousand francs extra. The drawings 
and models remain my property. Half the sum named 
must be paid me on delivery of the designs and mod
els , and the other half on the day of the first 
performance.1"

The fee was considerable, and in excess of the three thousand 
francs paid to Satie for his score. The contract also shows that 
Picasso's trip to Rome had already been discussed but not yet 
finalised. In a letter to Cocteau dated Montrouge, 1 February 
1917, Picasso wrote: "Hiassine [sic] will be satisfied. You can 
write ai i tell him so. Everything will be all right. I'm working 
on our thing almost everyday. Nobody need worry".1 ”  On 17 February 
1917, Cocteau and Picasso left Paris for Rome, where Diaghilev’s 
company was based and where final plans for Parade were to be made. 
Picasso had not yet met Massine and the choreography was still to

1,1 Buckle, Diaghliev, p.321. The significance of these scant but 
important documented dates in interpreting the iconography of 
the Parade designs will bp discussed in the following chapter.
Cooper, Pio8»so_Thpaj.rc, p,21 and p.327. The unusual spelling 
of 'MassineT corresponds to the Russian orthography, which the 
Russians used at first but later westernised.



It is uncertain, however, what work Picasso did on the project
before January 1917, when the unusual evidence of a written con
tract between Picasso and a patron is documented in the form of a

Confirming our verbal agreement, I accept to under- ' 
take the production (sets, curtains, costumes and 
properties) of the ballet 'PARADE1 by Jean Cocteau
and Erik Satie. I will make all the necessary de
signs and models and I will personally supervise all 
the work of carrying them out. All the designs will 
be ready by 15 March 1917. For this work you are to 
pay me the sum of five thousand francs, and if I have 
to go to Rome, a thousand francs extra. The drawings 
and models remain ray property. Half the sum named 
must be paid me on delivery of the designs and mod
els, and the other half on the day of the first

The fee was considerable, and in excess of the three thousand 
francs paid to Satie for his score. The contract also shows that 
Picasso's trip to Rome had already been discussed but not yet 
finalised- In a letter to Cocteau dated Montrouge, 1 February 
1917, Picasso wrote: "Miassine [sic] will be satisfied. You can 
write and tell him so. Everything will be all right. I'm working 
on our thing almost everyday. Nobody need worry".I”  On 17 February 
1917, Cocteau and Picasso left Paris for Rome, where Diaghilev's 
company was based and where final plans for Parade were to be made. 
Picasso had not yet met Massine and the choreography was still to 
be created.101

1,6 Buckle. Dlaghllev. p.321. The significance ol' these scant but 
.mportanl documented dates in interpreting the iconography of 
the Parade designs will be discussed in the following chapter.

1°'1 Cooper, Picasso Theatre, p. 21 and p.327. The unusual spelling 
of 'Massine' corresponds to the Russian or' hography, which the 
Russians used at first but later westernised.



In Rome, Picasso and Cocteau, together with Diaghilev, Massine and 
Bakst stayed at the Hotel de Russia. Picasso worked in a studio 
on the Via Margutta. According to Cooper, Picasso spent about 
e<ght weeks in Rome, since he was still there on 24 April.109 
Steegmuller writes that "on April 30 the company played a one-night 
stand in Florence and then entrained for Paris".110 It is probable 
that Picasso - by this time already romantically involved with one 
of the dancers in the company, Olga Khoklova, the daughter of a 
Russian army officer - travelled with them.

xplains that
very simple
Sunday

ny s Chinese Magician,
American dancer and an Acrobat. Each preview is an
nounced and ballyhooed by three managers. But much 
to the growing frustration of the shouting managers 
the crowd outside somehow believes that it is seeing 
the actual show - not a preview - and refuses to 
enter the theater. Despite the pleas and mounting 
hysteria of managers and performers, the momentarily 
gathered crowd drifts away from the little sideshow 
and leaves the pathetic company, which has collapsed 
in anguish.111

1 Ibid., p.146.
1 Axsom, 'Parade 
a full account



The street theatre was a well-known theme in French art and a
common sight in most European cities at least until the late 
nineteenth century. Picasso was familiar with the subject and had 
painted it on his first visit to Paris in the autumn of 1900.111 
It was not a new subject for Diaghilev either. Petrouchka, first 
performed by the Ballets Russes in Paris in 1911 with sets and 
costumes by ilenois, music by Stravinsky and choreography by 
Fokine, dealt with a similar theme. The central question of 
Petrouchka, however, was the interface between art and life as seen
in the treatment of the emotional natures of inanimate puppet
characters. Parade poses the question of the relationship between
performers and their audience. The dilemma of the artist which
it underlines, Is fairly obvious. Axsom sees this dilemma as being
central to Cocteau's intention in the creation of Parade.

One inarguable aspect of Parade's narrative... is 
the view of a scornful public which does not under
stand the artist's work and which refuses to "enter 
in". Parade's metaphor of the modern artist's con
dition is straightforward and is couched within a 
tradilion which regarded the fair and the circus as 
worlc, for the estranged.... Parade made a most 
ambivalent and contemporary gesture to the outside: 
come in, but do not come in. The psychological 
dissonance is stated and rationalised in the fol
lowing theoretical thinking of the artist: "I am 
devastated ' ecause you make no attempt to comprehend 
my action but that is acceptable because I would 
not wan’ ,ou to comprehend me anyway".111

1939, p.190, dationship
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The portrayal of the artist as set apart from the rest of society 
through the image of the street performer, circus artist or clown 
who fails to attract an appreciative auJ'ence, has, as Axsom points 
out, a long tradition in French poetry and painting.l“  It is a 
tradition which is linked to nineteenth century Romantic and 
Symbolist attitudes. Picasso had exploited the image since the 
early years of the century, most notably in the works of the Rose 
Period (1905-6). The possibility of Cocteau having deliberately 
chosen this theme, because of both Picasso's and Diaghilev's prior 
interest in it, cannot be discounted. It has been suggested that 
Picasso, all too conscious of the tensions between art and life, 
saw the Russian Ballet commission as a means of presenting his 
private art to a public audience. While Cocteau's self-conscious 
brand of aestheticism may have produced a scenario which, on the 
surface at least, is redolent of traditional attitudes, Picasso's 
somewhat uncharacteristic acceptance of the Parade commission 
suggests that he may have viewed it as an opportunity to to take 
up an entirely n,w challenge, The Cubist years had distanced the 
clowns and saltin'janques of the Rose period, and it would be sim
plistic to set Picasso's Parade as a thematic return to the con
cerns of 1905-6.

Vivien L. Rubin, "Clowns in 19th Century French Literature: 
Buffoons, Pierrots and Saltimbanquns", PhD Dissertation, Uni
versity of California 1970 (University Microfilms Interna
tional, Ann Arbor and London 1981) and Paula H.Harper,

ogrqpA^iL1. Political Functions for a 19th Century Myth, 
New York, Garland 1981, provide extensive summaries of these



It will be argued that for Picasso Parade represented an opportu
nity to escape artistic isolation rather than to stake his claim 
as a member of the avant-garde.116 The theatre would provide him 
with a forum which confronted the public more directly than the 
rarified and specialist ambience of the private galleries in which 
his works were normally exhibited. Furthermore, because of its 
visual bias, the ballet presented a unique challenge to Picasso's 
creative powers. If the theme of Parade is characterised in the 
most general sense as being 'performance', its relevance for 
Picasso is clear. It is well known that he often depicted himself 
and close friends in costume or playing various roles, and that 
the concept of the artist as performer was central to his life and 
work. One of Max Jacob's biographers describes how, during the 
Bateau Lavoir days, the artists would create their own theatre, 
and cites Jacob, the comedian of the group, as saying:

Evenings we would do plays under the kerosene 
lamp.... We took turns playing roles including 
those of the stage manager, the director, the

It hardly needs debating that Cubism represented the most 
radical artistic statement of the early twentieth century, and 
Picasso seemed not to care whether the public comprehended his 
Cubist works or not. While an 'understanding' of his work by 
his audiene was never an issue for Picasso, he did show an 
ongoing concern for the accessibility of the art object. This 
was especially so when the works in question had a 
quasi-didactic intention, as in the case of Guernica (1937) 
and the War and Peace murals at Vallouris (1952) In connection 
with the latter, one scholar has concluded that "a chapel which 
would afford the viewer the possibility of being surrounded 
by the art object would have been more satisfaclory to 
Picasso's quest for tangibility than a flat painted canvas". 
See Eugenia M. Lee, "Picasso's 'War' and 'Peace1: Time, Myth
and the Game of Life. A Study in the Evolution and Meaning of 
the Paintings’', unpublished MA Dissertation, University of 
Colorado, 1975 , p.4. Possible thematic relationships between 
Guernica, the Peace mural and the Parade drop-curtain will be 
explored In tl.j following chapter.



electrician and the stage hands, mixing them into 
the play.11’

Parade thus coincided closely with Picasso's most fundamental 
concerns as an artist and afforded him the opportunity to present 
his work in public as the ii.tegral part of a performance. The 
visual elaboration of the subject would allow him to exploit a 
range of media - design, painting, and construction - on an 
unprecedentedly large scale.

It is uncertain exactly when during the two years that elapsed 
between the Paris premiere of Parade in May 1917 and Diaghilev's 
production of Le Tricorne in London in June 1919, Picasso became 
involved with this second ballet. The commissioning history of Le 
Tricorne, is neither fully nor clearly documented. Cooper, fol
lowing Manuel de Falla's biographer, Pahissa, states that 
Diaghilov had signed a contract with the Spanish composer as early 
as 1916.111 Do Talla was to write the music for a ballet based on 
the novel El Sombrero des Tres Plcos by the nineteenth century 
Spanish writer Pedro de Alarcon. The first vers ion of the score 
was completed by spring 1917, and according to Cooper, this was 
performed as a mime, accompanied by a chambcr orchestra, in Madrid 
in April 1917. Diaghilev and Massine heard and approved the score

R.Guievtu, "Vie do Max J.iccb", Nnuvo 11(‘_Rovuo Fronqoise, CCL, 
CCLI, 1934, p.251, cltfd by Kambnr, Max jjcob and tiio Poetics



In Barcelona during the summer of 1917 and gave de Falla the 
go-ahead to work it up into a full length ballet lle

Buckle, on the other hand, does not mention any contract dating
to 1916, but states that in Barcelona in 1917, de Falla took
Diaghilev and Massine to see a one-act farce by Gregorio Martinez
Serra, for which de Falla had written the music. This play, El
Corregidor v la Molinara, was based on Alarcon's novel.180 Buckle
cites Massine's version of these events, in which the
choreographer claims that it was after hearing this music that both
he and Diaghilev realised its potential for a projected
full-length Spanish ballet which would use "the folk dances of the
Spanish peasants".

When we talked to Falla about it, he soomed inter
ested and quite ready to collaborate with us to the 
extent of omitting some of the pastiche writing in 
the music for the Corregidor's dance and expanding 
the ending into a fuller and more powerful finale, 
in accordance with Diaghilev's suggestions.111

Picasso who had by this time formed an attachment to Olga, accom
panied the Russian Ballet to Spain in June 1917.111 Although he 
remained in Spain until November 1917, his name is not mentioned 
in accounts of the planning of Lo Tricorne which was underway at

110 Ibid. The Russian Ballet performed in Barcelona during the 
last two weeks of July 1917,

111 Buckle, Diaghijev, p.335.
111 Leonide Massine, Mj__Lifo_in BaUet. London l')68, p.115.
1,1 This was Picasso's first return visit to Barcelona since 1904 

when he had <.-tiled permanently in Purls. Buckle, P.iaghljey, 
p.335, writes that Olga was intoduced to Picasso's close fam
ily at this time, and that the couple were engaged.



this time. Diaghilev and Massine spent the sura. of 1917 com !ng 

the length and breadth of Spain together with do Falla and the 
Spanish dancer Felix Fernandez Gc:cia who joined the Russian Bal
let and taught Mass ' e "the fundamental grammar of Spanish 
folk-dances".Massine's account of this trip showed how the two 
Russians steepod themselves in the Spanish environment while de 
Falla studied the local music which he was to Incorporate into his

Our days were spent sightseeing in monasterioa, mu
seums and cathedrals, our evenings in cafcs watching 
the local dancers and discussing plans for our bal-

Spain had provided DJoghilev with more than artistic inspiration.
As a neutral country it served as a placc of refuge for his
dancers, imd on the company's return from its second American tour
in November 1917, Diaghilev arranged further engagements in Spain
and Portugal. Massine who, according to Ruckle, "gets confused
over dates"116 writes that the company retimed to Barcelona after
the Lisbon season:

Our stay in Barcelona was brightened by the arrival 
of de Falla with the completed score of Le 
Tricorne. Picasso, who was going to do the decor 
for the ballot had already joined us and wi* all three 
- Diaghilev, Picasso and I - listened while de Falla 
played his composition for us,136

1,5 Buckle, iHagliiley, p.569, n.378. 

Massine, My. Li h’. Vl M 1 IV , P-122.



This account mistakenly locates Picasso in Barcelona sometime af
ter December 1917. Buckle is uncertain as to whether or not
Picasso could have been in Barcelona as late as this and suggests
that Massine is .eferring to the autumn, i.e., October 1917.,1’
Although Picasso was certainly still in Spain in October, de Falla
would not have completed the score so soon. According to Cooper

Several months went by (after the company arrived 
in London at the beginning of f uust 1918) before 
Diaghilev and Massine could start preparing Le 
Tricorne partly on account of the lack of money, but 
also because de Falla had not delivered the full

Cooper puts Picasso's involvement as late as April 1919:
In April 1919 when thuir popular success was well 
established... Diaghilev was ready to undertake new 
productions. Picasso was invited to do the decor and 
costumes for Le Tricorne (and) went to London early

Most other sources agree that Picasso returned to Paris from Spain 
in November 1917, and remained in France until May 1919, when he 
did indeed go to London at Dlaghilev's invitation.

The exact date of Picasso's arrival in Loudon in May 1919 is not 
documented. Like Diaghilev and Massine, Picasso and Olga stayed 
at the Savoy Hotel, and, as had been the case with Parade Picasso 
planned and helped execute his designs in close contact with his 
patron and in parallel with the choreographic evolution of the

l8’ Buckle, Diaghilev, p.342.
181 Cooper, Picasso Theatre, p.39.





are unrelated stylistically to tb<_ ),e Tricorne designs. A series 
of dravflgs from this period which focus in a liorae being gored 
by a bull, reflect Picasso's visits to the Spanish bullfights after 
a long absence.1,1 A bullfight scene was to form the background 
motif for the I.o Tricorne drop-curtain.

The scenario of Le Tricorne based as it was on e literary source, 
provided a far more fully fl- shed out narrative than had that of 
Parade. Pedro de Alarcon's classic story, El Sombrero de Tres 
Picos. wns set in the eighteenth century and dealt with the at
tempted seduction of a miller's wife by the local corregldor or

To facilitate his wooing of the miller's wife, the 
corregidor has the [filler arrested on a spurious 
charge. He then tries to enter the miller’s house 
at night. The miller's wife runs away, with the 
corregidor in hot pursuit. During the chase he falls 
‘nto a stream and the miller's wife runs to get help.
While she is gone, the corregidor pulls himself out 
of the stream and returns to the mill, where he re
moves his wot clothes and falls asleep. The miller 
escapes his captors, returns home and, finding the 
corregidor undressed, exchanges clothes with him.
The corregidor has no option but to wear the 
miller's clothes, whereupon his own guards, mistak
ing him for their escaped prisoner, arrest him. The 
corregidor is discredited, and right prevails.116

This narrative deals with themes of love, deception and mistaken 
identity. Although its author was Spanish, there U  no specif
ically Spanish element In the narrative. I’icusso would, neverthe-

1,4 Z 111:50-70.



less, have identified with the Spanish setting of Le Tricorne and 
with de Falla's music, incorporating as it did Spanish folktunes.

Picasso's return to France from London after the successful 1919 
Ballets Russes' season, is not documented. According to the most 
recent published chronology116 Picasso ard Olga vacationed at St. 
Raphael in the "late summer" of 1919 and it was in December of that 
same year that Dieghilev invited Picasso to do Che designs for

Although Commedia dell'Arte characters, and especially harlequin 
and pierrot, form a central theme of Picasso's work, P^lcjnella 
seems to have been the brainchild of Massine. On his first Italian 
holiday with Diaghilev, shortly after the outbreak of war in the 
summer of 1914, Massine was introduced to the character of 
Pulcinella.

I often used to go to the Viareggio open-air 
marionette theatre.... Sometimes I would stand 
there for hours, totally absorbed in the antics of 
Pulcinella, Pimpinella or II Capitano. 1 was in
trigued by their grotesque masks and their jerky, 
loose-limbed movements . ..l”

In 1917, again in Italy, Massine saw a live performance of the

Picasso and Stravinsky.
We journeyed to Naples together (Picasso's portrait
of Massine was drawn on the train)  we were both
much impressed with the Commedia dell'Arte which we 
saw in a crowded little room reeking with garlic.

Pablo Picasso. A Retrospective, p.199.
1”  Massine, Hv Life In Ballot, p.65.



X-

Tha Pulcinella was s great drunken lout whose every 
gas cure and probably every word if I had understood, 
was obscene...ll*

It seems plausible Uo speculate that the possibility of a Commedia
dell'Arte ballet was raised by the three future collaborators on
this occasion, uven though it was only in 1919 that such ideas came
to fruition. Cooper dates Massine's research into the subject of
the Commedia dell'Arte to this visit.1,1 Massine, however, places
the period of research in August 1919 when he and Diaghilev were
once again in Italy, on holiday after the successful London season.

At the Royal Palace Library in Naples I began to do
dell'Arte, for I had an instinctive feeling that 
this Italian type of folk-theetre, with its emphasis 
on mime and its use of extempore acting based only 
on a scenario, might hold a key to my artistic di-

Massine goes on to recount how Diaghilev accepted his idea for the 
ballet and how together they searched original Pergolesi manu
scripts for suitable music which Diaghilev later asked Stravinsky 
to orchestrate. Buckle writes that

The evolution of Pulcinella may have begun earlier 
than this summer of 1919 for Ansermet had referred 
to a Pertolesi-Picasso ballet in a letter to 
Stravinsky in Hay; but Stravinsky was not asked to 
orchestrate the lergolesi until the autumn.111

l”  Igor Stravinsky and Robert Craft, Conversations with Robert 
Craft, New York 1959, pp.J04-5. See also Buckle, Diaghilev. 
pp.32-33, and Cooper, Picasso Theatre, pp.43-44.

t”  Cooper, Picasso Theatre, p.43.
1‘' Massine, My Life in Ballet, p.145. Massine claims (p.144) that 

at the time he was looking for a way of transcending the pre
scribed limits of the classical ballet's tradition in his 
choreography.

111 Buckle, Diaghilev, p.3e0.



According to Stravinsky's biographer E-tf.White, Diaghilev used the 
Pulcinella commission as a means of enticing Stravinsky, aho had 
been working independently in Switzerland during the war, back 
into the Russian Ballet fold. Diaghilev put the proposal to 
Stravinsky in Paris and made the offer even more attractive by 
including Picasso end Massine. White quotes Stravinsky as having

The proposal that I should work with Picasso, who
particularly near and dear to me.... the great 
pleasure I had experienced from Massine's choreog
raphy... all this combined to overcome my reluc-

Whether Diaghilev had already obtained Picasso's agreement, 
whether he offered a similar 'bait' to the artist, or whether, as 
suggested above, composei, designer and choreographer had already 
come to some tacit agreement as early as 1917, Is a raster for 
speculation, but, by December 1919, both artists were involved in 
the project.

Faced with the task of putting Commedia dell'Arte characters on
the stage, Picasso did not immediately look to his own existing
treatments of the theme. Buckle states that "Picasso's first idea
of designing a contemporary setting... was rejected by
Diaghilev",111 and according to Cooper

To begin with, as he himself has told mo, PiCd»so's 
idea was to translate Pulcinella into modern terms 
instead of designing it as a traditional Commedia 
del 1'Arte spectacle such as Diaghilev envisaged.

148 Eric W. White, Stravinsky: The Composer and hi& Works. London 

Buckie, Pinghiley. p.361.



This idea for which Picasso apparently made sketches 
was rejected immediately. *“*'

Cooper does not identify these sketches, nor doss he elucidate 
whether they constituted the "project which Picasso first submit
ted to Diaghilev accompanied by nineteenth-century style costumes 
for the dancers".1“s It is not clear either, whether by ’modern’ 
Cooper is designating a period more modern than that of the 
Comntedia dell'Arte's own eighteenth century, or fchether he is re
ferring to Picasso’s period, i.e., the twentieth century. Massine 
writes that Diaghilev "decided that Picasso should be asked to 
design Pulcinella for which he wanted a completely abstract 
decor.. and that

Picasso's first sketches for the decor had been 
surprisingly realistic, but after Diaghilev had in
dicated what he wanted, they became progressively

Cocteau's account of the episode, spiced, as always, with
hyperbole, may throw some light on these events:

A confusion over dates, a misunderstanding between 
the choreographer Massine and the stage designer, a 
ballet completed in Rome which had to be danced L-,
Paris two days later, prevented Picasso from paint
ing the correct figures on his set for Pi'lcinBlla.
He improvised costumes; but they did not correspond 
to the costumes and pantomime he wanted and for 
which the models existed. Neapolitan prostitutes and 
pimps plflyed the old puppets like music by Pergolesi 
-e, uvanated by Stravinsky.1117

Cooper, Picasso Theatre, p.46. The story of Diaghilev's re
jection of these designs, as told by Stravinsky, has been in
cluded in most accounts of the project. Cooper cites 
Grigoriev, Massine and Kochno as corroborating it.

>“  Ibid.

117 Wallace Fowlie (ed. and trans.), The Journals of Jean 
Cocteau, London 1957, p.101.



Strs-'insky offers yet another, more dramatic interpretation of

: designs were for Offenbach-period 
ide-whiskered faces instead of masks. 
them Oiaghilev was very brusque: "Oh, 
it all" and proceeded to tell 1’icasso

In this Stravinsky ven 
throwing the drawings c 
day he placated Picassc 
ditional Commedia dell'Arte Pulcinella

ion, the evening concluded with Diaghilev 
the floor and stamping on them. The next 
and succeeded in getting him to do a tra-

that three different sets of costume designs are being refe ,-ed 
to: modern, i.e., twentieth-century, dress as told to Cooper by
Picasso himself, and implied by Cocteau in his reference to 
eighteenth-century puppet characters being rejuvenated in the same 
manner that Stravinsky had rejuvenated Pergolesi's 
eighteenth-century music; Offenbach-period, i.e.,
nineteenth-century costumes referred to by Stravinsky and Cooper; 
and traditional Commedia dell'Arte dress, which Diaghilev wanted. 
Pulcinella, unlike Parade and he Tricorne, was not revived after 
Diaghilev's death in 1929, and most of the original material used 
in the stage production has disappeared. “ g Of the stage backdrop, 
Stravinsky later recalled:

Stravinsky and Craft, Conversations with Robert Craft, p.105; 
White, Stravinsky: The Composer and his Works, p.286.

"" Perhaps the only remaining fragment is the intact mask in the 
collection of the Musee Picasso (Fig.7) although according to 
the Museum reference this was a maquette and therefore proba
bly never actually used.



It was in the dome of the Paris Opera when I last 
heard and completely faded except for the moon.... 
Diaghilev I suppose was in debt to the Director of 
the Opera and when our company withdrew after the 
Pulcinella performances the Picasso was kept

There remains the problem of resolving what exactly Diaghilev had
in mind in demanding decors that were both traditional and abstract
(i.e., non-roalistic) as stared in the accounts cited above. A
close examination of the Pulcinella sets will reveal a complex
iconography that underwent a number of metamorphoses. It will be
shown that the final set was both traditional in the sense of being
within the tradition of the Commedia dell'Arte, and abstract in
its reductive formulation. Polunin who painted the sets, says that

Before deciding on one of his numerous designs, 
Picasso showed me the whole series and requested my 
opinion of them from the point of view of their 
theatrical effect. They were most interesting, but 
one seemed particularly suited for theatrical in
terpretation and I told Picasso so. And, though 
Diaghileff preferred another sketch, Picasso told 
me that while working on his designs he involuntar
ily returned to the one that had attracted my at
tention. In the end this was decided on...161

While Polunin, who was anxious to stress his own role in the mat
ter, may not be an entirely reliable witness, this does present 
further evidence of a possible lack of agreement between Picasso 
and Diaghilev. Whether the final sets were dictated by Diaghilev 
or by Picasso, it is clear that warning signs regarding the future
working relationship between the two men were beginning to appear.



The Pulclnelia plot is episodic and confusing.153 Neither 
harlequin nor pierrot are included as characters in the scenario 
worked out by Massine and Diaghilev, which was based on a 
Neapolitan manuscript of 1700 called The Four Polichinelles Who 
Look Alike.151 The main protagonist, Pulclnelia, was not a famil
iar one in Picasso's oeuvre, and a reading of the principal events 
in the scenario suggests that it is the situations rather than the 
characters themselves which provide the thematic links for 
Picasso. The scenario concerns Pulclnelia, who is wooed by village 
girls but is himself in love with Pimpinella. The village girls' 
suitors disguise themselves as Pulcinellas in order to win over 
their sweethearts. The false Pulclnelies attempt to kill the real 
Pulcinella, but the latter has changnd places with a magician, who 
can feign death. The magician is later resurrected by Pulcinella 
who himself is disguised as the magician. They change places, re
sume their rightful roles, and Pimpinella and Pulcinella are 
wed.16' Pulcinella had its first performance at the Paris Opera 
on 15 May 1920.

The year which followed was a relatively uneventful one for 
Picasso, highlighted by the birth of his son, Paulo, on U February 
1921. The Picassos had been In Juan-los-Pins from mid-June to late

161 White, Stravinsky; The Composer and his Works, p.284; Buckle, 
Diagliiley, p.363, writes 'nobody si-.omod to mind the absurd 
embroglio with Hs disguises and feigned deaths...". See also 
McQuillan, "Puimers. and the Hallet", p.4<)6.

151 Penrose , Picos_so._Hih_LIfr.nnd_Wqrk, p. 230.

Henderson, in V^cqsso _a_nd _th_o_TI,_pau-o, Exhibition Catalogue, 
Brighton lORU, pp.'j-Tti".



September 1920 ind the remainder of r.he period was spent in Paris. 
Diaghilev, meanwhile, was as active as ever, frantically making 
plans for his 1921 seasons in the absence of Massine, who had left, 
after a serifs of disagreements, in January 1921. In Spain at the 
end of March 1921, Diaghilev decided to engage a troupe of Spanish 
dancers to open in Paris in May and in London later that year. This 
authentic Spanish Ballet was to be called Cuadnj Flamenco and was 
a ready-made production. The Spanish dancers provided their own 
choreography and music. All that was needed were sets and costumes 
to translate the spontaneous cabaret dances into a theatrical

Although Diaghilev's original idea for the Hecor of this Spanish 
ballet was most ambitious, in the end the decor too, like the 
choreography and music, was ready made, consisting of an adapta
tion of one of the early Pulclnella sketches. In mid-April (the 
season was scheduled to open only one month later) Diaghilev had 
invited Juan Gris to design the ballet. But by the end of April 
the invitation was withdrawn on the pretext that Gris had responded 
to Diaghilev's telegram too late. The designs were to be Lhe cre
ation of Picasso, These events have been variously interpreted. 
Gris, who especially travelled to Monte Carlo at Diaghilev's re
quest, wrote to Knhnweiler on 29 April "Picasso got away with it 
by producing a set of designs already made, saying that I would 
never be able to do it in so short a time."185 Buckle, relying on 
Kochno'b recollections writes:



Diaghilev had decided to invite Juan Gris - like 
Picasso both Spanish and a cubist - to design the 
decor for his Cuadro Flamnneo and Picasso ipproved 
his decision. Diaghilev telegraphed to Gris on 14th 
April. But a day or tuo later uhen Qlaghilov visited 
Picasso in the rue La Boetie, he found that Picasso 
had made all the drawings himself. It was as if the 
painter could not bear to be left out of so Spanish 
a manifestation as gypsy dancers.1”

The extent of the contact between Picasso and Diaghilev in the year 
between the Pulcinttl?j opening on 15 May 1920 and April 1921, is 
not certain. It would appear that it was minimal since Picasso was 
involved with domestic affairs, while Diaghilev had to deal with 
major changes in his company occasioned by Massine's departure. 
The motive behind Diaghilev’s approach to Gris remains a point of 
speculation. Is likely that it uas Diaghllev's intention to
undermine Picasso (notwithstanding Kochno’s observation that 
Diaghilev had Picasso's approval) perhaps as a result of the dis
agreements experienced with the Pulclno1 Is project. In the event, 
the plan misfired and it was Gris who suffered. He blamed Picasso.

Diaghilev was constantly travelling between Monte Carlo (where the 
company wav roho/irsing) and Paris, during April and May of 1921. 
It is not certain how or why he came to visit Picasso in Paris. 
It is Hkely, however, that, recalling the rejected Pulcinella 
design*, he realised tixnt they could be adapted mure quickly land 
probably less expensively) than starting from scratch with a new 
artist. Since Picasso's set for Cundro Fliynrnco ig very clejrly 
related to the I’u 1 cjnn!j_fl designs, and the costumes boar a resem-

166 llur.klc, n iaghilny  pp. 3BO-381.



blance to those for Le Tricorne it is improbable that they were 
freshly conceived for the new Spanish ballet. Picasso, himself 
an Andalusian, would have identified with the gypsy dancing, but 
there is no evidenco that he had any knowledge of what was planned 
in terms of choreography when he selected the designs. The set has 
very little reference to things Spanish, but Picasso's concern 
with it is evidenced by the fact that he painted substantial parts 
of it himself. After Cuadro Flamenco Picasso did not collaborate 
directly tilth Diaghi lev again, although they did maintain social 
contact.16’ Possible reasons for the termination of their working 
collaboration will be suggested after considering two post-scripts 
to the Fuur ballets of 1917-1921.

Documentation exists for two further projects in the 
Picasso-Diaghilev collaboration: a new backcloth for L'Apres Midi 
d’une Faune (1922) and a drop curtain for Le Train Bleu (1924), 
Both Kochno and Cooper provide more or loss anecdotal accounts of 
the first of these, which indicate that Picasso was no longer 
producing theatrical material which accorded with Diaghilev's

When he received Picasso's sketch, it showed a sim
ple backdrop of wasl.ed-out gray, so Diaghilev hast
ily withdrew any mention of the artist's nnmfi from 
the program and the imthor of the decor remained 
anonymous].1,1

1 s ’ Cooper, Plc£&so ThMLr_n., p.52, points out that although
Picasso remained in contact with Dlnghilov after 1921 and 
various projects wore mooted, "Diaghilev was never again suc
cessful in persuading [Picasso] to do on entire production for 
his company".

“ ■ Boris Kochno, tHaghilcv arid .the _Ballpts .Rushes, trans. A.



Cooper cilos Picasso '.imself 's the source of the following in-

At the bass was an area of pale yellow, jepresenting 
s sandy beach, in the middle, was a pale bluish-gray 
sky. The effect, says Picasso, was timeless, calm 
and visually true for a very hot day. But Diaghilev 
was furious when he saw it and commented rather 
acidly: "l wanted Egypt and you gave me Dieppe".1,9

McQulll.in states that
the decor itself has remained virtually unknown. It 
seems never to have been photographed, nor have any 
designs been published.160

Zervos, however, has published a design which corresponds to 
Cooper's description (Fig.8).161 This abstract sketch consists of 
three horizontal bands and suggests the sort of abstract landscape 
described by Cooper. Zervos identifies it as a study for the decor 
for Cuadro Flamenco and thus links it to Picasso's work for the 
ballet. But since it has little in common with any of the other 
Cuadro Flamenco or Pulclnella designs, it is possible that this 
is i design for the 'unknown' decor of L'Apres Midi d'une Foune. 
Rubin records that Picasso's design was rejected, but a contempo
rary review of the production suggests that Picasso's design was, 
in fact, the one used - 'A backcloth is seen depicting the sea and sky...1.161
1,9 Cooper, PiG6f.RO TUfratt?. p.52, citing a 1966 convtraavIon with 

,c* McQ'iil lan, "Pointers and the Ballca", p.519.

111 Rubin fed.), l’(a>lo_ J’icasso: „_A _ Rotrosp̂ ct̂ ve, p.223; See 
McQuillan, "I'aintars and the llullpt", p.519, citing Andre 
Levinson, "2<J mai 11922]: Pntrouchka, L'Apri-s-midi d'un
Fnuiiv, Soloil de Null", 1-̂. IJimse, au Tlivatr#̂  FLBUietJuuff fit



Whfiti Djaghilev next used a Plcassc design he made certain that he 
would get what he wanted (Picasso's giant female figures' by se
lecting an existing gouache tor adaptation. The enlargement, of 
Picasso's La Course of 1922, (Fig.9) from a small gouache measuring 
34 < 42,5 cm to the full-scale stage curtain which has come to be 
associated with Le Train Bleu (1924) was first used by Diaghilev 
as i'ront curtain for the opening night of the Russian Ballet season 
at the Theatre de Chssps-Elysees on 26 May 1924. On this occasion 
"Diaghilev ordered from Auric a special fanfare to greet its ap
pearance". 16 3 Subsequently, during the same season, the curtain 
was used for Le Train Bleu and became exclusively associated with

ev was immensely proud that Picasso had signed the curtain 
dedication to him, in spite of the fact that it had been 
d by the scent painter Prince Schervashidze. By dedicating 
opy' of his original to Diaghilev, Picasso was acknowledg- 
gap which had recently become apparent in their ideals for 
of the theatre. Diaghilev in his pursuit of the new and the 
g, was concerned with seals, spectacle, ond the dissem- 
of taste and fashion. Picasso's concern was ever to push 
e frontiers of invention. The fanfare that her tded the

a complete stage presence in itself. Picarso's work, in 
cv's eyes, no longer needed choreography or music to sup-



- Dieghilev wanted 'a Picas 

is simplified set for L'Apre
cussed above. He realised that this could no longer be achieved
within the ambit of Diagh.Uev's Russian Ballet. Cooper makes this
realisation clear:

Picasso, whose mocking sense of humour is well 
known... delighted in proposing to Diaghilev, whose 
sense of humour was weak, elaborate ideas of his own 
for future ballets of an extravagantly imaginative 
kind. One of these projects... called for a 
still-life deor of assorted meat? :.’.d vegetables in 
and around which the dancers, dossed as flies, 
would weave.... Another... was a uillet about the 
life of Diaghilev, showing him in a succession of 
scenes from the day he cut his first tooth to the 
toothless Diaghilev of old age. These projects 
were... imaginative flights.... Yet there was be
hind them the serious purpose of trying to spur 
Diaghilev on to... produce ballets which were more 
challenging...

reason why he could no longer work for Diaghilev: "Diaghilev 
voudrait qua je fasse pour sea ballets des decors de Bakst".1,s

At the very time that Prince Sehervashidze was rendering La Cours 
into a spectacle for Diaghilev, Picasso began working for a ne 
patron on a production which would once again enable him to brea 
new ground in performance art. Comte Etienne de Beaumont who com

Pjjghilev and the Ballets 
ported as follows: "... when 
for stage designs... Picasso 
remarking to friends that 
to do Bakst decors signed

1



missioned the designs for the ballet Mercure in 1924, was a French 
aristocrat and dilettante who had long been a supporter of the 
Russian Ballet. Massine describes him as "a man of great charm 
and versatility, who in his leisure time designed jewellery for 
Cartiers”.166 While he could hardly be celled a member of the 
avant-garde, Beaumont was a dedicated patron of the arts who con
ceived "a series •'f evenings of dance, drama, music, painting and 
poetry to be called Les Soirees de Paris".Massine had left 
Dieghilev's ballet company in January 1921, and was invited by de 
Beaumont to collaborate on these evenings, the proceeds of which 
were to go to charity.

" -oper suggests that the original idea for Mercure dated to early 
1923, and cites correspondence between Satie and the Beaumonts to 
prove this - The date of Picasso's initial Involvement is not 
given by Massine when he writes: "l was delighted when Beaumont 
asked Satie to write the music for the ballet and Picasso to design 
the set and costumes". “  Thus three of the collaborators of Parade 
were to work together once again.1 ’* The spirit of Apollinaire was 
present too, in the title of Beaumont's evenings, borrowed from 
one of the poet's early periodicals. Beaumont also quite blatantly

“  Massine, My Life In Ballet, p.156.

16 Cooper, Picasso Theatre, p.57.
6 9 Massine, My Life In Ballot, p.160.

Cocteau, busy working for Diaghilev on la Train Bleu which had
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While Parade can be seen to have been conceived in the tradition 
of Expressionist, Futurist and Dade performance, Hercure pointed 
the way for the newly emerging Paris Surrealists a group of whom 
interrupted the first performance of Hercure. According to 
Massine

There was a sudden shout and a group of men irrupted 
[sic) into the box where Picasso was sitting with 
his wife. We continued dancing under a certain sense 
of strain while they cursed and shouted at him, 
calling him a vieux pompier! until Beaumont fetched 
the |. lice and they were forced to leave the thea
tre. We were told later that the demonstration had 
been staged by a group of dadaists who were enraged 
by our cubist performance.1,3

Satie appears to have believed that the attack was directed at his 
score. "Commotion yesterday at the Cigala; the false Dado came 
to sonspirer me" he wrote in a letter to Rolf de Hare, dated 16 
June 1924.l,‘‘ McQuillan suggests that the demonstration was art, 
in fact, c.i-ected against any specific aspect of the ballet, but 
that it was rather a manifestation of Surrealist intentions, "a 
rival faction of the artistic milieu struggling to keep its 
avant-garc«. status".1”  According to Cooper, however, the hostil
ity wqs occasioned by the Surrealists outrage that "one of their 
artistic idols siiutild be willing to work for the benefit of the 
international aristocracy" (a reference to Beaumont and the bene
ficiaries of his soirees - French war widows and Russian 
refugees).1,6

*’* Cited in McQuillan, "Painters and the Ballot", p.630. 

176 Cooper, Picasso Theatre, p.59.



I
e • Whatever the .'•urroalists’ motives, they were not sustained for
I long. Hercure served to confirm Andre Breton's high estimation of
x Picasso. A letter praising Picasso and Mercure signed by Breton

and his Surrealist colleagues appeared in Parls-Journal on 20 June 
1 9 2 4 . Seven years after Parade in which Picasso had 
crystallised a new tradition of performance art, his latest in
vention was pointing the way ahead for the next generation of



V. THE DROP CURTAINS

two other ballots - Le Tricorne and Morcure- The drop-curtains
were front-of-stage curtains which remained lowered while the
overture was played. The idea of a drop curtain was Diaghilev's.
Buckle writes that when planning his ballet productions for 1911,

Diaghilev had had a lavish new idea: symphonic 
entr'actes - with illustrations. That is to say a 
painted curtain would be lowered to keep the audi
ence quiet while the music ••as played. One was to 
be Liszt's Orpheus, with a decorative panel by 
Bakst... another The Battle of Kerjenetz. an in
terlude in Rimsky's The City of Kitel. with a 
painting by Roerich. Only tha second of these was 
realised, but Serov painted a big curtain... to 
hold the attention during the overture.. . of 
Scheherazade.1 ”

This is contrary to Axsom's claim that the Parade drop-cuitain was
the first.1,8 Axsom further claims that

When Diaghilev... used an overture curtain. .. it 
depicted a representational scene which was affil
iated, in the most general terms, with the narrative

Diaghilev seems to have been somewhat loss concerned with the re
lation of curtain to scenario, than with the use of the pointed

1,1 Buckle, Dia&hjley, pp.189 and 327.
l,s Axsom, Mm rade1 Cubbmi,as, Tjicater, p.19.



curtain to engross the audience during the playing of the overture 
to the ballet - or of another piece of music. But Picasso's 
drop-curtains were to be more than mere decorative palliatives for 
the audience. Buckle has further observed, in relation to 
Diaghilev's motives for cOEnmissiontng drop-curtains, that "it was 
his way of commissioning the best painters to produce their biggest 
pictures".1”  In at least two cases, Picasso's drop-curtains re
versed the relationship between painting and music. Tor Le 
Tricorne, the overture music was vritten especially by de Falla 
to accompany the showing of the curtain, kith Lo Train Bleu the 
curtain heralded by a specially composed fanfare, was unveiled 
as an autonomous presence on stage.1*1 The painting had become 
performance.

While some thematic connection between curtain and soanario might 
enhance the unity of the production, It was by no means a re
quirement of Diaghilev's commissions. On the contrary, the 
impresario appears to have relied on che drop curtains to create 
an independent impression, and may even have communicated this to 
the artists. Tims what many writers have observed to be a shift 
between the imagery of the curtains and that of the scenarios may 
well have been an intentional theatrical device. This chapter will 
show hou Pitasso I00V. advantage of Vhe creative an6 JconogTaphic 
freedom afforded him In the creation of the drop curtains to extend 
his symbolic treatments of the ballet themes.

1,1 Buckle, piafiliUey, p.361.
1,8 Cooper, Picu_ssq Thoflvre, p.40, ti.105; Buckle, Diaghllev.



The Parade drop-curtain (Figs.10 & 11) depicts two groups of fig
ures situated in a space that is defined as a theatre stage by the 
presence of voluminous red draped curtains and what appears to be 
a painted backcloth. On the left, a white, winged horse suckles a 
foal. A young gi.l in a flimsy white dress and similarly winged, 
appears to be standing on its back. Her raised right nand is 
grasped by a monkey uhich balances at the top of a striped ladder. 
On the r'ght, seven figures are grouped around a table on which a 
coffee pot, e cup and ei plate of fruit arc visiUle. TVu. four seated 
male figures comprise a torero, two harlequins and a sailor.
The harlequin at the far side of the table caresses a sleeping girl 
who rests her Iv ad on his shoulder. On her left, a female figure 
half-kneeling on a packing case/seat has her arm around the sailor. 
Behind this group and appearing to lean against a strategically 
plnced column is a turbaned, muscular Negro. The background to 
these figures presents problems of identification. The column 
mentioned above is located among the curtains and must therefore 
be a (painted) stage-prop and not part of the background scene. 
Directly above and in front of it is a roughly rectangular form

ic literature requires some clarification. Gloria May Konlg, 
>ablo Picasso and the 'Corrida de Toros"’, Inpublished NA 
Isserttition, University of California, Berkeley 1962, 
).123-125, includes a glossary of bullfighting terms adopted 
-om Ernest. Hemingway's, Iteath in_the Afternoon. This glossary 
ifineh 'toreador' as o "Kronciiificaiion of the word



the corner of which partially obscures the top of the column. This 
form can be interpreted as a part of a stage set in the process 
of being raised from or lowered onto the stage. Likewise, the 
rectangular shape uhiuh frames the right hand female figure may 
refer to some element of stage apparatus. Beyond the red curtains 
yet apparently adjacent to the far edge of the floorboards, is a 
landscape which presents an unresolvable tension of depth and 
flatness. It is comprised of a sky area containing cloud or smoke 
forms, an undulating horizon, thick green busuy vegetation and an 
indeterminate greenish ground plane. These elements are composed 
in a series of horizontal planes which help ureate the visual 
tension noted above. In the midst of this landscape stands a 
rusticated stone arch, its opening emphasised by a part of the 
vegetation which rises up at precisely this point. It remains to 
point out the foreground ball, drum and sleeping dog to complote 
a description of the complexity of elements in the Parade 
drop-curtain. The discussion which follows will evaluate each of 
these elements both as symbolic entities and as discrete parts 
which have been combined into a unique metaphoric whole. As a 
prelude to this interpretation, the question of scale will be ad-

As Sue.'*Id has observed, a significant feature: o' Uir drop-curtains 
is their scale. Picasso's largest paintings prior to 1917 were the 
Saltimbanquc Family (1905: 2,12 x 2,20m) and Les Demoiselles 
dVl.visnon (1007: 2,43 x 2,33mj. Fob other works before this ex-

( 3937), usually considered hi* Iflrgi-M painting mcasuras 3,56 x



7,82m end even the k'ar and Psace murals of 1952 in Vallauris, each 
measuring 4,7 x 10,24m, are small in comparison with the drop 
curtains. The dimensions of tha Parade curveln are 10,6 x 11,25m 
- a size which has made its exhibition virtually 'impossible and 
its viewing a rarity. The L* Tricorne end Mercure curtains have 
both been cut down, but in order to have filled the proscenium 
their original scale would have been of the same order.111'

Axsora considers the scale of the Parade curtain critical to his 
iconogrophic interpretation, firstly because it can be included 
In the category of major paintings which are "on a large scale" 
and "in an Allegorical mode" and secondly because the huge expanse 
o£ painted, red draped curtain which frames the scene creates o 
spatial setting that is integral to his interpretation of the 
iconography.les Close scrutiny of the three existing rtudies for 
the final Parade curtain, (Figs.12-14) and the absence of any ev
idence to the contrary, suggests that the spatial ambiguities of 
the finished painting were not an issue from the start. The three 
studies differ from each other in respect of the amount of detail 
shown, and in the group of figures associated with the ladder. The 
remainder of the composition is unchanged in all three studies and

1,1 Cooper, Picasso__Thoaire, p.347, gives the dimensions of the 
i,e Tricorne drop-curtain as IBri x I bin, and chnt of the 'lercure 
drop-curtain as x 5m (p.352). Because of its present lo
cation in the foyer of the Seagram Building, Park Avo, New 
York, the Iii1 Tr.icprno curtain in its present state is difficult 
to moasure. I have., however, on an in_sltu inspection, made 
an ttitiroitp of Its dimensions as being approximately 6m x 6m.



in the final curtain (Figs.10 and 11). What does change, in the 
final curtain, is the viewpoint. In the studies the: figures are 
seen from a close viewpoint Kith the ball placed right on the 
picture plane. In the final curtain the figures recede from the 
viewer and an extensive ground plane intervenes between the ball 
and the spectator.1,6 In each of the three studies the curtains 
are located behind the figures • an ambiguous situation, as Axsom 
has pointed out.1*7 It suggests that the spectator is back-stage 
in the wing:: watching 6 scene enacted on stage. From this vantage 
point, the theatre audience would be able to be seen beyond the 
curtain But this Is not the case. In Fig,12, this area Is vaguely 
defined by n few vertical lines and the outline of a bush or shrub 
behind the figure of the torero/guitarist. In Fig.13, the vertical

This effect can only be seen clearly when the curtain is viewed 
in its entirety. Because of its great size the curtain prostnts 
problems both of viewing and of photographing. Most published 
photographs crop the periphery and focus nn the figure groups. 
As Axsom points out, the only published photograph of the 
complete curtain is a black aid white illustration in Paul V. 
Schwarz, Cubism, London 1962, p.145 (Fig.10 here). The exten
sion of the ground plane and elaboration of the surrounding
more usual view as seen in the colour illustration (Fig.11). 
Axsom was able to see t!i«. original curtain at first hand and 
thus his description Is valuable. My own requests to view the 
curtain, now stored at the Musee Nationals d'Art Moderne, 
Centre Georges Pompidou, Paris, proved fruitless. Robert 
Jeffrey, whose City Center Joffrey Ballet revived Parade in 
New York in March 1973, experienced similar difficulties. For 
an account oC this xevival see H .S.LoMonoco, "The Giant Jigsau 
Puzzle: Robert Joffrey Rocoiistrui-.ts 'Parade'", The Drama Re
view, 26 no.3{T1031 Fall 1984, pp.31-45. LoMonaco writes 
(p.40): "Joffrey went to great lengths to examine what little 
of the original production was left. He went to the Musee 
Nationals' d'Art Modorne In Paris , ?re the drop-curtain is 
stored but not displayed, only to be denied permission to see 
it. On a subsequent trip hf finally did see it after much 
persistence". It is hoped that onco the Musee Picasso is op-
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simply a perform-

is placed obliquely.
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As e result, foreground, background and side views are confused, 
and the spectator's position in spa'-e becomes uncertain. The 
painted figures are placed in the conceptual equivalent of a cen
tral space around which the spectator can take up a number of 
theoretical positions. In other words, Picasso's curtain trans
forms the traditional space of the proscenium stage into a space 
which parallels those areas for performance with which he was far 
more familiar - the circus arena and the bullring. This arena-like 
space is not described but rather stated conceptually through the 
perceptual distortion of the traditional means of depicting a 
theatre stage. Axsom has characterised what he regards as the 
iuxtaposition of flattened figures and illusionistic space in the 
curtain as characteristic of the method of Cub'.t collage." ° The 
Cubist nature of the curtain is, however, more complex than this. 
Kahnweiler understood how the idea of theatre-in-the-round ap
proximated to a Cubist conception of space:

The circus (was]... the one spectacle which might 
have provoked a reform of the theatre precisely in 
the spirit of Cubism, for the circus is a 
three-dimensional spectacle. The acrobats seen from 
all sides are sculptures living in space; here was 
something very much akin to the Cubists' idea of a 
complete representation of volume. One could imagine

l9g Axsom, 'Parade': Cubism as Theater, p.106. Although 'xsom has 
noted spatial ambiguity, he defines it as a duali% between 
"front of house" and backstage. He notes that the pai-itad 
landscape cannot bear the relationship of an illusion!itic 
backdrop to the stage area because :ts base does not intersect 
the orthogonals of the floor boards at right angler. Never
theless he eom.ludas that "If the figures and their props were
convincing illusionistic space derived from Renaissance 
schemas" (p.158). Axsom then draws a parallel between the 
curtain and a Cubist co'lige in its juxtaposition of th.'s 
illusionistic space with "the relentlessly flattened shapes 
and forms of the figures animals and props" (p.159).



them setting the spectacle in the middle of the au
dience, for example.1’1

McQuillan notes that ideas relating to a new theatre-in-the-round
were being expressed at the time in the journal SIC, to which
Apollinaire was a frequent contributor,1,1 It is very probable
that Picasso had given consideration to such a three-dimensional
application of Cubism, in spite of Kahnweiler's claim that

of them ever mentioned it to me. They arrived in the 
theatre, ignorant of its particular laws and found 
an existing auditorium and stage with which they had

Bv locating the figures of his drop curtain "in the middle of the 
audience", Picasso not only drew an iconographic parallel between 
this performance, the circus and the bullring, but also suggested 
the Cubist identity of Parade. Although the spatial limitations 
vf the proscenium theatre prevented the physical creation of 
ba11et-in-the-round, the Parade curtain orientates • cr disorien
tates - the spectator towards a conception-in-the-round,

The Parade overture curtain has been the subject of a number of 
iconographiu interpretations which seek to xsolate  ̂complete and 
self-sufficient meaning within tne curtain. Opposed to these in
terpretations is the view that the curtain holds no meaning at

191 Daniel-Henry Kahnweiler, Juan Gris. His L.'e and Work, london 
1969, p.156, cited in McQuillan, 'Painters and the Ballet",

1.1 McQuillan, "Painters and the Ballet", pp.123-6.
1.1 Kahnweiler, Tuan Gris. His Life and Work, p.156, in Ibid.,

1,‘ Axsom, lParadeJ_:_ Cubism, as Theater, Martin, "The Ballet 'Pa
rade'": A Dialogue between Cubism and futurism", Macdonald,



all.1*1’ The iconographic Interpretation which follows will demon
strate that, in character with the overall nature of Picasso's 
tymbolic structures, the curtain reveals not a single 
incontestable moaning, but a rich fabric which crystallises key 
issues of Picasso's oeuvre.

It is not surprising that the image of a horse dominates the Parade 
drop curtain. The horse is found in a large proportion of Picasso's 
works where its formal ajid iconographic treatment ranges from the 
naturalistic and unelaborated to the stylised and specific. An 
example of the former category is found in an early series of 
drawings which shows the horse in a naturalistic setting, bridled 
and harnessed, emphasising its role as a beast of burden.165 In 
contrast, in the Peace mural at Vallauris (Fig.16) the horse is 
winged, white and draws a plough. Its meaning is specified in the 
context of the title of the work, in relation to the opposing image 
of War; and in conjunction with its surrounding imagery. Here 
through a complex set of associations the neutral or natural image 
has been elaborated into a metaphorical statement.

Diaghllev Observed by Critics in England and the United 
States. 1911- 1929, Reff, "Picasso's 'Three Musicians1". 
Harlequins, Maskers and Friends", Vogel, "Picasso als 
Biihnenbild und Kostumontwerfer fur die Ballets Russes", and, 
to a lessor extent McQuillan, hold vhe former view. The latter 
is reflected by Cooper, Picasso Theatre, who describes the
chanting", (p.24). Maitin, although offering a complex inter
pretation (p.91) of the Parade drop-curtain, approaches it 
stylistically as "an obvious throwback -o the so-called rose 
or circus period", liuckle, P.iSihilov, p.380 describes the 
curtain as having been painted in 'a naive but old-fashioned 
style, like the decoration of a nineteenth-century
fairground".

lss ZVI:13B*145



The horse is a key character both in the bullfight and the circus, 
two events to which Picasso brings extended meaning and which, in 
the context of performance, are related to Parade. It has already 
been suggested that these themes were interconnected in Picasso's 
elaboration of the spatial setting of the drop curtain. One of 
Picasso's first oil paintings depicts a pleader on horseback in a 
bullring (Fig-17). In other treatments of the theme tl" horse 
frequently appeers as a victim or martyr-type, culminating in its 
portrayal in Guernica. An early group of sketches of circus horse? 
is represented by Z I:264-270. The Circus Family (1904-5; Fig.18) 
shews Che horse as part of a travelling circus, a theme which is 
reinterpreted in the Travelling Circus. (1922: Fig.19). In the 
1906 Boy Leading a Horse (1906: Tig.20), the classical and timeless 
are emphasised through elimination of background detail and ref
erence to classical styles as diverse as those of the anc<ent 
Greeks (the Parthenon horses, Kouros figures) and possibly even 
Cezanne (Picasso's boy has been compared to Cezanne's Bather of 
1885-1890 in the Museum of Modern Art, New York). A specific 
r.eaning is attributed to the horse in an early wov<, The Burial 
of Casagemas (1901: Fig.21). Here the white horsn is wingless yet 
airborne as it carries the body of Casagemas heavenward. As it 
escapes from the natural world it. takes on a metaphysical signif-

In the Parade curtain the distinctive features of the horse are 
its, two large, white wings. Axsom has pointed out that at the turn 
of the century it was customary for animal trainers in the circis 
to strap a piir of wings onto a horse in Older to present an il-
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luaion of {light when jumps weie performed.1,6 The wlnga o£ the 
Parpde horse do indeed appear to be strapped on. This late 
nineteenth-century practice, recorded in lithographs of the pe
riod, cannot therefore be ruled out altogether as a source for 
Picasso. Two observations may, however, be made. In the first 
place, although, as has been shown, horses appeared frequently in 
Picasso’s work before 1917 both in circus and other contexts, the
Parade curtain is the first instance of a winged horse. Moreover,
it is the only instance of a winged horse portrayed in the context 
of a performance in Picasso's oeuvre. Following, and much later, 
occurrences of this image are all in the context of works which 
are ionnect®d with the theme of wax - Tha Organ and Lie of Franco
1936: Figs.23 S 24), Guernica (1937: Fig.25), and Peace (1952:

Fig.16). Parade was created at a time when Europe was at the 
height of a horror-filled war. This circumstance and the 
iconographlc links to later works which deal with the theme of war, 
suggest a specific, if covert, meaning for the drop curtain.

A winged horse, identifiable i- Che mythical Pegasus, appears in 
two of the studies for Gueu. botl. dated 1 May 1937. In the first 
of these (Fig.26) a miniature "egasis is seated on the back of a 
standing bull.1”  In the second study (Fig.:.."' the winged horse 
emerges from the side of a larger 'mother’ in a direct allusion 
to the birth of the mythological Pegasus who sprang fully form«d

? suggestion of a band drawn around the bull's girth evokes 
» Pegasus of the Parade curtain and might be a reference to 
? strapped-on wings of performing circus horses mentioned



from the body of Medusa after she had been decapitated by 
Perseus.191 The winged horse, as has already been observed, ap
pears again in the Peace mural from Vallauris, where it is depicted 
pullit.g a plough, a symbol of rebirth. It Is also found in two 
pencil studies for this work which are inscribed with the date 
'24. 7 . 5 2 ' . A wngod horse appears again in the play Les 0-*dtres 
Petltes Filles which Pi-.osso wrote shortly after World War II and 
which was first published in France in 1949. In the fourth act 
of this play, the stage direction reads:

Enter an enormous white winged horse dragging its 
guts, surrounded by eagles; an owl is perched nn its 
head; it stays for a short time in front of the 
little girl and disappears on the other side oi the

The mythological Pegasus does not occur frequently in Western Art. 
Picasso's highly selective use of the image Indicates a specific 
purpose. Outside of the Parade curtain this purpose is made very 
clear. In both Guernica studies, and in the Peace mural and its 
study, the winged horse signifies thn triumph of the forces of life 
and light over those of death and darkness, a signification drawn

1,1 Robert Graves Greek Myths, liarmoudsworlh 1969, Vo) .1.,
p.127 and p.239.

ls’ boe, "Picasso's War and Peace", Jiscussos these studios.
Pablo Picasso, The_ Four l.lvtle Girls, translated by Roland 
Penrose, London 1970, p.62. Although a detailed examination 
of this piny is not possible in the present study, this and 
other quotations which will be drawn from it suggest that 
consideration of Picasso's poetic writing must prove illumi
nating for his art. This is [he viewpoint also adopted by at 
least one writer who analyses The Four hitlie Girls in con- 
? idevnbl e detail, see Uus.v.m, "Mystery, Magic and Love in 
Picasso 3 9 2 193P" . Gusman interprets tin- piny . a statement 
of op I in ism made at the end oi the Set oini World War, in which 
life emerges triumph-ml over death.



diract-Vf fro® Sit>ek mythology.111 Pegasus is the horse of the
Olympian gods and through l.ay unusual circumstances of his own
birth, a symbol of rebirth. Pegasus was the favourite mount of
Apollo, deity of the Arts, and favourite horse, loo, of the Muses,
sources of artistic inspiration. Although born of a mortal, he
achieves imort.ility, The winged horse thus links the notions of
immortality and rebirth with the artis'ic process. At least three
times in his oeuvre, in The Dream and Lie of Franco, in Guernica
and in Peace Picasso responded to the generally destructive and
reactionary wars which threaten both civilisation and art. His
attitude to war is clearly reflected in his statement of July 1937:

Hy whole Ufa as an artist has been nothing mote than 
a continuous struggle against reaction and the death 
of art.... As to the future of Spa.ilsh art. ... The 
contribution of the people's struggle Kill be enor
mous  Something new aid strong which the con
sciousness of this magnificent epic will sow in the 
souls of Spanish artists will undoubtedly appear in 
their works...J"*

d further observations mmd to bv made regarding the winged horse 
the Parade drop curtain. Firstly, its iconographic complexity

"Piccsso's 'War' and 'Pftjco”', p.36, 
presence in iho paint lug of Ponc_e wc 
state of oxlstonco wherein the arts 
lettermpjit nf mankind. The reyenerat 
then rofer to the spiritual rebirth to 
vhnn ppacfi exists unconditionally".



is enriched through a stylistic treatment wh1ch links it to two 
other traditions in Picasso's oeuvre which explore the dialectic 
of life and death, namely the Crucifixion, and the bullfight, The 
horse appears in a narrative and allegorical context in Picasso’s 
enigmatic Crucifixion (1930: Fig.22) and a study for this work 
(Fig.28) shows a horse which bends down to munch a tuft of grass. 
This horse is one of a number of unnaturalistically long-necked 
horses in Picasso's oeuvre, of which the Parade Pegasus, is one 
of the first. The type is quite f--quently found in depictions 
of the Bullfight where it is expressive of the anguish of the 
horse/victim.'" This recurring image of the long-necked horse 
suggests an affinity of meaning and reinforces the interpretation 
of the Parade horse in the context of the life/death dialectic of 
art and war. Th‘ second point concerns the curious narrative detail 
in which Pegauus is also a more suckling her foal. This apparent 
contradiction though observed, has not been accounted for in the 
Parade literature."" The life-affirming power of Pegasus is 
underlined by this imago of a nursing 'mother and child'. It pro
vides a particularly succinct example of the reshuffling powers 
of metaphorical language.

The connection between the winged horse and Picasso's response to 
World War I in the Parade curtain emerges clearly. This is in

2,1 This type of expressive distortion can be compared with =i.ch 
works as the Q'd.Oyitarist (1901), the BJ_ue_Room, (1901), and 
the Laundress (1904) in which a similar elongation of shoulder 
and the left side of the neck is an expression of the alien
ation and tragic situation of the figures.
Sen Axsom, 'Paradê j Cubism,as Tbaatej, p.118.



contrast to the literature which, while generally acknowledging 
that the war disrupted Picasso's social life, fails to find any 
direct expression of a res'oi se to that war ir his work of 
1916-18.2,1 Indeed, Parade itself has been seen to be the creation 
of a group of aiLists entirely unconcerned with the carnage that 
raged close to Paris in 1917. Picasso's visit to Italy in 1917 and 
his romance with Olga are seen as factors which further dissociated 
him from the grim realities of the effects of war in France, Yet 
the Parade curtain would suggest otherwise. Pegasus proclaims the 
rebirth and renewal that art promises in the face of the "death 
of art" implied by war. The novelty of Parade, its avant-garde 
statement, which was immediately acknowledged by critics and which 
remains a historical fact, was the clearest demonstration of the 
meaning which Picasso intended his curtain to contain: in art lies 
a form of salvation. An examination of the other images of the 
curtain will reinforce the meanings contained in the wingud white

rplcal, though anonymous u 
. exhibition catalogue, Picasso from

 , Walker Art Centre, Minneapolis 1980, p.139, 'W<
I affected Picasso less than it did other artiste... 
prisingly, in light of earlier and subsequent concei 
social and political matters that, found expression 
creation, none of his, work from this period commented 
War". It is curious ihnt In spilp of a universal recc 
of Uiu iuirmetic nature of Picasso's imagery, the al>s 
overt references lo Lhe War is taken as a sign of the 
indifference. Silver, "'H&prll du Corps': The Groat 
French Art 191--1925'', p.426, r, .30, distinguishes, bell 
plicit and implicit evidence of the influence of V'oi 
on French art, rightly claiming that such Influence "ii 
dependent on diryy rofervneo to the event". Silver'? 
pretfltion of Picasso's rciiponsn to the War is discussed 
grcstor detail below.



The young girl wearing a flimsy white dress appears to be standing 
on the horse’s beck. Like the animal, she has a pair of wings at
tached to her shoulders (Fig,29). Her position in space is am
biguous, since logically the distance between her feet - which are 
hidden but assumed to be planted on the horse's back - and her 
right hand, close to the top of the ladder, is too great to be 
bridged by her body. Since she cannot clearly be seen to be 
standing on anything, the notion of flight contained in the image 
of her wings is underlined. Her upward stretched arms likewise 
indicate the direction of her movement end the monkey appears to 
assist her movement in this direction. Wings symbolise spiritual
ity, imagination and thought, and this symbolisation is closely 
linked to that of flight.466

Flying implies raising oneself and is therefore 
closely connected with the symbolism of level, not 
only in relation to moral values but also to the 
notion of superiority applied to other qualities 
such as power or strength.31’

The discussion of the winged horse has shown this association to
apply to the notion of the transcendent power of art and artistic
creation in the drop curtain.

Winged figures - apart from birds, bats or insects - do not exist 
in the real world, thus those figures are simple and clear examples 
of visual metaphors. Two 'real' images - a pair of wings and a girl 
(or a horse) - are united, os they cannot possibly bn in nature.

Cirlol, A Dictio„ary of Symbols, p.314-5.



to suggest s third principle which is a mataphoric statement of

fantasy worlds and mythologies. I£, like Pegasus, the girl is a 
mythological character, then she may be the winged goddess Iris, 
the female counterpart of Hermes or Mercury, and messenger of Hera. 
The winged girl of the Parade curtain is reminiscsnt of o similar 
figure associated with light imagery in a 1°34 drawing of a 
bullfight scene (Fig.30). Here a young winged girl, holding a 
candlc, kneels in front of a horse and bull locked in terrifying 
combat. In ths background, the barest indication of an arcaded wall 
identifies the arena of the bullring. With her left hand the girl 
holds the light up to the struggling horse, with her right she 
shields its flame from the bull's destructive rage. The winged 
girl, horse and light ar- brought into conjunction - three images 
whose associations interact and reinforce one another.'"

The winged girl also appears in other guises. In 1918 at Biarritz, 
(where Picasso and Olga spent their honeymoon at Mine. Crrazuriz's 
villa), Picasso produced a series of drawings depicting s winged 
female figure together with a nude, a harlequin and a pierrot 
(Figs.31-33).les Zrrvos' titles identify the winged figures in 
these drawings as 'amour' . One of Lhe drawings in the series 
(Fig.31i certainly suggest* an identification of the winged figure 
with Cupid or Eros by thu archer's bow which it carries. A monkey

2,1 Light imagery in the form of the image of the sun occurs in 
the wamr-colour sketch for the far ado drop-curtain (Fig. 14) 
and will bp discussed below.
z i m m - m . m  and zoo.



is seated in Che foreground of this scene. In another (Fig.32), 
however, tho winged figure (bottom left) is definitely female and 
her dress is similar to ti;at of the winged female of the Parade 
curtain. The bow is no longer present, instead she holds up a 
mirror to the large posturing nude who is being serenaded by 
harlequin and pierrot. In yet a third scene (Fig.33) a monkey is 
again present possibly standing here, like th» mirror, as a re* 
minisir of fcui-an vanity.Although it is not possible hers fully 
to investigate the m'.aiiings of this serins of sketches, ir seems 
that in them Picasso contrasts physical beauty which is temporal 
and associated Kith eroticism (represented by r.h uge nude) with 
the permanent beauty of true artistic creation (represented by the 
winged girl). It is possible that the winged girl of the Parade 
curtain carries similar connotations.Z11

The monkey of the Parade drop-curtain appears in a different role 
from that of a vanitas symbol. As Axsom has remarked, there has 
been little attempt in the literature to explore the symbolism of 
the monkey and baboon in Picasso's art.Ilz This reluctance may be 
explained by the complex history of ape Imagery in Western Art, 
combined with Picasso's ambivalent treatment of the motif. 
Janson's volume, and especially his Chapter X which has been

111 See Horst W.Janson, Apes and Ape Lore in the Middle Ages and
Renaissance. London 1952, pp.212-216, for discussion of the
image of the monkey as a Vanitas symbol.
Both in their flowing linear style and the concepts of artistic
creation which they examine, these drawings anticipate the
more fully developed treatment of the theme in the Vollard
Suite of 1933.

111 Axsom, 'Parade'i Cubism as Theater, p.122.



briefly summarised by Axsom, provides a comprehensive outline of 
this history.,l* As Axsom has concluded, Picasso's use of the image 
depends on the traditional association of ape and artist, Sut to 
say this, reveals little, and the specific context in which the 
monkey appears must govern its meaning. In an extended argument, 
Axsom interprets the monkey as an allegorical "apotheosis" of the 
artist/Picasso.211 Picasso does, indeed, make explicit his own 
identification with the monkey, but the contexts of such images 
do not remain constant. A Self-Portrait. (1903: Fig.36) in which 
Picasso depicts himself as an extremely vulgar-looking monkey, 
recalls the csricatural tradition of nineteenth century works such 
as Grendville's satirical images of Delacroix and Ingres (Figs.35 
& 36).2 16 The Saltlmbanque Family and Monkey (1905: Fig.37) shows, 
on the other hand, the animal as a silent onlooker providing an 
emblematic contrast to the human figures. In the case of the 3918 
Biarritz drawing (Fig.33) the monkey is presented as a reminder 
of the ephemeral nature of physical beauty, while in a series of 
drawings dating to 1953-1956, Picasso again explores the re
lationship of artist and monkey in variations on the artist and 
model theme (Fig.38).

211 Janson, Apes and Ape lore, Ch.X, pp.278-322, and Axsom, 1Pa-

211 Axsom, 'Parade': Cubism as Theater, pp.131-136 and pp.162-165.
215 These caricatures were originally published in Un autre 

monde, Paris, n.d. 1866, pp.77-78. For a discussion of these 
works see Janson, Anns and Ape '.ore, p.136.



The artist/nonkey image has a history of both positive and negative 
connotations in the long-standing debate between art and 
nature.216 As well as its presence in Medieval and Renaissance art, 
Picasso ma) have been aware of the monkey's image a, a metaphor 
for the 'universal artist' in alchemical treatises of the seven
teenth century.117 He may also have been familiar with the works 
of David Teniers the Younger, in the Prado, Madrid, wk'.ch employ 
the monkey in an overt criticism of academic classicism in art,31* 
and of Goya's treatment of the theme in Los Caprichos No.41, 
(Fig.39).116 In contrast to the Grandville drawings (Figs.35 & 36) 
Goya's satire is aimed at the ass/sitter rather than at the 
monkey/artist who, far from 'aping' nature creates a wholly false, 
though flattering portrait on his canvas. In this work there is a 
recognition of the monkey as a trickster, a performer and a ma- 
nipulf or of 'nature', and it is in this sense that Picasso may 
have j iCified with the creature.

In the Parade curtain, the monkey provides the climax to an as
cending series of linages associated with the ladder. Pegasus forms 
the base, the winged girl continues the upward movement, and the

216 According to Cirlot, A Dictionary of Symbols, p.202, this
simian generally symbolises the base: forces, darkness or un
conscious activity, but this symbolism... has two sides to
it  This is why, in China, the monkey is credited with the
power of granting good health, success and protection..."

,1’ See Janson, Apas and Ape Lore, pp.305-307, for a discussion 
of this usage.

=1* Ibid., pp.310-311, discusses these works.
Ibid.. p.313.



monkey replaces what, in the wetgr-colour sketch (Fig.?4) Picasso 
originally conceived as an image of the sun at thv top of the 

, crowning thu monkey's head in the final 
curtain is a laurel uraath which, in geneva 1 terms may represent 

wreavh of victory or deification".Z2‘ But there is 
: reference. The laurel, is the sacred tree of

Apollo, who
god of the Arts,2’1 The monkey/artist, ' 
is substituted in the final Tirade drop-curtain for what was, 
an earlier sketch (Fig.14) conceived as an image of the sun. I 
the laurel wreath and the sun link the image of the monkey to t 
of Apollo. This reference to Apollo is congruent with ti.e inclus 
of Pegasus, favourite mount of the Muses, and thus also associi 
with Apollo in Greek mythology, in the same figure gr 
fitting that the artist/monkey/Apollo should occur ai 
nation of the upward movement which begins in Pegasus

The crowning of the poet, the artist or conqueror 
with laurel leaves was meant to represent not the 
external and visible consecration of an act, but the 
recognition that that act, by its very existence, 
presupposes a series of inner victories over the 
negative and dissipative influence of the b»se

8.1 Axsom, 'Parade': Cubism as Theater, p.133.
3.1 Cirlot, A Dictionary of Symbols, p.14, notes that "in 

mythology and alchemy his spiritual and symbolic significance 
is identical with the sun". The lyre, another familiar at
tribute of Apollo and sign of his role as Apollo Musaeetes. 
the leader of the inspirational nvises i\ a central motif in 
thp Parade set and appears in many of Lhe sketches for the set. 
Its significance there is discussed in the following chapter. 
See Graves, The Greek Mylhs. Vol.l, p.82, for the attribution 
of Apollo's lyre.



forces. There is no achievement without s.ruggle 
and triumph.,21

In this context, the monkey represents not so much the apotheosis 
of the artist as Axsom claims, but the triumph of art over the 
forces which threaten its unfettered progress. In addition the 
inclusion of a reference to Apollo, may, by suggesting a pun on 
the poet's name, bo a veiled tribute to Apollinaire, who wrote the 
programme note for the first performance of Parade.

The ladder which connects the win-ed girl and the monkey is an 
indispensable prop of circus performers. The ladder itself does 
not rest against a rigid surface s:ch as a wall. In the studies 
(Figs.12-14) its position in space is not clear, but in the final 
version of the curtain it stands free In space. Picasso often in
cluded A ladder in his circus compositions, but it is also found 
in more complexly symbolic works such as those dealing with the 
theme of the Crucifixion and in Mlnotauromachv (1935: Fig.40).
The ladder occurs both in the Crucifixion painting of 1930, 
(Fig.22), and in the study already discussed (Fig.28). In the 
former it plays a narrative role, acting as a support for th-i 
soldier who drives a nail into Christ's right hand. In the latter, 
the ladder's symbolism is underlined by a largo upward-reaching 
arm located close to it on the extreme left of the stucy. The 
symbolism of ascension is echoed on the opposite side of this study 
by a stepped line, also indicative of upward movement. (This line 
is visible between the front logs of the horse.) The ladder de
notes upward movement towards a spiritual realm. It is a device



whi.c: connects the terrestrial and celestial zones, linking the

darkness ot the underworld and the light of the gods' domain- The
ladder image reappears in the set designs {or Le Tricorne (Fig.158)
although it does not occm , wen as 6 prop, in the production of
the ballet.121 The ladder Is also a key image in The Four Little
Glrlt, Although the play appears to defy interpretation in any
logical way, it is evocative of the life/death dialectic which so
preoccupied Picasso. This is made explicit towards the end of the
play uhare the four little girls of the title read the following
lines from a book;

The life of life to life of life if life the life 
to life for life so life to life the life the deauh 
to death so death the death to death of life to death 
so life so death the life the death lo life of 
scented life, ladder pointed at thv tide of luminous

In the opening scenes of the play, the Third Little Girl who is 
hiding Behind a wet], says: "Cowing, coming, coming. You won't get 
me alive and you can't see me. I'm dead". But the other three are 
intent on saving her and the second little girl says: "We are going 
to bring you a ladder". The stage- directions continue: "(They fetch 
a long ladder uuir> >1, huid upright uith difficulty)".,!1 The 
ladder is Hit' means by whic.li thv rpsuup from the w*ll of death is

!" This information was supplied by Jane Prltrh.jrd of the london 
Festival Ballet in a letter.

'* Picasso, The Four LltUr Olfis, p.81. Gasman, "Mystery, Magic 
and Lovo in Picasso 1925-1838", p.161, discusses the imagery 
of ascent and descunl in Picasso's ladder and stairway images 
with specific ref«ronce to The Tour Little Girls, and con
cludes that "It stands for the revelation thf.t is brought about 
by tht beloxed and by the supur'or cogmtivp gift of art It-

16 Plr.osso, Tho Fpur_ Lit l le Girhi, p.21,



secured. Penrose, in the preface to his 1970 translation of the
play, likens the four little girls to a Greek chorus:

Beneath t n buffoonery and spontaneous joy of these 
foui charming and precocious children, runs the 
current of their main preoccupation with instinctive 
desires and fears: love, death and life.226

Like the image of flight embodied in the winged mythological 
creatures, the ladder is connected with the symbolism of level. 
Its top, the precise location of which is ambiguous in the Parade 
curtain, represents a transcendent realm or metaphysical state. 
In the Crucifixion (1930: Fig.22) the crucified Christ is at the 
top of the ladder and it is there too that the bearded artist of 
Mlnotauromachy (1935: Fig.40) is headed. In the Parade
drop-curtain the two winged creatures and the ladder image act in 
consort to present a clear statement of transcendence.

The ladder is painted in stripes of red, white and blue. Linda 
Ncrhlin has characterised this use of the French national colours 
as a "blatant and apparently parodic misuse of the French colours" 
since according to her, the curtain depicts "a muted poetic reverie 
about the artist as watcher and creator” .ind was thus, in 1917, a 
"travesty of traditional Gallic values".21’ If, however, the

Ibid., n.p.
222 Linda Nochlin, "Picasso's Color: Schemes and Gambits", Art in 

America, 68, (10) Decomber 1980, pp.105-122, p.115. Nochlin
Axsom's reading, She acknowledges his work as well as that of 
Silver. The latter recognises a patriotic intention behind 
the ballot: "Parade was only in .part a 'Cubist' ballet...
its authors' intention had been to pique, surprise and charm 
the audience, not to antagonise it,... In the. manner of the 
most convincing 'patriotic' art, Picasso's curtain was



tricolourism of the ladder tfi read in conjunction with the symbolic 
meaning of the ladder itself, and the images associated with it, 
a different interpretation becomes possible.2”

The rebirth and regeneration that Picasso's art promises is di
rectly relate, to his belief in the triumph of his adopted country 
in the face of the destruction of war. It is surely only a late 
twentieth-century viewpoint, fuelled by the continuous presence 
ot armed conflict and the threat of nuclear conflagration, that 
identifies avant-gardism with anti-war sentiments. One has only 
to look at Apollinaire's example in volunteering for military 
service in his adopted country, for confirmation that Picasso's 
tricolour ladder is a tribute to, rather than a travesty of, French 
nationalism. Although never stated overtly, Picasso’s concern for 
the fate of France during the war Is underlined by two postcards 
which form a part of his correspondence with Gertrude Stein, who 
spent most of the war in Spain and Mallorca. The first, posted 
at Avignon on 11 September 1914, features a photograph of soldiers 
leaving for the front, Picasso's message to Gertrude Stein on this

rect reference to the war at 
"'Esprit de Corps': The Great 
p.124). Silver locates the 
ad dualities of which it isof Parade "in t

fed", and while he does not isolate Picasso’s con- 
n nor examine the imagery in any detail, his conclu- 
that "Far more than a story of pre-war artistic debate 
ggle, it was a wartime story of artistic loneliness, 
ion , fear and accommodation". (Ibid., p.126).
white-and-blue ladder is yet another example of symbol 
to metaphor. The ladder’s symbolic meaning is uni- 
Picasso’s colouring of it simultaneously extends and 
s this meaning within the equally specific and - as 
demonstrated below - personal meaning of the Parade



card is simply "Vive la France". The second postcard, dated 31 
March 1915, bears the same message, and was Addressed to Gertrude 
Stein and Alice B. Toklas who were by that time in Barcelona.2,8 
These postcards were not the only references to France and The war. 
A letter of 6 Hay 1913 to Andre Salmon, bears the same inscription 
next to a rendering of the Tricolour significantly placed against 
an image of a rising sun (Fig.41). In the water-colour study for 
the Parade drop-curtain a male figure stands on the ladder and 
holds up e stylised image of a sun (Fig.14). The sun as s giver 
of light is an image found spncifically in all three of Picasso's 
works which have been discussed above in relation to the winged 
horse (Figs.16, 23, 24 & 25). In these works, the sin's light 
denotes enlightenment, hope, rebirth and a triumph over dark 
forces. The sun in the Parade sketch is presumably part of some 
form of Choatrica! decoration. Its ephemeral nature in this con
text reinforces the notion of transience or the constant threat 
of extinction under which the forces of light operate. To its 
right (but not visible in reproduction) it is echoed by a faint 
outline of a second sun image in the painted landscape background. 
Although the sun is not present in the final curtain, the fact that 
Picasso used it in a sketch is relevant. Light imagery occurs in 
diverse forms in Picasso's oouvro. A lighted candle or lamp cither 
in a still life group or held in the hand of a female f\uro is 
common.311

These unpublished postcards are located in the Gertrude Stain 
Archive, Collection of American Literature, Beini'cke Rare Book 
and Manuscript Library, Vile University, New Haven.
The image occurs in Guernica (Fig.251; Minotnuromachy (Fig.40) 
and in the Mind Hlnotour series (Figs .211-214) .



The samp patriotic message that Picasso wrote on postcards to his 
friends in 1914-15 is proclaimed between two tricolours on a white 
glass in the still life Vive La France painted between the summer 
of 1914 and 191S (Fig.42).,31 Other references to France through 
the inclusion of thti rod, white and blue of the Tricolour have been 
noted by Nochlin.131

The two horses, girl and monkey on the it hand side of the cur
tain are monochromatic, even colourless, an expression of their 
non-reality, At the same time, morphologically, each of them can 
bo identified os a 'real’ performer. A delicate and subtle tension 
maintains the dual meaning of these figures. The concrete, teal 
or natural images pass imperceptibly into ones that ere concep
tual, mythological and transcendent. Visually both identities 
co-exisc. The figures are contained within a spatial pocket de-

As Silver, '"Esprit de Corps'; The Grea- • and French Art", 
p.46, has pointed out, the words in the | ,ting are in fact, 
'Vive la and the viewer is left to complete the reference. 
Silver obsorvos (p.45) that Picasso "is perhaps the very first 
member of the Parisian avant-garde to creato a work with ex
plicit patriotic reference” and although, as he points out, 
Vive la France displays no particular stylistic response to 
the war, it nevertheless indicates chat "Picasso was not 
oblivious to the outbreak of war", flbld, . t.47).
Nochlin, "Picasso's Color: Schemes and Gambits", jyssim. » 
watercolour from the Huaee Picasso (fig.431 not mentioned by 
Nochlin features four Tricolours and is is a further example 
of a preoccupation with Frerch nationalism during the war 
years. These patriotic references wore made in strictly pri
vate cm texts - correspondencp with close friends and 
paintings which remained in VIcqsro’s own collection. R  is 
therefore difficult to interpret them as a kind <if jingoism 
on Picasso's part - public protestations of his loyally to his 
adopted country. Although it will be argued bolow that the 
Parade drop-curtain is a public statement of these concerns, 
the concealed nature of their presentation there is congruent 
with this observation.



fined by the ladder behind them and tho large blue ball In front. 
This ball is associated most obviously with the idea of the uni
verse, or, on a more symbolic level, tho "AH".*31 Its intense blue 
colour operates formally Js a composiciona; link between the 
foreground, middleground (the sailor on the right) and background 
(tho î 'srant sky). It also focuses attention on the pale forms 
grouped behind it. In Addition its colour is also symbolic. Gen
erally the colour blue is associated with the heavenly and 
tvanscenlert.zsl1 The stars which decorate the ball reinforce this 
symbolism. They appear here for the first time in the ballet de
signs, but mill recur in the deuois of both Le Tricorne and 
Horcure. The combined images of ball and stars both herald and 
echo the meanings contained in the figures behind them, for

the star is a symbol of the spirit... it stands for 
tho forces of the spirit struggling against the 
forces of darkness. This is a meaning which has been 
incorporated into omblemutic art all over the

Although the ball, like the ladder can, on ono level be read as a 
circus prop, it is clear that tho associative powers of both images 
extend wall beyond such a narrow reading. Moreover, when read in

1,1 Gasman, "Mystery, Magic and Love in Picasso 1925-1938",
pp.125-9, discuss.es the ball/sphere as it occurs in paintings
such as gatlicr_Wil.h_a_ W 1 (1932) as the "containing All" and 
links it to contemporary Surrealist writings.
Cirlot, A Diet .onary o_f_ Symbols, pp.50-S4, includes a dis
cussion of various sysLome. oC colour s'jmbolisra In relation
to the colour blue, and citing Jung, ho notes: "The most rol-
•watu comments in our opinion are the following: 'Blue,
standing for Lho vcllcul' • and the spatial or the symbolism 
of levels - 'moans height mid depth ithc blue sky above, the 
blue sea below)"'.
Ibid.. ,,.295.



conjunction with tho figures which complete the group on the left, 
these extended meanings are sustained. By selecting images which 
do ibled as naturalistic 'characters' from the world of performance 
and mukivalent symbols drawn from traditional sources, Picasso 
prrsonted the Parade audience with a-i introductory curtain whose 
phasing and decorative qualities evoked the escape from reality 
implicit in theatrical performance. Cortained within this very 
fabric, however, is a metaphorical statement of $ belief not only 
in the immediate copacicy of France to renew herself in the face 
of a calairitoub war, but also of the power of art and the role of 
tli* artist as being inextricably linked to this revitalisation.

Like tho ladder, the foreground drum also displays the French 
colours of v»d, whtta end blue, The drum is both naturally aaso- 
-inted with itinerant circus performers and a musical instrument 
with specific symbolic significance. According to Cirlot, the 
drum Is "of all musical instruw nts, most pregnant with mystic 
Ideas".216 As one of the earliest forms of musical instrument, the 
drum has associations with the Inducing of states of ecstasy in 
Dic.nysiac ritual.

In I'itasso's work its occurrence is not confined to a circus con- 
u-xt, although it does make an early appearancc in the symbolically 
significant Ralt.lmb.inque Family (1905: Fig.3). In Two Brothers 
;]90r: Fig.44) one of a series of works in which the youthful nude 
m,ile recalls an archaic OrevK kouros, the drum at first appears

!)t Cirlot, . picLioiniry of Ŝ iibpls, p.85.



to play no more than a compositional role: "the figures are de
liberately depicted to display their harmon> and beauty, without 
any recourse to literary reference or psychological interpreta
tion".217 In spite of this observation which is based on the ab
sence of overt symbolic references, the deliberate presentation 
of the drum invites further investigation.131 Cut off by the for
mat, the drum attracts autention and suggests a dialectical re
lationship between its own Dionysisc associations and the 
Apollonian calm of the young male nudes. The drum is also symbol
ically equated with the sacrificial altar and as such acts as a 
mediator between heaven and earth.!’1 In Picasso's treatment of 
the Crucifixion, this meaning is stressed. In 1917, possibly at 
the very time that he was working on the Parade commission, Picasso 
made a little known drawing of the Crucifixion (Fig.AS).̂ ’ Pos
sible parallel meanings in the Parade drop curtain and the 
Crucifixion are given credence by this contemporary incidence of 
the two themes. This Crucifixion drawing includes, in addition

alau y Fabre

:alogue, Petit I 

1681-1907, London 1981,
ut interprets the drum s 

he acrobats and strolling players of the Rose period, which, 
n 1906, Picasso is about to abandon. Palau y Fabre argues that 
his impending break in imagery is heralded by the drum which 
s half cut off by the format as though it is fading out of 
he picture.

ionarv of Symb
ing, Z XXIX: 277, is not included in the list of 
images" drawn up by Thomas L. Lee, in "Picasso and 
an", MA Thesis, University of Louisville 1969, (Unl- 
icrofilms International, Ann Arbor and London 1982),



to ttie eruci red Christ, a range of narrative references such as
armed soldiers, horses, Che Magdalen, and the two thieves who were
cr'cifled with Christ. The rectangular object with diamond
cross-hatching which is located in the right foreground may be
identified as a drum vhich receives strong visual emphasis.111 In
its role as a link between the terrestrial and celestial realms,
the drum of the Parade drop-curtain reinforces the symbolism of
the ladder, the ball, Pegasus and the winged girl. The drum repeats
the red, white and blue of the ladder in two bands of colour around
its circumference at top and bottom. This repetition of the French
colours suggests that ladder and drum contribute to s common
symbolism. It is interesting to note that besides being a
ritualistic instrument, the drum played a significant role in the
iconography of French Republican ideals:

France approached the nineteenth century with vir
tually two folklores... two political movements 
(Revolution end Counter-revolution).... two systems 
of thought... and... two symbolical systems....
In 1830 the pupils the Lycee Henri IV demonstrated 
their support of the Revolution by insisting that 
the signal for their recreation period should no 
longer be given by a bell (a sound connected with 
religion) but by a drum (a sound associated with 
patriotism).113

It is tempting to think that Picasso knew of this Republican tra
dition which adds a patriotic dimension to the mystic and ritual 
associations of the drum. The iconographic links between ladder.

A connection between the Parade drop-curtain imagery and that 
of the Crucifixion (1930: Fig.22) and its study (Fig.28) has 
been proposed above with reference both to tha horse and the
ladder. The drum is similarly foregrounded in both these

18 Maurice Agulhon, Marianne into Battle: Republican Imagery and 
Symbolism in France 1739-3830. translated by Janet Lloyd,



drum and ball are reinforced contpositionally and visually. In the 

water-colour study for tha drop-curtain (Fig-14) the -aree poiats 
of a triangle are established by the three circles of ball, base 
of drum and sun- The ladder extends from the base to the apex of 
this triangle underlining the imagery of ascension- This config
uration remains in the final curtain, even though the su.: is no 
longer present there. Like the human and animal forms on the left 
side of the drop-curtain, the ladder, ball and drum exist simul
taneously as concrete objects which refer to the general notion 
of performance, requiring the use of such 'props’, and as symbols 
of transcendence. Yet a third layer of meaning is contained in the 
association, primarily through colour, with French nationalism. 
These various perspectives are shifted in and out of focus de-

co-existent and it is this fusion of meaning which constitutes 
their metaphoric potency.

Next to the drum lies a dog, another animal which appears fre
quently in Picasso's oeuvre. Although Picasso often includes a 
dog in a traditional role as part of a circus group, for example 
in Two Acrobats with e Dog (1906: Fig-46) it is also found in works 
which have a more direct personal significance for the artist. 
Examples of this type of image are the Self-Portrait with a Dog 
(1902: Fig.47) and Death of Harjgquin (1905: Fig.48)- The prone 
dog of rhe Parade drop-curtain is somewhat different from 
Picasso's circus dogs which are usually found in upright or active 
poses. In a lying or sleeping position, the dog often occurs in 
conjunction with a person or ^roup of persons around a table.

i
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Raff's comments on the meaning of the dog ere illuminating. It is 
curious, however, that while acknowledging the "funereal" presence 
of the dog in an early work such as Death of Harlequin (1905), Reff 
specifically places the dog of the Parade drop-curtain in another 
context, To describe the dog in the Parade drop-curtain as simply 
"a trained circus animal" is to distort the imagery of this work. 
The dog lying in the foreground of the drop-curtain may be asso
ciated with the 'performing' horse and monkey only in the most 
literal sense that all three are animals. There is no evidence in 
the drop-curtain that this dog has any role as a performer. Both 
visually and compositionally, it is detached from the imagery on 
the left side and forms part of tne group of figures seated around 
the table on the right.

Picasso seems always tu have had a pet dog around him, as is
evidenced by many photographs. 1“  One of these is a rare photograph
of Eva, his companion during the years 1912 to 1915, whose death
in December 1915 came as a shattering blow to Picasso. In this
photograph (Fig.51) Eva is seated at a table, and a dog lies at
her fret. Penrose writes:

Photographs taken during -hese years (1912-14) are 
scarce and portraits are completely lacking except 
for the imposing paintings by Picasso of a few cho
sen friends in the Analytical Cubist style. As a 
result there are no drawings of Eva (Marcella 
Humbert) who became Picasso's companion when he 
separated from Fernando early in 1912. Her name or
her synonym Mn Jolle, however, appears inscribed in
many Cubist paintings. Only two photographs of Eva 
arc known. In one she is dressed in a kimono bought 
for her by Picasso in Marseilles, and in the other



their dog, one of a long succession of dogs that have 
belonged to Picasso, sits at her feet.11’

The dog in the Parade curtain (Fig.52) is not asleep, as it may,
at first glance, appear to be. Its left eye, which is clearly
visible, is wide open. This is precisely the case with the dog
at Eva's feet in the photograph. In fact, a comparison of the two
suggests that, if portraiture is present anywhere in the Parade
curtain, it is in this animal with its long pointed nose and cocked
ears. The alertness -.n-repose signified by open eye and cocked
ears suggests the attributes of fidelity and vigilance in both
dogs. If, as Penrose implies, only a few photographs of Eva ever
existed, it is likely that this one was kept close to Picasso's
person in the months that followed her premature death in 1915.l“‘
This speculation receives support from Gedo, who writes;

In response to a query, Gilot wrote on February 21,
1978, that when she aakwd Picasso about Eva, he 
showed Gilot Eva's photograph "and said that he had
comments".s‘’

Ibid., p.40. Pig.53 reproduces the photograph of Eva in a 
kimono to which Penrose refers.

a,e In response to a written inquiry from me as to the source of 
this photograph and the likelihood of Picasso's saving at
tached particular importance to it, Sir Roland Penrose wrote 
in a letter dated 23 March 1983, "The photo of Eva to which 
you refer was I believe given to me by Picasso but all the 
material that I used for that book 1 passed on to the archives 
of the Husoo Picasso in Paris.... Picasso certainly placed 
sentimental value on many photos". Paul Tucker, "Picasso, 
Photography and the Development of Cubism", The Art Bulletin, 
64 (2), June 1962, pp.288-299, suggests that Picasso actually 
worked from photographs in many cases, and cites the photo
graph of Eva in a kimono as one such likely case (p.297).

zl,e Gedo, Picasso, Art as Autobiography, p.278, n.ll, (italics 
added). Gedo also provides a precedent for the identification 
of the dog in the Parnd.e drop-curtain when she links the dog
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from Picasso to Gertrude Stein written loss than a week before
Eva's death, testifies to the personal trauma that accompanied the
first eighteen months of the war:

My life is hell - Eva is still ill and gets worse 
every day and now she has been in a nursing home for 
a month... My life is pretty miserable and I hardly 
do any work. I run backwards and forwards to the 
nursing home and I spend half my time in the

It has been postulated that the dog in the Parade drop-curtain and 
the dog in the photograph of Eva may irdeed be one and the sane. 
In view of the iconography of death that attaches to the image of 
the dog and the fact that Eva's death so shortly preceded the Pa
rade project, it does not seem inappropriate to interpret ihe dog 
of the Parade drop-curtain as having some reference to Eva's death.

Before pursuing the connection between Eva's d<ath and the Parade 
drop-curtain, it is necessary to digress in order to evaluate ex
isting iistGipmtations of the drop-curtain. Those focus on the 
identification of the three temale and five male figures as per
sonalities associated with the Ballets Russes in general and the 
creation of Parade in particular. While the method of interpreta
tion followed in each of these studies is similar, different con
clusions are reached. The firs - statement of this method was that 
of Martin, first outlined in two lectures of 1972 and 1973, and 
published in 1978.,‘1 Martin stresses the contact between Picasso

261 Letter of 9 Der.inber 1915, in Gertrude Stein Archive, Beineke 
Rare Book Library, Yale University. Translation in Daix and 
Sossolet, Picasso. The Cubist Years 1907-1916, p.304.

5,1 Marianne W. Martin, "The Ballet 'Parade’: a Dialogue between 
Futurism and Cubism”, pp.85-111. The lectures, as noted in 
this article, .-ere delivered at the Courtauld Institute in



and the Futurists in Rome in 1917, and suggests various points of
contact between the Paiade drop-curtain and Futurist works-8'" 
Martin's observation of "a striking similarity in mood and set
ting" between the frescoes by Hans von Harees in the library of 
the Naples aquarium, in which "the artist and his scientific and 
other friends [are shown) around a table amid the ruins of the 
Palazzo di Donna at Posillipo", and the figures around the table 
on the right side of the Parade drop-curtain, is hardly supported 
by the visual evidence. 2 6 6 It is this parallel, however, which 
leads Man n to attempt to identify "the select company" which 
Pir;asso has depicted:

The Spaniard [Picasso] has also depicted a select 
company, not all of whom can be Identified with 
certainty but who seem to include Massine, the 
harlequin with his back to the audience, Cocteau as 
Pierrot end a sleepy Columbine, perhaps the dancer 
Marie Shabclska, his Roman couponion, on his shoul
der. Tne lovely, auburn-haired girl wearing a large
straw hat has some features of Olga Koklova,
Picasso's future wife, whom he met in Rome. The rest 
- the sailor, the Spanish torero guitarist, and the 
Negro - seem to be partial portrait reminiscences, 
a form not unusual for Picasso.^

London in 1972 and at the College Art Association in New York

2,6 Ibid., p.103. The von Marecs fresco is illustrated by Martin 
(Fig.9 on p.9b of her article) and also by Macdonald, Diaiil'.tlev 
Ohsarvid by Critics in Fnsjand and the United States 
1911-1929. p. 242. Vogel, 1 Picasso als liuhnenbild und
KostUmentwcrfer flir die Ballets Russes", p.76, comments that 
this visual parallel stretchns the frcodom of speculation 
permissible to art historical interpretation.

,,c Ibid. , p.103, (iialicz, added). Martin then proceeds to suggest 
Stravinsky as the Negro, Diaghi lev as the. sailor and Picasso 
himself as the torero. Three other writers, Macdonald, 
Diaglii 1 ev_0bserved hy Critics in England and the United States 
19U-i92|i, pp.239-240; McQuillan, "painters and the Ballot", 
pp.408-410; and Raff, "Picasso's 'Three Musicians': Maskers,



Axsom, writing In IQ74, appears to have reached his conclusion 
independently since he does not cite Martin's work end perhaps was 
not aware of it at the time. Axsom's interpretation begins by 
identifying the two harlequins as Picasso and Cocteau respec
tively, and this leads him to search among tue Parade collaborators 
for the identities of the other figures. Thus although his starting 
point differs from Martin's, Axsom in effect follows a similar 
course."^ The most recent study, by Vogel, summarises the previ
ous findings and, while cautioning against the problems of the 
method, nevertheless goes along with the general notion that be
cause ttie figures are yaintod in a "figurative realistic style" 
they must somehow be connected to the most important people asso
ciated with Picasso's Roman period.18*

The specific findings of these various studies will be summarised 
as each figure or gr'iup of figures in the curtain is identified 
in the prestint analysis. The basic assumption on which they all 
rest may be questioned here, however, in relation to the 
circumstantial evidence surrounding the creation of the curtain 
and the weight of probabilities which accompanies this. This basic

Artists and Friends", p.134, have followed and extended 
Martin's attempts at identification, basod on the assumption, 
which she is the first to make, that the figures around the 
table in the Parade drop-curiain arc those persons who were 
directly or indirectly involved in the ballet’s conception in 
Rome between mid-Fobruary and the end of April 1917. The con
clusions reached in those sludies vary sUghUy and will be 
discussed below us Uic identity of each figure is interpreted.

!5’ Axsom, 'Paradp': Cubism as Theater, pp.112-115. The rpecific 
identities suggested by Axsom will be. discussed below.
Vogel, “Picasso alt, BUlmcnbild und KosvUmcntwerfer fUr die



"Th« Ballet 'Parade': A Dialogue. Between 
, p.102, in order to accommodate her Tbesii



It is generally agreed that the final curtain uas actually executed 
very close to the date of the first piy . -mance of Parade in Paris 
on 18 Hay 1917, although it i- not certain whether the actual 
painting was done in Rome before the end of April or in Paris in 
the first two weeks of Hay. It .s far more difficult, however, to 
trace and date the origin and development of Picasso's conception 
of this work. Cooper dates the three studies for the curtain to 
1916-17, and writes thet "Before leaving Paris [Picasso] had al
ready sketched out the decor and the drop c u r t a i n . ae8 
Picasso's written contract with Diaghilev, which dates to January 
1917, promises that "All the designs will be ready by 15 March 
1917".361 Another firm date is provided by the fact that Satie 
completed the ballet's score in Jaimcy 1917. Picasso’s letter to

second visit to Naples was together with the entire company 
which performed there on 18, 21, 22 and 23 April 1917. Doc
umentation for these facts is provided by fl number of sources. 
Buckle, Diaghilev. p.323, writes: "About the end of tne first 
week in March Diagl.ilev.. - took Stravinsky, Picasso, Coctiiau 
and Hassina to NaplQL for a feu days sightseeing. Picasso drew 
Massine in the train". Cooper, Picasso Theatre, p.24, agreiis: 
"In mid-March [Picasso] made an excursion with Cocteau iind 
others, to Naples". Buckle notes, however (n.269, p.568) that 
Cooper dates the drawing of Massine done on the train to 19 
April. This would mean that the drawing was made during che 
second visit to Naples, and that Picasso did indeed accompiiny 
the Ballots Russos there, a fnct which Buckle appears to find 
equivocal. He thus refers to only one visit which took place 
in March, "1 would call it March for safety" (Buckl-i, p.568). 
Giovanni Caradente, "II viaggio in Italia: 17 febbraio 1917"
in Picasso. Opere dal 1895 al 1981 dalla Colleziono Marina 
Picasso, n.3, p 55, writes ihit the Bullets Russes performed 
in Naplc* on 18, 21, 22, ana 23 April, but that Picasso had 
already visited Pompeii in March.
Cooper, Picasso Theatre, p.23 (italics added). Cooper, who 
wss in contact with Picasso at the time of writing Ills book, 
possibly obtained this information from the artist himself, 
lip does not provide documentation for this claim.



„octeau of 1 February shows that the artist was fully involved in 
the project by that date.261' Furthermore, one of the set designs, 
which stylistically would appear to have been made quite early on, 
includes a miniature rendering of the curtain with all its final 
elements clearly established (Fig.119). This sketch which will be 
discussed in the following chapter indicates that the drop curtain 
was designed before the sets, making it even more likely that the 
former was settled some time in 1916. These few but vital facts, 
though not unequivocal, support a reconstruction of events that 
locates the designs for the drop curtain prior to Picasso's de
parture from Paris for Rome on 17 February.266 having agreed on 
the collaboration six months earlier, it seems unlikely that 
Picasso would not have started the work until only one month before 
the promised date of 15 March. This is supported by the letter of 
1 February in which Picasso implicitly confirms that he will meet

p.21, writes: "By 1 February 1917
decor and costumes of Parade were 

well advanced". Cooper cites the letter to Cocteau quoted 
above (p.53) as evidence.

s Caradente, "II viaggio in Italia", p.47, claims that the con
fusion as to where the curtain was painted stems from the in
correct dating of the photograph of the scene painting 
(Fig.15). He writes: "it has been said more than once that
the Parade curtain was painted in Rome, perhaps because of the 
false Impression given by Valentine Hugo’s photomontage in the 
exhibition Jean Cocteau et son temps at the Husee 
Jacquemart-Andre in Paris in 1965 in which, in the corner of 
the photograph of Picasso and his assistants on the curtain 
was written 'Rome 1917'... It is certain, in fact, as Cooper 
has clarified...that the curtain was executed in Paris, in a
large studio in Montparnasse in a little less than two weeks". 
Caradente adds (n.I5, p.56): "It has always been said, how
ever, that the preparatory designs were executed at Montrouge 
before the departure for Rome. In two of them the arch and 
column already appears and the Pegasus is in all of them. The 
question Jas to where they were made) thus remains fairly



s deadline - "nsbody n 8 The confident 
solved most of s problems

of his commie

isigns and costumes than the drop curtain, since they were 
mts which depended heavily on the interaction between 
choreographer and dancers. This is confirmed by Cooper:

Diaghilev,
n daily contact with Massine and 
sso had to take account of practical 
Obviously things had to be altered 
ballet came nearer to taking final

e drop curtain, as has already been demonstrated, formed a more 
less independent entity, and the consistency which exists be- 
een the designs for the figure group and the final curtain sug- 
st that these were not subject to alteration in Rome. Cocteau, 
r all his volubility, provides few facts, but he does mention 
at a model of the set was made in Rome, a fact which would uup- 
rt the above line of argument.

’ Martin, "The Ballet 'Parade': A Dialogue Between Futurism and 
Cubism", p.91, interprets this letter as an indication that 
"Picasso does not seem to have begun to chink very seriously 
about his own contribution until late 1916 or even early 1917", 
but even this rather vague statement acknowledges that the 
curtain could have been designed prior to the Roman visit.

' Cooper, Pics
pect of th" designs, i.e., the 
impinge directly on the ballet’

implies t



The interpretation of the figures which follows seeks identities 
for the figures in the Parade drop-curtain (Figs.ID and 11) based, 
not on literal correlations, but on associotional and metaphorical 
values. These identities moreover do not exist as isolated facts, 
but are intrinsic to the overall meaning of the curtain. The female 
figures will be examined first.

The sources discussed above are unanimous that the sleeping girl 
whose head rests on the harlequin's shoulder, is one of the 
dancers, Marie Ghabelska.8” Likewise, the girl with the hat on 
the extreme right of the group ii 
dancer whom Picasso met in Rome a 
end Axsom have ventured to suggos 
on the ladder. Macdonald, somewhat fancifully, ex 
method in order to identify her as the dancer Lopoko 
suggests that she is a further reference to Olga.1

fled a- Olga, the Russian 
r married. Only Macdonald 
entity for the winged girl

9 Jean Cocteau, Oeuvres Completes. IX:246, cited by Steegmuller, 
Cocteau, p.177. It is perhaps significant that the aspects of 
the designs which Cocteau refers to as having been done in 
Rome, do not include any mention of the drop-curtain 
Cocteau's reference to "the American Girl" for whom Picasso 
made no designs at all, however, once again calls into question 
the reliability of his testimony,

9 This identification depends on the pilot identification of 
this harlequin as Cocteau. In Rome, Cocteau, an acknowledged 
homosexual, had amused his friends by prevending to be in love 
with Chabelska who danced the role of the Little American Girl

' Macdonald, Diaghllev Observed bv Critics in England and the
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titles of the three female figures are investigated in the context 
of the Parade drop-curtain As a whole and in relation to its whole 
range of signifying images, then an alternative interpretation c ,11

The dog, it will be recalled, not only has definite associations 
with the notion of death and the guardianship of the soul, but is 
also a familiar image in Picasso's personal iconography- It has 
been argued above that the dog in the Parade drcp-curtain alludes 
to Eva both through its resemblance to the dog which appears to
gether with her in a photograph (Fig-SL) and through the 
iconography of death which it evokes. Picasso's unprecedented de
parture in working to a commission for ballet designs has been 
interpYtted as his ueltming of some avenue of escape from the low 
state into which Lva's recent death had thrown him. He had already 
met Cocteau during the last months of Eva's illness and may well 
have associated his early contact with Diaghilev's circle with 
this period. It is consistent with Picasso's mode of working, for 
him to have created a memorial painting for Eva at some distance 
in time aitur her death. This was the way in which ’t had reacted 
fourteen years earlier to another great loss, in his large painting 
of 1901, the Burial of Casagemas. And if Reff's interpretation 
of the Three Musician* (1921) is accepted, it was three years after 
the death of Apollinaire that Ojcasso paid his tribute to this 
great poet and beloved friend.271 In both of these works the

,,z Cassgemas" suicide i 
Burial of Cosagomas i 

Apollinaire d 
"manorial" calntings
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presence of the dead person is hidden or masked in a metaphorical ^
composition. It will be argued that, in a parallel way, the Parade i
drop-curtain may be interpreted as a memorial to Eve and that the 
thre.! female figures in it are hidden portraits of her.

Although, as Penrose has pointed out, no drawings or paintings have 
been positively identified as likenesses of Eva, her hidden pres
ence, in the form of the words "Na Jolie" has been acknowledged 
in at least sixteen Cubist paintings.1,3 There is, howeier, a I
s’rong case for identifying certain female figures (as opposed to L:
the verbal reference) in works of 1913-1914 as images, if not 1
likenesses, of Eva. This evidence will first be considered before !

addressing the question of the relationship which the three female ;
figures in the Parade drop-curtain bear to Eva.

Host of the works which Picasso retained right up until his dtath '
were published in Zervos’ catalogue or elsewhere. 6 few, however, i
remained unseen and virtually unknown until after the artist's }
death. One of these is an unfinished canvas, The Artist and His
Model, painted at Avignon in the summer of 1914 (Fi,’.S4). Da ix I
describes this work as "undoubtedly the most important item as ;
regards Picasso's 1914 work, that the inventory of his studio
brought to light".,7I‘ The figure style of the Parade curtain re- !
lates very clossly to that of the Avignon period as seen in this

2’1 Daix and Rossolet, Picasso. The Cubist Years 1907-1916. nos.
*30. 456, 457, 480.~.'.84-i£ 541^ 622, 627, 663, 737 , 738, and
740-742. The laat five of Uiese are dated by Daix to 
"Pari.s-Spring 1914" or "Avignon-Summer 1914".



work. It is a naturalistic style born out of Cubism, bo that forms 
are simultaneously organically curved and yet geometrically flat
tened.2,i Its evolution can be traced in a whole series of drawings 
which appear to be studies for the figure of the artist in the 
unfinished painting.!,e In both drawings and painting, the curved 
outlines of the folds of the roan's clothing tire exaggerated to give 
e flattened scalloped effect similar to that seen in the left arm 
of the foreground harlequin and in the torero of the Parade 
drop-curtain. A consideration of the stylistic relationship be- 
twnen The Artist and His Model (1914: Fig.54) end the Parade 
drop-curtain <1')16-17". Figs,10 and 11) is relevant to the iden
tification of an iconographic relationship between them.

Daix's extensive discussion 
Picasso’s stylistic devolopmen 
equivocal. The central issue

problematic features of 
1 1514 end 1916 is itself 
imultaneous existence of

naturalistic and Cubist forms common both to the Avignon works at 
the beginning of the period and the Parade designs at its end. Daix 
considers the advent of the war as being relevant to this oscil
lation of style, but does not. specify the relevance. On the basis 
oi evidence provided by Kahnweiler, Daix dates the inception of 
naturalistic forms to the spring of 1914 before Picasso and Eva 
left Paris for Avignon. He goes on to state:

,7i Reff, "Picasso's 'Three Musicians': Harlequins, Maskers and 
Friends", p. 134, refers to a stylp of caricature.

,,s •. Vlmas-ny); iw.-1201il204-)218; 1223; 1227-1229; 1232; 
1233| 1273-1276.
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impression that (this work] dates from before the 
outbreak of war and this was why work on [it] was 
interrupted.2”

Daix thus implies that the outbreak of war (presumably the uncer
tainty it engendered) caused a shelving of the nett interest in 
naturalism for a while. He continues:

Picasso was to return to the problems of naturalism, 
which he re-examined after Cubism, only at the be
ginning of 1915. with the drawing of Max Jacob.'7’

On the same page, in the catalogue entry for The Artist and His
Model (no.763) Dflix once again refers to the unfinished state of

naturalism:
There is good reason to believe that it was the war 
which interrupted the impetus, this return to na
tural forms which Picasso resumed only when he began 
working on Parade.*’*

In another passage, Daix again evades the issue of the specific
effects which the war had on Picasso's work when he writes

duction. This was evident in V:ve la France in which 
he reproduced the crossed flags ot the mobilisation 
notices. The more muted Still-life with Bottla of 
Maraschino may also hove been a result of the war 
mood. But Picasso retained the full freedom of his 
artistic imagination.216

Daix does, however, appear to reject the notion that Picasso's
return to naturalism, whether in 1915 or 1916-17, had anything tu

Doix and Hosselot, Picasso. The Cubist Vaars 1907-1916, p.333. 
1 ” Ibid. (italics added).

Ibid.
2,0 Ibid., p.160. Tn<- significance of Still-life with Bottle of



do with the war-time hysteria which equated Cubism with 'Boche
painting'.181 He concludes, however, that by

mid 1916, when he first became interested in the 
Parade project... Picasso was master of a dual 
figurative system - both Cubist and naturalist. He 
could combine the two elements within one linear 
continuity. He could also assemble them as belonging 
to different vieupoints and distinct spaces.181

This is a succinct characterisation of the style of the Parade
designs in general and of the drop-curtain in particular The
complex process of alternation between and combination of
naturalism and Cubism which led up to it once again reflects the
process of metaphor by which disparate ilements are united to
produce enriched meanings. Daix implicitly acknowledges this when
he refers loosely to the 'poetic appearance" of the works from this
period.Thus both style and iconography participate in creating
the rich content of the Parade curtain, and a stylistic link is
established between the important, though unfinished, work of
1914, and the ballet desjgns of 1916-17.

Ibid., p.166 and 169, and n.155, p.188. Silver, "'Esprit de 
Corps': The Great War and French Art 1914-1925", p.78, sees 
The Artist and His Model Os "the precedent for an 'alternate' 
style that would make him the foremost practitioner of ths new 
wartime and post-war traditionalism". While he is, not sur
prisingly, unable to establish s causal relation between the 
war and this shift in Picasso's style. Silver -.eve.i :>uless 
insists that "If we cannot realty credit the outbreak of war 
(and the anti-cubist campaign") with instigating Picasso’s new 
realism, wo can firmly date his use of 'ngros [in the portrait 
of Max Jacob, January 1915] to a moment after the start of war. 
This is not to say, though, that 1 believe that Picasso's new 
'roalism' is unrelated to the anti-modernist campaign". The 
problem of Picasso's return to fl more naturalistic style dur
ing the second decade of the enntury and the extent to which 
this was influenced by the cultural climate in war-time France 
will be discussed in greater detail in the next chapter.

" tiaix ond Kosselet, Picasso. TIip Cubist Years 1907-1916. p.170.
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Model as Eva, Thn photographs (Figs.51 and 53) show a young girl 
with long, dark hair worn pinned back, covering her oars. A stray 
lock of hair on her loft brow interrupts the delicate contour of 
hut smell oval face with Its fine features. Something of the del
icacy of this head can be detected in tivi tuo watercolours (Figs.55 
and 56). Here the long wax? hair has been released and falls do«n 
e'ound the woman's shoulders. The hair on her forehead forms a 
fringe. The 'Eva' of the The Artist and His Model (Fig.54) has a 
simile, hairstyle. She stands immobile, her chin slightly uptilted 
as she a-Avtrdly holds on tc a piece of drapery which has fallen 
to reveal a chaste torso. Hit elongated neck and arms give her 
figure a strange sense of disproportion, and whatever slight mod- 
ellin-. Is present in the flesh areas is denied by the smooth con
tour which Hattons and encloses her form. She has perfectly round 
ireasts and their geometric precision recalls the method of de
picting breasts found in the 1913 Woman in a Chemise, Seated in 
an Armchair series. In these works the breasts are Initially ge
ometric semi-circles which become duplicated, finally achieving 
an exaggerated quality which was later to be admired by the Sur
realists. Another parallel between the works is the piece of 
drapery or 'chemise' which is dropped in some of the Woman in a 
Chewisa. Seated in an Armchair series, to reveal the woman's 
navel.’1’ In the other examples the drapery is absent 
altogether.In Tha Artist and His Modal the drflpnry is retained,

t*’ Deix and Rossclci, Picasso. The Cubist Years 1907-1916. nos.
637, 638, 64n, and 642. ~  "  ...... .

a'* For oxumplo Ibid,, nos. 635, 636 and 661.



but it is more fully revealing than in Woman in a Chemise. Seated 
in an Armchair.

The parallels between these works, suggest the identification of 
the model of The Artist and His Model, with the woman of Woman in 
a Chemise, Seated in an Armchair- Since Eva has been posited as 
the subject in both cases, end since Picasso, while not having 
confirmed this, did not deny it either, it may be suggested tiiat 
if not portraits of Eva in the traditional sense, these works were 
nevertheless inspired by her.

A connection has already been suggested between the dog in the 
photograph of Eva and the dog of the Parade curtain. A stylistic 
relationship has also been shown between the curtain and the 1914 
Avignon drawing style as seen in the The Artist and His Model. 
At least four putative 'portraits' of Eva have also been identi
fied. In summarising her findings in relation to Picasso's por
trayals of those closest to him, Gedo anticipates thti presence of 
such portraits:

With his second mistress, Eva, Picasso observed the 
same taboos against image-making lie had maintained 
with Braque. This omission, usually interpreted as 
an accidental by-product of the cubist period, 
probably represented, instead, a voluntary 
renunciation which had special meaning for Picasso.
Eva was the only woman Picasso loved whose portrait 
he never created in recognisable form. His strict 
adherence to this prohibition serves as a clue to 
Eva’s unique importance in his life. As with Braque, 
coded references to Eva probably exist in f&i 
greater numtrers than in the rnlulively few examples 
of Ml Joilc paintings we know.1"

8"  Mary HaUious Gedo, "Picasso's Sel t-lmage; A 
Psycho-iconogruphic Study of the Artist's Life and Works", PhD
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In the light of the above observations, the problem oE the identity 
of the three female figures of the Parade drop-curtain, will now 
be approached. All three female figures have the oval face and 
slightly pointed chin n£ the 1914 'model' (Fig.54). Both the winged 
girl on the horse and the girl on the extreme right who wears a 
hat also have a similar elongated neck and upward tilted chin. Both 
have shoulder-length wavy brown hair and large black eyes with 
heavy sloping eyebrows. All these features are also seen in the 
drawing of ’Eva's' head (Fig.58). The curved, yet curiously 
flattened and disproportionate limbs of the winged girl, and the 
schematic articulation of both these figures, are also related to 
the style of the Avignon 'model' (Fig.54), The third girl in the 
drop-curtain who is seated at the table and rests her head on the 
harlequin's shoulder, has similar awkwardly articulated shoulders. 
Her hair, which is also wavy though somewhat lighter in colour, 
is shorter - or perhaps pinned up as in the photographs of Eva 
(Fig.5! and 53). These similarities „re evoked not in order to 
suggest e descriptive likeness of Eva in any single iork, but to 
claim an affinity between the three female figures of the Paradn 
drop-curtain and several works in which her 'hidden' , ..-sons may 
bo found, it must be stressed that the identification of the fe
male figures of the Parade drop-curtain with the person of Eve is 
not being made simply on the basis of physiognomic likeness to 
photographs of her. Rather her veiled presence in what have been 
called "putative portraits" supports the presence of three further 
such portraits in the curtain. It will further be argued that

j



other attributes of the three female figures in the Parade 
drop-curtain supports such an identification in tens of their 
meaning within the overall context of the curtain.

The winged girl signifies an ascendent state, which taken in eon-
der characterises her as not 
with hidden images of Eva 
va's spiritual and immortal 

.1 who is associated with the 
ed by the details of her dress

junction With the Pegasus 
being 'of this world’, He 
suggests that in her are 
aspects. On the other hanc 
sailor on the right, is eh 
- her straw hat, for instance and the string of heeds around her 
neck.. These 'worldly' attributes suggest a physical presence not 
unlike that in the two photograph of Eva. A distinguishing fea
ture of the third female figure is & pair of parfectly rounded, 
bare breasts.2”  She is wearing a vaguely contemporary style of 
dress with its bodice pushed down to reveal her breasts. Two 
specific sources are suggested for the female with two bare 
breasts. The first is a small painting, attributed to Corot, which 
Picasso acquired in 1910 and which was still in his personal col
lection at the time of his death (Fig.59).,sl Like the girl in the 
Parade curtain, Corot's figure has her bodice drawn down, baring 
both her breasts, her left arm is drawn across her body, end her 
head is inclined • though not as drastically - towards her right

so's partially draped female figures are usually depicted 
a single bared breast in the tradition of antiquity. Some 
les are Three Women at a Spring (1921), La Course (1922), 
is discussed below, and La Source (1921).



shoulder. Although the Corot portrait may have no iconographic 
reluvanca for Picasso, it most likely had a visual one. The smooth 
slope of the shoulders and the schematic representation of arras 
and hands, so that the left arm appears to contain neither muscle 
nor bone, is not unlike the simplified articulation of the figures

i second suggested source for the bare breasted girl provides
iconographic frame of reference. Delacroix's Liberty Leading
a People (1630: Fig.60) is an fllegorical figure in contemporary 
ass, and her symbolic role is emphasised by her bared breasts, 
a reference is to Marianne, a powerful figure and the female
tsonif ication of Le Peuple, the French people.2”  If the

2 An equally structureless am
harlequin in the Saltirabanqne______
this expressive simplification which attracted Picasso to 
Corot's image. It should also be noted that the schematisation 
of head and facial features, the flattening of the face and 
the straight nose of this portrait, anticipate Picasso's stony 
neo-classical heads of 1921.

2 Although no clear symbolic meaning attaches to the motif of 
the bared bosom, it nevertheless has a long tradition in 
Western Art. Anne Ho]lander. Seeing Through Clothes. New York 
1978, p.199, writes: "ever since the Greek Aeuzon and the 
Christian Virgin... images of women exposing one breast have 
been linked with ideas of self-forgetful female zeal - 
heroism, devotion, sacrifice". Whilst the single bared breast 
is a direct reference to antiquity, a completely bared bosom 
goes further, and, in Hollander's interpretation is connected 
with notions of female power (ILjd., pp.202-205). Palau y 
Fabre, Picasso 1681 - 1907, p.377, refers to another possible 
instance of Picasso painting the personification of the French 
people. Discussing a work of 1904, Woman with a Tooknot 
(Fig.61) he writes, "it has already been observed, I think, 
that this woman is like a figuration of Marianne the symbol 
of the French Republic". This identification has presumably
a Phrygian cap. For a detailed discussion of representations 
of Marianne, see Agulhon, Marianne into Battle.
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bare-breasted girl in the Parade drop-curtain, through her affin
ity with the 'Eva portraits' suggests the presence of Eva on the 
one hand, on the other she may tentatively be linked to an 
archetypal symbol of French nationalism. Such a reference is 
congruent with the introduction of the French colours - red, white 
and blue - discussed above, and points to the simultaneous presence 
of private end public meanings in the Parade drop-curtain.

It ie thus suggested that through the three female figures in the 
Parade drop-curtain, Picasso makes a triple reference to Eva. Such 
s reference may be understood as a complex metaphor within the 
greater complexity of the curtain as a whole. The girl on the ex
treme right is made prominent by her large scale and by the 
curiously flattened pl«xe behind her. This sets her apart, as 
though it were a canvas and she a figure painted on it. She is also 
set apart from the isoeephajic seated figures by her raised posi
tion, her head being more nearly on the level of that of the 
standing Moor. Her face, long neck and tilt of her head form almost 
a mirror image to those of the winged girl on the horse, Together 
they are two evocations of Eva: on the right the 'real' Eva, now 
immortalised as a painting within a painting, on the left the 
spiritual, transcendent winged Eva. (There is a significant

the Burial of Casagemas (1901: Fig.21) Picasso's dead friend is 
shown below on earth, surrounded by mourners, and above, as a 
transcendent <.aul on a white horse). Between these two figures

works of 1913-14. She simultaneously evokes the female power of
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as a metaphor of hope, a symbol of retaliation against the negative 
forces that are embodied in the Negro's blackness and smile of 
death. The sailor is a 'survivor' figure and Picasso, the artist, 
identifies with him. In much the same way it will be argued that 
the harlequin and the torero present aspects of the positive and 
retaliatory potential of the artist and his art.

Although clear portrait-type renderings of a torero are not common 
in Picasso's oeuvre, the image is, of course, found in manj 
bullfight scenes. Two late works which dote to October ill 
(Fig.73 and 74) can be cited as exceptions in that they depict 
single figures which occupy the entire canvas, as thus can be de
fined as portrait-cyp=;. In contrast to the inconclusive methods 
of existing interpretations Ctatollo, in a study of Picasso's 
Pollard Suite provides positive and convincing support for iden
tifying Picasso with the torero figure.

Death, art and the bullfight are Inextricably linked 
in Spanish tradition both metaphorically and liter
ally. Small wonder that Picasso is likened to a 
matador, and that bullfight imagery and references 
should play such a crucial role in his a t.,u

Costello illuminates Picasso's identification with the bullfighter
with two of the artist's own staieounts on the subject:

Just imagine for a moment that you're in the middle 
of the ring. You'vp got your easel and your white 
canvas, and you've got to paint it, while the whole 
world is there watching you,.. If you make the least

Costello, Picass-'s 'Vpllard Suite', n.285. On ,).2Q8, n.73,
bullfighter: i’.G.P. "Picasso, plqunro, Picussu matador", In- 
dice, XVI. IM-'j , Aug-Out I'lbh, and Kamon Comer, dv la .-'erna, 
"l-e Tornado; do la peinture", C.ihior:, d'Art, 1132, nos.g-t.



mistake you die. And there's no need even for a

It's odd... how people have a horror of technique 
in anything, Just imagine a matador who knows noth
ing at all. He would have to Improvise the death in 
the ring. Or rather his own death, with a bull 
weighing thirteen hundredweight.—  Its the seme 
in painting. The more technique you have, the less 
you have to worry about it.” 8

Picasso took great care in the Parade drop-curtain to detail the 
elaborate embellishment of the torero's costume. The embroidered 
suit of a torero is known in Spanish as a Traie de luces or 'suit 
of lights'11 As has been discussed earlier, light-imagery in 
Picasso's oeuvre is a sign for the positive forces of life, Here 
the torero's suit is specified as being connected with that im
agery, thus enriching the ' tfe-a£firmtng metaphor implicit in his 
very identity.

The Parade curtain, Picasso's most public work up -util that date, 
reflects a roost private and sacred part of the artist's life, 
Picasso as harlequin joins Picasso as sailor and torero in a me- 
morinl homage to Eva, his greatest love. The triple persona of 
the artist is an wcoiiimon statement of self-revalation and testi
fies to the completeness of his Attachment, to Eva. As (i"do writou:

His tender solicitude for thn dying Eva vMrtod su 
grootly from his ususal phobic avoidance of sickness 
and death tbflt one is inclined to ugrcsc with those 
biographers who speculate that Bva may have been

” 1 Ibid,, p.265, citing Pormclin, Picasso Plain, p.163.
''' Ibid., p.298, n.74, citing Parmelin, Picasso Plain,

pp.158-159.
134 Konig, "Picasso and thn Corrida de Toros", p.125.



Picasso's grisai 1ove. His relationship with her is 
the one about which we are least informed, not only 
because he ostensibly preserved a caboo against 
painting her features in recognisable form, but also 
because he preserved an uncharacteristically dis- 
croct silence about their relationship. GJlot, who 
does not mention Eva in her book, recently tvn̂ irmed 
my speculation that the artist had spurned her at
tempts to discuss Eva beyond affirming that he had 
loved her very much.'"

All three characters, harlequin - "the ephemeral being who tri
umphs over all human woes, even morta'icy" •1 ’6 the Sailor with 
his talismanic anchor which symbolises hope and salvation, and the 
torero in his suit of light, are figures with which Picasso iden
tified precisely because of thoir powers of life over death. By 
assuming these various identities he was in a sense "magically" 
ersalng himself against the forces o£ death and destruction. 
Picasso used uhf Parade curtain as an opportunity to demonstrate 
his death-defying vrt in public. The personal tragedy of Eva's loss 
is linked to the national tragedy of war and both specific events 
are universalised through the images of transcendence contained 
in the group of white figures tin the left. Eva, who simultaneously 
belongs to all three realms, provides the link between them. The 
curtain can be seen as Picasso's means of coming to terms with end 
transcending the events of the previous few years.

In the Parade curtain, Pitasso laid thu ghost of Eva by 
reincarnating her. On ono ii'vel, then, the curtain is Che summation 
ti V.io Hn JoHft and Avignon canvases. At ihi> name time he oxpre.si.es 
patriotic concern for his country of adoption. As has been shown.

',6 Gedo. Picasjioj,.Art. us_Aui;ohioSraj),iy, p.110. 

Ltid.



the two traumas, private and public were linked. Using a 
metaphorical visual language forged out a multiplicity of sym
bols both real and imaginary, Picasso affirmed the transcendent 
power of nrt.

Le ".'rlcor.ie

In his second ballet drop-curtain, that for Le Trlcume. first 
performed in London on 22 July 1919, Picasso made a number of al
ternative designs and selecting from these, worked towards greater 
resolution of form and space. The Sponish setting of Le Tricorne 
was undoubtedly responsible for Picasso choosing an incident from 
the bullfight as the central event of the curtain. His return to 
Barcelona in 1917 prompted a return to this theme, and it is a 
series of dzswings made there that form the prototypes for the 
scene depicted in the centre of the first sketches for the Le 
Tricorne drop curtain.'9’ As was the case with Parade, the curtain 
bo- .nly a superficial relation to the theme of the ballet.

The La Tricorne drop-curtain (Figs,75 and 76) depicts two groups 
of spectators at a bullfight.191 On the loft is an elegant couple,

See 2 111:65-67 (not illustrated).
’i* Fig.75 represents the final curtain in its present state. The 

absence of colour Illustrations of this curtain in the Picasso 
and Dinghilov literature seems to have boon occasioned b> the 
problems involved in photographing it in its present location 
in the foyer of the Seagram Building, Park Avenue, New York. 
The detail photographs included in this study (Figs,84, 87, 
88 and 92) wore taken from the original. Because of the re
stricted space in which it is placed end the feet that it is 
lit from above, it is impossible no photograph the entire
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the man standing, the woman seated. On the right is a group of 
three women. All are dressed in generalised versions of tradi
tional Andalusian garb. The women wear mantillas and carry fans, 
The man wears an Andalusian hat but his clothing is hidden beneath 
a flowing cape. A young boy, barefoot and drossed in simple peasant 
clothes appears to be selling or offering fruit to the women at 
the right. His scale is disproportionately reduced in relation to 
the female figures. The figures are all situated in a part of the 
galleries surrounding the bullfight arena which is visible beyond 
the arcades which enclose their space. In the background these 
arcades continue around the arena. Within this circular space, two 
plumed horses, led by a whip-lashing man drag a bull from the arena 
(the beast1 s body is concealed by the couple on the left). The fact 
that the bullfight, or a part of it, is over, helps explain why 
four of the six foreground figures turn their backs to the arena 
and look out of the picture. On the tar side of the arena a mounted 
torero assumes i static pose. Four black swallows are clearly 
visible in the sky above the arena. In the extreme foreground is 
a tray bearing a bottle and three glasses.

The iconographic elements thus described in the Le Tricorne 
drop-curtain have little connection with the scenario of the bal-

eurtoin or to obtain reasonable photographs of its upper part, 
A detailed account of the cutting down and sale of the Le 
Tricorne curtain end of the Cundro Flamenco sets is given by 
Sorgo Grigoriev. The Diafihiluv Ballot, Harmondsworth, I960, 
and reported by Cooper, PicassoThestre, pp.51-52. Kochno, 
Blaehilev and Lea Ballets Russes, London 1971, p.136, dis
misses the incident in a few lines. Fig,76 is a pencil drawing 
which contains all the elements of the final curtain in the 
same relationships but with several iconographic details 
omitted.



let as outlined in Chapter III. Diaghilev skerns to have acknowl
edged the autonomy of the curtain by having de Falla compose a 
special overture, to be played while the drop-curtain was being

There is no documented evidence as to Che sequence of the designs 
for the curtain. The order suggested here is based on an analysis 
cf the sketches themselves and the internal logic revealed by them. 
The first idea seems to bo that of Fig.77, which is worked out more 
fully in Fig.76. Closely related are the 'details' represented in 
Figs.90 and 91.

The spatial construction o$ the Parade curtain had resulted in a 
complex spatial ambiguity as regards the relationship between au- 
dinnce and performance. The first designs for the 1= Tricorne 
curtain seek a soil ."ion to the problem of combining performance 
and audience in a single planar surface. In the Parade curtain the 
spectator had to come to terms with the complex arrangement of 
space j.n order to establish this relationship for himself, In thi 
Le Tricorne sketches (Figs.77 and 78) Picasso combines the two 
spaces and resorts ' a 3 diagrammatic rather than a complrixly 
illu&ionistlc treatment of space. The audience ranged around the 
arena is shown in ascending rovs within a ructi’incar architec
tural scheme. The arena is similarly flattened onto the surface, 
forming o control circle which strains against the rigid archi-

Cooper, Picasso Theatre, n.105, ,>.40. According to Cooper this
ov«rturn was composed <ti London shortly befot® the season



tectural grid. While all these elements are flattened onto the 
surface, the action being played out in the arena is depicted uith 
some attention to foreshortening in order to present an illusion 
of three-dimensionality. In the second, more finished ve.sion 
(Fig.78) this illusionist! is extended to the drawing and 
cross-hatched shading of the Spanish woman on the right, and to a 
lesser ext.-nt to her opposite number on the left. The remainder 
of the cjmpjsi-ifn, however, excludes illusionistic space com
pletely.

The problem of scale remained. Cooper gives the dimensions of the 
Le Tricorne drop-curtain as 10m x 16m.This is very close to 
the 10,6m x 17,25m nt the Parade drop-curtain. Although Cooper does 
not make it clear, this size must refer to the entire curtain as 
it existed originally.1 “  The enormous scale would have presented 
problems similar to those encountered in the creation of the Parade 
drop-curtain. In his first sketch for the Le Tricorne drop-curtain 
(Fig.77), Picasso seems to have taken this into account and tried 
to overcome these difficulties by literally floating his 
architectonic scheme in space., indicated by tha cloud-like forms 
which surround it on all sides. Such a space c..uld be extended 
indefinitely but would detract from the impact of the central im
ages. Indeed, Picasso must have soon realised that the architec
tural structure itself, divided up into a number of spatial

Cooper, Picasso Theatre, p.347.
11,1 In its present state, the dimensions of the drop-curtain are 

about 6m x 6m. This is an estimate based on personal viewing 
of the Le Tricorne drop-curtain in its present location.
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pockets, would lack pictorial 
all these pockets mbts equalis

f tk '  fac t th a t

Iq order, perhaps, to esteblish a more coherent spatial setting, 
Picasso next (Fig.79) seems to have abandoned this original idea 
in favour of one which included a greater sense of spatial re
cession, and a group of men and women in traditional Andalusian 
dress replaced the bullfight as a central motif. In this drawing 
the opening of the proscenium arch is echoed by an arcaded wall.

and also as a reference to 'reality1, forming a bridge between the 
spectator space and that of the audience. Within the arch a broad 
ground plane affords sufficient space for the figure group, while 
the space of the arena beyond is indicated by echoing arcades and 
orthogonal lines in the ceiling area. Fig,SO seeos closely related 
to this study. In this sketch, the foreground archway has been 
removed and the first spatial plane is defined by orthogonals of 
floor and ceiliny in a traditional manner, although their con
struction is far from orthodox. Two separate spaces are created, 
a foreground for the spectators, and an arena for the performers.

i Cooper, Pic , p.40, and McQuil 
(p.40) refersthe drop-curtai

sun-drenched bull-ring" and cites it as a preliminary idea, 
alternative to Figs.77 and 78 on the one hand and Figs.90 and 
91 on the other. McQuillan (p.462) likewise refers to Fig.SO 
as depicting "a bare, sundrenched ring" which she acknowledges 
as ''the housing of the final, populated curtain". Comparison 
of Figs.75 and 80 underlines the relationship of this sketch 
to the final curtain. It is unlikely that Picasso would h. ve 
intended so vacant a scene as that of Fig.80 as an independent 
curtain design and it may therefore be suggested that this 
study represents an attempt to work out the spatial relation
ships prior to populating the space with figures.



At the seme time the repetition and counterpoint of large and small 
arcedes establishes a surface pattern which asserts the integrity 
of the plane. This pattern effect is enhanced by the pattern area 
of floor, ceiling and balustrade.

The existence of alterrttive ideas for thu spatial composition of 
the Le Tricorne curtain suggests that it was more carefully de
liberated then that for Parade. The spectator is .10 longer in an 
ambiguous relationship to the performance. In fi.ct, the imagery 
operates independently of the actual audience although contact

fictive audience of the bull-fight.

Two oil sketches lor the curtain (Figs.81 and 62) which elaborate 
the design of Fig 60 are remarkable for their painterly quality, 
especially in v-ew of the linear style found in the final curtain. 
Heavy black outlines in the sketches foreshadow this linearity. 
It is . uggested that Fig.61 is the first of t.hese two oils. Its 
figure coiposition differs from the final curtain and is based on 
Fig.79. Pica.eo has however remove-' -tie atc.hue,y anv chair which 
in Fig. 79 formed a barrier between real and fictive aiirUe 'Ce. Such 
a barrier is more subtly indicated in Fig.61 by broad d agonal 
brushmarks across the bottom left-hand corner- These indieite an 
oblique horizontal surface in the foreground. In orde- to iscab- 
lish this plane convincingly, a still-life of tray, hot' le and



belongs equally to the picture space and to that of the 
spectator.3‘-3 As part of the picture space it is continuous with 
the ground plane, and we must conclude that these objects have been 
set down on the floor. As an intrusion of the spectator space on 
the other hand, this area can be read as a shelf or platform, 
possibly part of a raised seating area or 'theatre box' from which 
a real audience observes the fictive one. Thus despite a seeming 
clarity, an element of ambiguity enters the spatie 
questioning the stability of its pictorial 'reality'.

The figure group of Fig.81 differs from those of Fig.82 and the 
final curtain (Fig.75) especially In respect of the group of three 
women on the right. The figure in the centre of this group has her 
back turned towards bull-£ig,ht in Ftg..B1, she bends foiu&td, ap
parently adjusting a shoe. This is a typical position adopted by 
ballet dancers and given the definitive treatment In a number of 
Begas' studies of dancers. In a drawing of 1917, Picasso had 
portrayed Olga in a variation of this pose (Fig.83) and its 
Inclusion in this oil sketch suggests that Picasso may here hove 
been making a subtle reference to the contoxt of ballet within 
which this bullfight scene was situated.

In the second oil study (Fig.82) this figure has been turned around 
and now has her b'lck to the viewer. She wears a black m«ntilla and 
her head is turned towards her right and seen in profile, the

McQuillan, "Painters and the Ballet", p.461, reads this as "a 
diagonal w dge of descending stairs and a still-life tray with 
sherry boltle and glasses [which] cut across the lower left



change in pose conferring an increased coherence on the group. 
This sketch also indicates how Picasso proposed dealing with the 
large scale of the proscenium arch. He enclosed the figurative 
scene within a firm border, and then framed this with painted 
curtains. Although this would appear to emphasise the 
illusionistic treatment of the space within the frame, this is not

stresses the surface quality of the scene- It is not at all cer
tain, however, whether these 'curtains' survived in the final 
cj.tt6ln which no longer exis.ts in its original form. According 
to Cooper, the Andalusian scene was presented in a rectangle 
"floated" on a grey background. ,l|‘ The drop-tuttain would thus 
have had the appearance of < very large easel paintinb rather than 
of a completely illusionistic scene set within the proscenium arch

The final curtain (Fig.75) is remarkable for its extreme linear 
clarity, giving the figures an almost caricatural quality The 
colour scheme is muted and limited to olive-green, brown, and the 
orange and purple complementories. Light areas are encl'---j in 
strong dark outlines, while dark planes are juxtaposed with light 
ones to give a silhouetted quality. Three-dimensional form is 
indicated by limited chiaroscuro applied to drapery in linear 
strokes and by isolated stippled areas on th? ground which dn.ote 
cost shadows. (This can only be seen in a detail photograph such 
as Fig.84). The figures strike stylised attitudes, and facial



sly unntodellec

limited modelling enclose actual

It will be argued that, as he had done in the Parade drop-curtain, 
Picasso included extremely perconal imagery in the drop-curtain 
for Le Tricorne, All hough the ballet's scenario is located in 8 

. generalised context, ricasso indicates a more specific identity
in his drop-curtain. Possibly taking his cue from de Falla's mu
sical score, Picasso dressed the figures of the drop-curtain in 

v distinctively Andalusian costume.Picasso of course, like de
Falla, was Andalusian by birth. As though to underline this fact 

: ,'nv he included specific signs of it which only appear in the final

arcrilona in V) 17 , "Pici 
iroceafc of moulding a
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1 the rehearsal

set1 Otto Mayor-Snrra, "Falla's Musical 
’ ûaj.y'Xly' 29 (1) January 19&3,
i brga, 'Falla and Spanish Tradition", Music 
(12) August IloB, pp.24-29-





more specific by the second vord-fragmcnt. Two well known types 
of Sherry are the Amontillados and che Amoroso.-;. Picasso's 
bottle may thus refer to one or both of the-'S drinks. 
however, also has other connotations. It is o part of the verb 
'to love' in Latin and most Romanes languages. The words on the 
labo’ thus read 1 love sherry' or 'I love Jerez', an unusually 
vociferous decjaration of national identity for Picasso, and one 
possibly encouraged by his recent return to Spain and his associ
ation with de Falla who strongly supported a return to a truly 
Spanish form of music. Just as the Parade curtain had made refer
ence to french nationalism At a critical juncture in that nation's
history, so renewed association with his birthplace may have in
duced Picasso to include a hidden protestation of patriotism in 
the t»e Tricorne curtain. It seoros wotUi noting loo, that one of 
the characteristics of sherry links it to ideas of imortality.

Sherry grows in vitality with ago, becomes more 
pungent, gets fuller-bodied and increases in alco
holic strength. This is the reverse of what happens 
with = human being who, when age advances, gets 
feeble and loses strength and vitality. It can be
said of a sherry that it will 'never die'.111

It is possible that Picasso was aware of this characteristic of
his national drink and, as in the case of La Nesrita, he evokes
far more than the description of a bottle of alcohol with this
image. The personal references contained in the sherry bottle ere
enhanced by Picasso's signature in the opposite corner of the

^"iLo.aQdJLlass (Fig.86) and The Bottle of Malaga (Fig.87~)T
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of Ingres and classicism ganersLly «IU be discussed below in 
relation lo the sets for Pulclnellfl.

i'hoebo Pool, "I 
17-JS”, pp.llB-207,



signing thoir paintings between 1908 and 1913, Rosenblti® points

By 1914... Picasso once more began to sign his 
pictures in an explicit way, except that now, in 
many cases, his signature was the subject of the 
same kind of metamorphoses which characterised his 
cubist treatment of other objects and typographical

The prominent signature at the botiom right of the Le Tricorne 
curtain is unique on account of i's size, :ts clarity and its im
personal style. The announcement "Picasso painted this" on the 
right hand side of the curtain operates in conjunction with the 
statement "I U-n sherry" suggested in a similar typographic style 
by the bottle label on the loft. In the Parade curtain Picasso 
suggested the complexity of his personal make-up through the tri
ple identities of harlequin, sailor and torero. This disclosure 
had, however, remained largely hidden and unnoticed. A more direct 
statement of Lis own presence is manifest in the be Tricorne cur
tain. Having declared "I love slier >" with patriotic fervour, 
Picasso Leaves in no doubt the id ty of the "I". "Picasso 
Pinxit..." is more than a signature, it s an unambiguous statement 
about the. personal significance of this painted curtain, expressed 
with a clarity of style which is bound to arrest the spectator's

Although two of the sketches for the action in the bullring show 
a bullfight in progress (Fig.,.90 and 91) it the final curtain 
Picasso chose to depict a moment after the action (Fig.'’5). In the 
arena beyond the foreground spectators, a presumably dead bull is





triced the mythological origins of tho bull and the rlr.ual of bull 
slaughter from Mesopotamia, whnre "...as a vigorous 1ifn-giving 
force the bul' became a fitting emblem of the sun, rising out of 
the sea",1,9 to the Mediterranean, whore the animal is first spe
cifically associated will, rasu-re.-tion via tlip Dionysus myth. Tiie 
slaughter of the hull in the Spanish bullfight derives, et least 
i;i part, from ancient re-enactment of this myth in which Dionysus, 
in ttie form of e bull, was torn apart by the Titans. The bull-god 
wan perpetually rc&tore.c' to life, and thus the association with 
resurrect ion.,ce This interpretation accords with e modern Spanish 
reference to U\e bullfight as "...a true religious drama where, 
as in the Hans, there is adoration end a God is sacrificed".161 
In the Spai.isli b"Ufight, the moment fit which the bull is killed 
Is, a "mcmont of Lruth"14' and the animal's sacrifice can bo in
terpreted as an act if salvation or redemption ns is the cab" in 
the Christian myth.lC1 There is thus a significant difference be
tween slaughter and sacrifice, and it is the sacrificial act with 
its corollary of rebirth and redemption which informs the killing 
of the bull. Win 1st the P<_;-jdc curtain expressed a belief in the 
redemptive powers of art and of the artist by means oi a complexly 
structured metaphor, the Le Tricorne cirt.ain presents direct sym-

is” Konig, "Pablo Picasso and -.he Corrida de Toros", p.2.
,6e I b id .,  pp .2-6. passim.

111 Federico Garcia ton'.d, "11 rory and Function nf the Dncnde", 
in Lorca vH..! .L.G" i, fBiiltimore I'loO), cited in Costnllo, 
Pic-is’so1 s V'ol 1 jlril S'lUf’, p.27b.

,C1 Costello, I1 ic.isso1 s 1 Vo 11 ii'd Suite', p.2n9.
111 1.277, citing M.irrero, IMcassp and the IliiU , p.3A.



bols of resurrection. Reinforcing the image of t.e sacrificial 
bull are at least two other symbols of resurrection.

The first of these is the pomegranate proffered by the boy to whom 
Cooper refers as "a boy selling oranges".31 * The fruit held up by 
this figure is not an orange, but a pomegranate, identifiable by 
its triple-pointed top (Fig.92).,is Although not common, the image 
of the pomegranate occurs in at least three other works of Picasso, 
all pre-dating the Le Tricorne curtain; two Cubist still-lifes of 
Autumn 1911, Pomegranate. Wineglass and Pipe and The Pomegranate. 
(Tigs.93 and 96), and a drawing dating to Avignon, Summer 1914, 
not illustrated here.'" In The Pome.'— anate (Fig.94) the 
triple-pointed 'crown' of the fruit can be n to the left as it

Cooper, Picasso Theatre, p.40.
1,6 This distinguishing feature of the fruit 1$ only visible in 

the final curtain.
,se Z VI:1220. Another possible example, later than the Le 

Tricorne drop-curtain, may be found in the Stll-llfe with 
Plaster Head (1925: Fig.95). Killian J. Mahar, "Neo-classicism 
in the Twentieth Century: A Study of the Idea and its Re
lationship to Selected works of Stravinsky and Picasso", PhD 
Dissertation, Syracuse University 1978 (University Microfilm 
International, Ann Arbor and London 1981) pp.519-522, ide: i- 
fies the fruit in the centre of this painting as a pomegranate 
and the sprig of leav-s below it as a pomegranate branch. Al
though Mahar discusser meaning and metaphor in Picasso's 
oeuvre, he does not suggest any specific meaning for the 
pomegranate in this work- Rubin, Picasso in the Collection 
of the Museum of Modern Art, p.120, calls the fruit an̂ 'apple" 
and suggests that the leaves ma/ b.‘ those of the laurel. Apart 
from seeing an affinity between the "apple" and a breast, Rubin 
does not suggest meanings for these images. H  seems likely 
that this enigmatic work might be investigated using the 
metaphoric model. The presence in this same work of a toy 
theatre reminiscent of the Pulclnella set, and its overt sub
ject of the artist's studio, suggest that it may refer to 
Picasso's view of his own work in 1925 when his involvement 
in the theatre was drawing to a close.



appears in the Le Tricorne curtain (Fig.92). The Avignon drawing 
(not illustrated) shows a pomegranate cut open to reveal its com
plex interior. The date Of this drawing may be significant since 
it coincid, „ with the unfinished The Artist and His Model (Fig.54) 
discussed above in relation to the Parade curtain. The pomegranate 
is a fruit whose hard exterior conceals an .itundance of se-Hs, It 
is thus associated with fertility and fecundity and is related to 
the symbolism of Spring:

In pagan mythology, [the pomegranate! was the at
tribute of Proserpina, and symbolised her periodical 
return to earth in the spring. From this pagan 
symbolism of the return of spring and rejuvenation
of the earth, was derived the second symbol ism of
the pomegranate in Christian art, that of hope in 
immortality and of resurrection.16’

Picasso's choice of image:? allows for conflation of pagan and
Christian meanings, enriching the chosen oetaphot. The thema of
resurrection resonates strongly in the pomegranate image, since
it also has connections with the sacrifice and resurrection of
Dionysus.

At Hera's orders the Titans seiied Zeus1 newly-born 
son Dionysus... and, despite h.s transformations, 
tore him into shreds.... a pomegranate tree 
sprouted from the soil where his blood had fallen; 
but... he came to life again.5*'

The sacrificed bull and the pomegranate both refer to episodes of
rebirth related to the myth of Dionysus. Dionysus' spilt blood
is a life-giving force. The pomegranate symbolises the ensuing
rebirth. I. both the Dionysus and the Ptoserpina myths the fruit
is clearl> symbolic of the positive associations of death - its

George V. Ferguson, Signs and Symbols in Christian Art, New 
York 1561, p.37.
Graves, The Greek Myths. Vol.I, p.103-4.



Cirlot confirms tliis meantnfe, adding

the predominating significance 'if the pomegranate, 
arising from its shape and internal structure rather 
than from its coJ-mr, is the reconc.ilist.ion of the 
multiple and diverse within apparent unity. Hence 
in the Bible... it appears as a symbol of the

In this respect then, the pomegranate echoes the role of th- 
ster-r.oveied ball in the Parade drop-curtain. Although the boy, 
at first glance appears to be offering his fruit to the three women 
on his left, clos« inspection suggests that this is not the case. 
Like the couple, on his tight, he is turned towards the audience. 
His left forearm and the hand which holds the fruit are closer to 
the picture plane than is the figure neatest to him. This can be 
seen in the final drawing (Fig.76) as well as in the curtain itself 
(fig.75). The foreshortening of his left forearm and che artic
ulation of his left shoulder indicate a forwards, rather than 
sideways extension of this arm (i.e., towards the picture plane 
and audience rather than in the direction of the group of women). 
He dees not so much look at them as at the fruit which he holds 
up foi the real spectators to see, di ving attention to the 
symbolism of the curtain.

The third image of resurrection in the Le Tricorne curtain is that 
of the swallows which "flash across che arena"."" Like the 
pomegranate, the swallows are found in the final curtain but do 
not appear in any o£ the sketches (or it. In general terms, the

169 Cirlot, A Dictionary of Symbols. p.249.
'" Cooper, Picasso Thofltre. p.40.
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swallow is t.he bird which heralds the arrival of spring end is thus 
a sign of rebirth. This symbolism Is quite specific in the tradi
tion of Christian art:

In the Renaissance the swallow was the symbol of the 
in scenes of the Annunciation and of the Nativity,
It was thought that the swallow hibernated in the 
was looked upon as a rebirth from the death-like 
symbol of resurrection.171 

It would seem that Picasso was aware of this traditional symbolism 
from an early age. In a study for one of his early oil paintings 
on a religious theme. The Communion <1897: Fig.96) swallows, not 
unlike those seen in the Ls Tricorne curtain (Tig.75') are included. 
Swallows also occur in at least two other Instances in Picasso's 
work. Three swallows in flight appear in a series of sketches of 
open windows, executed as designs for a letterhead for Picasso's 
dealer, Paul Rosenberg, during the winter of 1918-19. ’71 In these 
sketches the decorative curves of the balcony railing form the 
initials PR - referring biAh to Rosenberg, and to the artist him
self.” 4 In 1934 the swa) mi image again occurs in connection with 
an extremely personaJ abject. Three ink drawings disclose a 
highly distorted fe jle figure, partly dismembered and constructed 
of a combination jf organic and mechanical parts.” '' Two of these 
drawings are titled Les Hlrondclles in the Zervos catalogue

and Symbols in Christian A
: III: 2S9-265.

1 Z VIII: 168, 173 -id 175.



(Figs.97 and 98). In terms of conventional interpretations of the 
images of threatening females in the works of the period leading 
up to Picasso's separation from Olga in 1935, it appears that these 
drawings refer in some way to the monstrous image that Olga had 
become in Picasso's imagination. In this context, the swallows 
may perhaps suggest an impending rebirth for the artist once he 
extricated himself from his involvement with Olga. The swallows 
in the Le Tricorne drop-curtain, appear as a portent or sign in 
the sky. The other contexts in which they have been noted in 
Picasso's oeuvre are either religious or personal. These two 
themes converge in the d-op-ctirtaln, the religious embodied in the 
bullfight and, perhaps in a lesser way in the image of the 
pomegranate, the personal in the references to Spain, Andalusia 
and Picasso himself.

It is difficult to give any specific meaning to the remaining 
figures of the Le Tricorne curtain. Their static features, calm

Andalusian dancers, and their figure style anticipates the treat
ment Picasso was to give to his depiction of dancers over the next 
few years. The couple at left have an air of refined elegance.

stance appears to hove been based on direct observation of ballet 
dancers. This is underlined by his exaggerated calf muscles, a 
common physical characteristic of dancers (and especially of male

tion on other occasions too, for example Fig.99. The studied pose 
of the female figure on the left in the Le Tricorne drop-curtain



of Spanish



1935.’”  Loren, whose work Tliecrv and Function of the Duende has 
been cited above in the discussion of .he bullfight, goes on to 
discuss Spanish dance in the same context. According to him, the 
duende is a force present both in the bullfighter and in the truly 
inspired or possessed dancer. Tor Lorca, dance, like the 
bullfight, is a religious expression. In both bullfight and the 
dance the duondc "does not appear if it sees no possibility of 
death".1,1 Gasman, who discusses the significance of the possessed 
dancer in the context of the Three Dancers (19:3) suggests that 
the duende of Spanish folk dances would have been present in both 
to Tricorne and Cuodro Flamenco.1,9

In the Le Tricorne curtain, Picasso brings together the two events, 
bullfight and folk dance, which contain the essence of the Spanish 
preoccupation with the forces of life and death, a preoccupation 
which is an overriding concern of Picasso's art. The moment de
picted hero is not, however, one of the heightened emotion that 
often accompanies these events. Rather, as signified by the images 
of pomegranate and swallows, the calm prevailing among the dancer 
figures and the silent, static matador in the background, 
struggle is over and the forces of life prevail. This state of 
affairs is congruent with the general expression of order which

1”  Gasman, "Mystery, Magic and Love in Picasso 1935-1930", 
pp.644-645, citing poems in COiiiers.̂ Art 10 (7-10), 1935, 
pp.190 and 236.
Lorca, "Theory and Function of the Duende" in Gili (ed.), 
Lorca, p.13o, cited in Gasman, "Mvstery, Magic and Love in 
Picasso 1925-1938”, p.oLo.
Gasman, "Mystery, Mag,c and Love in Picasso", p.647, n.l.



permedUed much French art immwliatoly after the war. In 
style and iconography, the Le Trier ne curtain represon 
bolutlon of tensions perceived in the Parade curtain. I 
confident, oven egotistical, claim to its authorship, i 
avowal of his Spanish heritage and his depiction of the 
of regenerative forces may be undeistood to indicate thi 
regained his personal equilibrium after the disturbing e

One further design needr to be discussed In order to assess the 
full implications of imagery of the Le Tritovne curtain. This 
Is a small gouache from the Musee Picasso (Fig. '00) which do.... not 
appear in cither Zervt-s or Cooper, and which seems to have been 
published for the first time, In black and white, in 1960.3,1 
Surrounding a sketchy rendering of the T,e Tricorne drop-curtain, 
framed by its rjd dripes, are four panels (two horizontal and two 
vertical). Each of these panels contains a large lozenge-shape on 
a black background. Each lozenge Is bisected vertically and hor
izontally into four triangles, two of which are coloured green, 
one brown and one blue. Superimposed on each of the two vertical 
lozenges is an abstracted guitar on a white ground. In the 1980 
catalogue this sketch has, not unexpectedly, been juxtaposed with 
the Maw York Museum of Modern Art's large Guitar (1919: Fig.101). 
There is a strong visual parallel between this Guitgr and the four 
lozenge panels of the Le Tricorne gouache. In an earlier publi
cation, Rubin dated i:,i> Guitar to "early 1!U9" on the basis of the





harlequin was to reappear p:eminently 1 
other ballet, Kercure.

The Mercure dtop-cuitain (1924: Tig.102) like that for Le Tricorne 
was subsequently cut down to the size of a large easel painting 
end is in the collection of the Husec Nationals d'Art Moderns, 
Paris. McQuillan notes that die Mercure curtain was shown as a 
prelude to all works performed by the Soirees de Paris, and not 
confined to performances of Mercure itself.1,6 This may in part 
explain the shift in subject matter between the curtain and the 
ballet's scenario. McQuillan suggests that the Mercure curtain in 
its original state consisted of the large existing rectangle 
centred in a neutral field, "something like the drop-curtain for 
Le Tricorne".1M In contrast to the spatial, compositional and 

-f the Parade and Le Tricorne curtains, the 
(Fig.102) is simplified and lyrical. A

symbolic complt 

guitar-playing harlequin and a violinist-pii

stringed instrument 
probably indicates t

inate space. In the foreground another 
placed against a white fragment which

Few studies hove been documented for the Mercure drop-curtain. 
Apart from a single exception (Fig.1051 those have small dimon-

s McQuillan, "Painters and the Ballet , p.634.





against a flat background of brown eurth and blue sky. Pierrot is 
coloured black snd white while harlequin is yeilou- and reddish 
brown. The final r.urtaJn (Fig-lP-l seems to have been translated 
direct!/ from e small sketch (Fig.108). Apart from variations in 
the background colouring and the obvious difference in scale, the 
two works are idantical. It is in this sketch that a musical in
strument and sheet music appear for the first time in the fore
ground, and that harlequin and pierrot arc first placed on an 
irregularly shaped ground that ovokis parallels with this musical 
inslriimont. In the Mercure drop curtain harlequin and his com
panion pierrot era the •sole iig'nos tmfi principal images. In order 
to identify the specific role of the Commodia dell'Arte figures 
in the Mcrmre drop-curtain, it is necessary to contextualise 
tWir appearance In Picasso's opuvrn.

Picasso can hardly bo credited with originality in selecting the
figure of harlequin as his alter ego.

From the time w.ian he first stepped onto the stage 
at the close of the seventeenth century down to 
modern days...[harlequin] is the person who has most 
SHCurely satzod upon the imagination alike of the 
general public and of the intelligentsia."'

Like the other Commodia dell'Arte characters, harlequin is com
pounded out of a mulritude of different cxp’-rioncos and charac-

imugvry is,, fls a result, impossible to define, could be ideas 
ro I uteri to the Mo ̂qure1 sets. This conclusion is arrived at 
through considerntion of the way in which those sketches are
which apoeflr.h in the set iWigns.

” ■ Ntcol 1, The World of llarh'tjutn. :a.68



eristics - as expressed in the infinitely varied dramatic
episodes of the Coromedia dell'Arte.

In the cumulative nature of their characters, the 
figures of the Commedia dell'Arte can be likened to 
the gods and heroes of Greek mythology.181

Although volumes have been written on harlequin and the Commedia
dell'Arte, surprisingly little is revealed about his qualities.3,1
It is generally agreed that chief among these are his physical
agility and acrobatic prowess, allied to t-hich is a certain mental
adroitness.!ii

Rarely does he initiate an intrigue, but he is 
adroit at wriggling out of an awkward situation. 
Although he may seem a fool, he displays a very 
special quickness of ir.infi.151

He is also variously described as amoral, impulsive, fond of as 
siim ing disguises, ignorant, witty, awkward, graceful, loyal, 
credulous, greedy, insolent, obscene, amorous and lazy.’” 
Harlequin provided Picasso with a type end a range of character
istics from which the artist could select and upon which he could 
elaborate specific meanings.3,6

1,1 Extensive bibliographies are included in both Nicoll, The
World of Harlequin, and Cyril Beaumont, A History of the
Harlequinade. London 1926.
Nicoll, The World of Harlequin, p.70; Beaumont, A History of
the Harlequinade, p.50.

194 Nicoll, The World of Harlequin, p.72.
,s5 Nicoll, The World of Harlequin, pp.70-74; Beaumont, A History 

of the Harlequinade, pp.46-50.
195 Silver, '"Esprit do Corps': The Great War and Trench Art 

1914-1925", pp.161-3 and pp.304-6, has interpreted the popu
larity of the Commedia dell'Arte as a theme in the immediate 
post-war art of Picasso at well as of Savorini, Gris, Hetzinger 
and Derain as. or, the one hand (p.162) "a paradigm of normal 
collective behaviour" and on the other (p.305) an expression





Although Sitwell suggests a likely source, his interpretation is 
somewhat limited. From the start Picasso eschewad the performance 
end fairground ambience which Sitwell evokes, in favour of the 
solitary, alienated aspect of performers, Identified with the 
figure of the artist. This was in line with the French 19th century 
literary tradition as exemplified by Banville, Baudelaire and 
Mallarme and continued Into the 20th e.entury by Apollinaire and 
Max J a c o b . I n  the works of these poets, harlequin becomes 
conflated with the more generalised figures of clown and 
saltimbanque (the latter defined as an acrobat or tightrope 
walker) and loses his specific Commedia dell'Arte identity. This 
process Is parallelled in Picasso's early work where harlequin is 
never found in the company of other Commadia dell'Arte 
characters.161 In the Rose period paintings, alongside the iden
tifiable iigure vf harlequin are figures variously identified as 
acrobats, clowns and ssltimbanques-' It is only in 1917-18 that 
harlequin makes his first appearance in the company of pierrot, 
Pierrot, the white-faced ancestor of modern clowns was a Trench 
addition to the Italian Coomedia dell' Arte, and his role is even

Clown in 19th century French Litsi 
Apollinaire, see Marilyn NcCully, "Magic and Illusion 
Saltimbanques of Picasso and Apollinaire", Art History 
December 1980, pp.425-434, and for Max Jacob see Juc 

:r. Clown at the Altar; The Religions Poetry
, Chapel Hill, 1978,

le, (1905: Fig.2), Two . 
and The Death of Jlerl



less defined than that of harlequin. He is usually characterised 
as an essentially tragic figure, simple-minded and generally 
frustrated in love, and can be identified with Watteau'

A more complete understanding of the iconographic role of
harlequin in Picasso's oeuvre demands an interpretation that, as
Raff has suggested, goes beyond the immediate context of the
Commiidia dell'krte.

Clearly the Harlequin whom Picasso chose as his al
ter ego...was not only the costumed entertai-.a- of 
the theater, the fairground and the ciicus, but also 
the mythical figure who, in Jean Leymarie's words,
"under his fancy costume and jester's cap harbors 
supernatural secrets bound up with his mercurial
agility, his overriding boldness, his collusion in 
the subterranean forces and the kingdom of

It is not coincidental that links can be made between the charac
ters of Mercury and of harlequin. Cooper states that:

The episodes of the ballot as drafted by Massine 
were intended to evoke various aspects of Mercury's 
mythological personality: the god of fertility, the 
messenger of the yods, the cunning thief, the 
magician, and the henchman of the Underworld.

Like herl iuin. Mercury is a multifaceted character and Picasso,
uho has been credited with a large degree of responslblity in the
devising and mounting of this ballet would have known this.
Willeford has shown that the harlequin, clove or fool occupies a

ll°1 Dora Panofsky, "Gil les or Pierrot? Iconographic Notes on 
Watteau", Gaastto des Baflnx-Arts, 39, 195:. pp.319-340.

“,1 Raff, "Picasso's Three Musicians: Maskers, Artists and
Friends", p.M3, citing Jean Leymarie, Picasso, p.2.

““  Cooler, p.56.
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poetic force. In his life and in his texts, the clown 
embodied the principle of contradiction...The 
condensation of contraries, the alternation of op
posite states, the asymmetrical couple or double 
man, those movements of division associated with the 
clown motif, in Jacob's writings, reached the pain
ful intensity o£ a quest for identity, as well as a 
salvational Passion: "Tous mes crls et lous mes
ecrlus/ au carrefour du crucYflxI174*'
relationship betwee 
:ob has hardly been 
relationship which fc

he works of Picasso and th 
iKtigated by scholars, the 
n in the spring of 1904 &

two young men first met and shared a room 
and lasted until 1921 when Jacob entorei 
known.1'” In 1918 Picasso made an etching of plerrot as an illu 
tration for a volume of Jacob’s Phanerogams - the story of a m 
who flew by flapping his thighs.Me It is certain that through h 
contact with Apollinaire, Max Jacob end other writers, Picasso w 
aware of the dense meanings which attached to his alter eg
harlequin.

•.a the Parade curtaxn of 1917, and t 
,ed by a simplification of eleme 
ipanied stylistically by an increas 
s- This progressive linearity is 

mslonalicy and abstract!
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of the Instruments anl the lines oi music on the white sheer in 
the foreground. It is difficult to identify the musical instrument 
superimposed on this sheet. Cooper describes it as a guitar and 
suggests that it might be "a symbolic reference to Mercury's in
vention of the lyre"."12 Although the lyre is an antecedent of 
modern stringed instruments, an assumption such as Cooper has made 
does not take into account the form of the painted instrument. 
While this form is not defiuitica it does not seer able to be 
stretched to encompass either the shape of a lyre or the familiar 
double-curve of Picasso's guitars.113 Reference to throe 
still-lifes film the same period. Still-life with a Cake (May 1924: 
Fig.109), The Rod Tablecloth. (1924: Fig.110), and Mandolin and 
Guitar (Summer 1924: Fig.Ill) suggest a more likely identification 
of the musical instrument in the foreground of the Mercure 
drop-curtain with the mandolin or lute-type instrument seen in 
these works. Mandolin and Guitar clearly differentiates between 
the two instruments by juxtaposing them, In The Red Tablecloth 
(Fig.110) the parallel with the instrument of the Mercure curtain 
is emphasised both by the adjacent sheet of musical notation and 
by the abstracted red 'shadow' area underlying the instrument 
which recalls the abstracted shape of its counterpart in the cur
tain. Although Che curtain seems at first to ho a typical and 
unexceptional treatment of the Commedia dell'Arte theme, the era-

Vicesso..Theatre, p.IS. Mcquillan, "Painters £
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phasis placed on the musical instruments and the concurrent use 
of similar musical images in slili-lifes, suggests that the theme 
of music preoccupied Picasso at this time, as it had at others 
(notably during the Cubist period),

Music was also present, though less emphatically in the 
guitar1st-torero of the Parade curtain- Its imagery recurs 
throughout the ballet designs, notably in the set for Parade and 
in a number of the Pulclnulla designs. Musical instruments in 
varying contexts abound in Picasso’s oeuvre yet their significance 
remains obscure. While it is not within in the scope of this study 
to provide a detailed coverage of the theme of music in Picasso's 
oeuvrn. consideration of some of the approaches to it in the lit
erature will provide a context for the interpretation of musical 
imagery in the ballet designs.

Musical instruments and especially the guitar, appear early in 
Picasso's oeuvre- Johnson has noted at least twelve works which 
contain guitars in the Blue period."' Focusing specifically on 
the guitar, Johnson interprets the 1901 Old Guitarist in a 
symbolist context in which there exists a correspondence between 
the guitar and the female identity. Linking the Spanish instrument 
to the death of Casagemas, Johnson posits a further equation be
tween the -uitar and the notion of tragic love. Johnson's proposal 
of a 'correspondence', however, depends on one image acting as a 
substitute for mother and not on the <<lea of a metaphorical re-

Ron Johnson, "Picasso's 'Old GuUaiist' and the Symbolist
Sensibility", Artiorum, 13, Summer 197«, pp.5e-62.



shuffling of images and parts of images, 
tion of musical content is restricted 
one-to-one relationship between image am

It is during the Cubist period that the iconography of musical 
instruments is most pronounced. The Cubist still-Ufa places em
phasis on the musical instruments by isolating them from any pos
sible narrative context. They are found either forming part of a 
collection of objects, or in the hands of portrait subjects as is 
the case in the 1910 Woman with a Mandolin.

Golding's pioneering study of Cubism located the nmsiial instru
ments so common to Cubist iconography within the notion of Cubism 
as an art of realism: "The... musical instruments... were part 
of the equipment or decoration of many typical advanced studios 
in Montmartre".*1’ A 1910 photograph of Picasso in his studio 
(Fig.112) illustrates Golding's point, and a contemporary photo
graph of Braque's studio underlines it (Fig.113). The mere objec
tive presence of such instruments does not, however, indicate how 
they are to be interpreted in the artist's work.1,6

hnalvsls (190T-191&),

:orrcct. The assumption

notwithstanding I

.39, publisl'the 1910 photo- 
nent as a guitar, which is in- 
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ents in Cubist works cannot simply signify 
i the real worlH. Nor should their significance 
of purely formal interest as Rosenblum appears

The frequency of violins, guitars and mandolins may 
be better explained, perhaps t 
instruments provided e cot 
manipulable example in reality o 
torlal forms of early Cubism.1"
proposes the use of musical tture as a metaphor for 

discussion of verbal
she suggests that the 

meaning of such references extends beyond that of simple
signifiers:

the words do together constitute Information about 
the musical preferences and tastes of the Cubists 
as well as raise symbolic and formal
considerations.1"

According to Becker, in addition to signifying the instruments 
themselves, the words point to some extra-musical object or ac
tivity such as the female body, the act of lovemaking, or the ac
tivity of drinking, the latter suggested in relation to Braque's 
depiction of the flute.1"  Thus she concludes:

The words about music usually evoke an object whose 
presence may not be explicitly drawn, but...is in
cluded rather than denied...the words about music 
themselves describe concrete idoas and not abstract

, New York 1966,
a Becker, Hie l,t>i 
Gris (1911-1915)", Unpublished MA E 
of South Africa, 1979, p.94.
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be an abstracted harlequin end pierrot is fitting too, for these
are mythical persons with shifting identities. Moreover, their
mode of performance is one of improvisation, the very quality which
defines artistic Inspiration as a process of free creativity.
The Hercure drop-curtain is neither simply stylistically evocative
nor thematically a replay of a well-known Picassean subject. Style
and subject are meaningfully united in a simple yet concentrated
metaphor which proclaims the transcendent nature of true artistic
inspiration. Vinternitz might be describing the Commedia
doll’Arte musicians of the Mercure curtain when he writes:

All the mythical musicians,., are mere symbols of 
the power of music, and some, the solitary fiddlers 
and lutenists, possibly signify inspiration.

The conflation of imagery and themes is a key aspect of Picasso's
symbolic and sign lang-age. The works demand to be read in such a

dell'Arte, Greek mythology, Christian iconography, as well as 
perceived reality are broken down, and images are enriched by 
virtue of their compound and complex nature.
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VI. THE SETS

Picasso's designs for the stage settings of the five ballets invite 
separate consideration sines both their structure and function 
differ significantly from that of the drop-curtains. While the

demanded the creation of a spatial environment which encompassed 
both the real (in the sense that they defined the reel, 
three-dimensional space of t.ie stage) and the ! llusionary (in that 
they created the artificial unvirontnents dictated by the ballets' 
cenarios). This tension between reality and illusion is evident 
in many of the preparatory sketches. The actual method of con
struction of the sots changed with each ballet, moving in a general 
direction of greater simplification. This claim requires elabo
ration and will Become clear as each of the sets is discussed,

A major problem encountered in assessing the sets is that virtually 
nothing remains of the actual sets created by Picasso. In one case 
only, that of Cuadro Flamenco is there anything left of the ori
ginal set.*”  In the case of Parade and Le Tricorne revivals of

*,s Cooper, Picasso Theatre, pp.51-52, cites Serge Grigoriev's 
account of the way in which Diaghilev converted both the Le 
Tricorne drop-curtain and the Cuadro Flamenco set into 
saiesblc paintings in December 1926 by cutting them into
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straight lines of architectural forms and the curves of treetops 
and smoke or clouds. Space is compressed, but a gradual diminution 
in scale from bottom to top, signifies a movement back into depth. 
There are few orthogonals, and despite certain anomalies, such as 
the row of trees on the right which appears to climb up a slope, 
a more or less strict frontality is maintained. This frontality 
persists in a number of the sketches, for example, Tigs.119-121. 
Others, like Figs.122 and 123, though stj11 predominantly frontal, 
show a greater spatial complexity. Figs.124-128 elaborate on this 
spatial development. Although the sequence of the studies cannot 
be known with certainty, they will be discussed in the above order 
which suggests a linear development.

In Pig.119 Picasso presents the barest outline of the set - a 
rectilinear proscenium arch, superimposed on a landscape consist
ing of a multi-storied buili.ing at the left with vaguely organic 
forms close by, perhaps indicative of trees, clouds or smoke. In 
the foreground to the right, is a pedestal supporting an ornamental 
shape. Next to this is a vestigial rounded shape which has been 
cut off at the bottom by the format. This curious shape may signify 
the head of a spectator or it may possibly Indicate the stago 
footlights.

Already in 1915 or 1916, Picasso had investigated the relationship 

(Figs.129-131) which may represent some of his earliest ideas for

p.41b, sues the rm Sclioclcher drawing as an "immediate pred-



Parade. In these, auditorium and proscenium are combined in a
series of flattened, overlap?ins planes. In Fig.129 the performers
on a stage, signified by its surrounding fringed curtains, are 
sandwiched between a background plane containing the arches of 
theatre boxes and a foreground schematic representation of the 
heads of spectators in front-row seats. In Fig.130 the composition 
has been simplified but the basic elements remain the sam 
in Fig.131 although the surrounding auditorium space remain 
spectators at the sides have all but disappeared. These 
sketches also have in common the image of an Apollonian
placed on top of the proscenium arch. This image is repeated often
in the curtain and set designs and its significance will be elab
orated later. Stylistically the flat planes and geometricised 
anatomies in these works relate them to the style of the 1915 
Harlequin. Since they also date to the early period of Picasso's 
association with Cocteau, their subject matter suggests Picasso's 
immediate response to the ballet commission. Indeed, the 
top-hatted man in evening dress in Fig. 131 foreshadows the man
agers of Parade. The early date of these sketches is significant 
since it supports the contention made earlier that Picasso did not 
wait until 191* to begin working on the Parade project. This par

ous ly appears, however, to have been shelved, although echoes of 
it wore seen in the first designs for the Le Tricorne curtain 
(Figs,77 and 78). Picasso was to return to it yet â ain when he 
came to design the sets for Puleinnlla in 1921.
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Directly under Fig.119, on the some sheet, is a rough but rela
tively complate rendering of the Parade drop-curtain. This indi
cates that the design for the curtain preceded that for the set, 
and that Picasso had it in mind when he began to design the set. 
In Fig.120 Picasso again sets up the proscenium of his street 
theatre in a strictly frontal way. At bottom left the flat rec
tangle of a building is crossed by a diagonal, and a similar com- 
biuution is seen on the right, These diagonals may be read as 
orthogonal:, and allow the surrounding architecture notionally to 
move Into depth, but the flatness of the drawing in all these 
sketches seems deliberate. Picasso seems to have boon aware that 
although his set would be deployed in a three-dimensional space 
on stage, it would always appear flat, i.e., with the space in
tervals compressed, to the audience, and this tension is reflected 
in the sketches. It should Also be remembered that although it has 
not survived, Picasso was simultaneously working with a 
three-dimensional model of the sol, and that the pencil drawings 
may represent his three-dimensional construction rendered on a 
flat surface.01 This same sketch Introduces additional 
iconographic elements. A circular 'apron' stage Is indicated in 
front of the performers' booth which is dncorated with a scalloped 
band, a triangular shape, and bunting reminiscent of that found 
on circus tonts.111 The flag ut the njiox of the triangle has throe 
vertical stripes which may, refer to the Tricolour.̂ 11 At bottom

*”  See above p. 125
'" Compare ihr triangular top and scalloped edge in the Travel-



right is the outline of the heads and shoulders of 4 group of 
spectators. in the water-colour (Fig.121) flag and bunting have 
been removed, and the flat surface is 'penetrated' by a number of 
more or less solid black shapes. Of these, the two adjacent tri
angles at top left and the rectangle to the right of the 
'ciiujs-tent' top would soom Co indicate the sky. The central 
black rectangle, locked between two colour areas, suggests a more 
distant backdrop of the painted theatre, while the other three 
block shapes may be read as either receding or advancing, and thus 
seem to float. The entire design is enclosed in a thick black 
frame, expanded in the bottom left corner where a black rectangle 
surrounds a smaller white one. This reverses the relationship of 
black and white forms set up above it and increases the visual 
tension between space and non-space. Faint vertical lines on the 
apron stage (not visible in the illustration here) indicate that 
it is a horizontal surface in spite of its being quite flattened 
on the picture plat o. The spectator figures in the bottom right 
foreground are given greater prominence than previously, and a 
mottled area at top right, although rectangalai In shape, signi
fies the presence of trees or at least, vegetation. Picasso, re
specting the cardbonrd-cut-out reality of theatre settings, 
conceived his first designs in terms of that reality and thus 
paradoxically stressed their artificiality.

The sheet of Fig.122 contains two sketches. At the top the street

arch recalling the ri>d drupes of the drop curtain. In the lower 
part of this skelch (s an enlarged detail of tins set which intro-
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ducas prominent curvilinear shapes at the top on the right. Fig.123 
introduces steps in the centre foreground, a balustrade on the 
left, a fringed and scalloped pelmet patterned with shapes which 
suggest gas lamps and above It an elongated rectangular shape with 
a horse drawing an unidentifiable object, a dog and a 'sun' form 
lightly drawn in. (These details are somewhat faint and not clearly 
seen in the illustration). Above this rectangle the shape of a 
circus cunt reappears. At the left, a sharply angled building in
dicates a backward shooting space which is countered at the right 
by the flattened form of a tree. Its foliage becomes conflated with 
Identical form, in the sky area which read as clouds and/or 
smoke.116 The low balustrade separates performers from audience. 
This separation is emphasised by the steps leading up to the stage 
area. The anonymous audience, now pieced in two groups, is a flat 
faceless and amorphous mass, a shadow of the real 
three-dimensional audience. Above the stage, life and light are 
introduced by the leaping horse and sun of the frieze, which con
trast strongly with the figures below, and paradoxically point to 
the greater reality contained in the artifice of the stage set.

Figs,124 and 125 are the first sketches in which the top of the 
inner proscenium arch is shifted off the horizontal. Fig.124 con
tains little detail apart t.om a curvilinear, scroll-shaped 
proscenium and a single semi-circular shape in the foreground - 
possibly the disappearing presence of the fictive spectator. 
Fig.125 can be compared with Cubist collage in its juxtaposition

1,6 Tucsn forms correspond in position to the curvilinear shapes 
identified in the previous drawing.



of different elements and stylos. The proscenium arch itself is 
fragmented into a s • js of interlocking and overlapping forms 
which confuse t'>i eye and disallow the notion of any coherent space 
apart from the flatness of the drawing itself. The curious frĉ - 
ment of a fish-tail may ' d as part of a sea-siren vr mermaid. 
Although the remaining elements of this sketch - the sloping 
balustrade with ornamental vase, the buildings, tree and cloud 
forms - are familiar from tie examples discussed previously, they 
are presented here in e gre.iter putor.al complexity which defies 
translation into three-dimensional form.

In Figs. 126 and 127 this complexity is organised into a more 
structured rendering in uliich the inner proscenium arch, now 
sloping away from the horizontal at a steep angle, defines a clear 
space botween the surroundirg buildings, tree and rloud forms, 
that indicate the streeL setting of Coiwau's theatre forain. Both 
these sketches include the gas lamps. *nd Fig. 127 asai'-, introduces 
a group of spectators. Fig.128 is close to Fig.127 with the 
spectators omitted. A more acute angle between the floorboards of 
the stage and the lower horizontal border of the sketch reduces 
its flatness. The pentimen-i in Fig.128 (not eas-My visible in the 
illustration) show that Picdiso was still thinking in terms of a 
more ornate Interior - Indicated by the draped and fringed pelmet 
partly erased in th« centre, The sketch rrtuins a combination of 
rectilinear <md curvilinear elements which derive from the Cubist

organic - giving a crisp and fhuic-ned effect.. A strong foreground



tension is maintained between rectilinear and curved forms as veil 
as between surface and depth-

Althoug' its basic formula is suggested by the series of sketches 
Just examined, the final set, as represented 1 xe surviving
photograph (Fig.115) introduces some entirely nts, vhil-
simplifying others to give greater visual : buildit
are for most part confined to the side 'legs' set, :viri
a 'frame' for the inner proscenium arch. The ex:eptior .
of windows to the upper right of the arch, rr.ts m.ira
source than an architectural feature, by r'lversi's un
positive/negative relationship of the lateral bu. Viinj.s. Inter
spersed with the ' legs' which represent archj’ ei:ture. .ire -:wo 
'legs' which represent trees, thus ma in-,.ioinE fie 
geometric/organic interplay of the sketches.11' r e prosceniut, 
arch combines the frontality of the first designs wiih .he angled 
aspect of the later ones. The frontality is maintained by the 
viewpoint adopted in the depiction of the painted twisted columns, 
scrolls and lyre which decorate the arch. These decorative ele
ments are given volume by a schematic chiaroscuro, but the relative 
lack of foreshortening presents a fronts! view to the audience. 
In contrast, tne sharply rising horizontal line which pulls the
whole proscenium arch up to the left, notionally twists it off the
frontal plane thus alloying a conceptual pe.ir ration of space in
side the arch. The baroque-like curves vf i decoration interact

"' This discussion of the 'legs’ follows the analysis in Axsom, 
'Parade': Cubism as Theater, p.236.



abruptly with the angular edges r-f the arch itself, and replay the 
rectilinear/curvilinear dialogue of tree forms and buildings.

The spatial complexity of the set is intensified by the black and 
white shapes which form a background to the tilted proscenium arch. 
Furthest back is a white frontally placed triangle which rises to 
an apex at the centre of the stage. This form can be equated with 
the one signifying the circus tent in the early drawings. Its pure 
lines also bring to mind the pediments of classical Greek 
temples."" The white area seen through the proscenium arch is not, 
in fact, on the same plane as this triangle. If we accept Axsom's 
reconstruction, the white triangle would be painted onto the 
framing cut-cloth, whilst the white area seen through the false 
proscenium arch would be part of the backcloth. The white triangle

(i.e., the one seen through the proscenium arch) is e black, 
right-angled triangle. Its oblique edge is continuous with the top 
of the proscenium arch, while its base affirms the horizontal from 
which the proscenium arch has been shifted. Like its white 
counterpart, this black trisng'.e mist logically be part of the 
painted cut-cloth. The two triangles, black ar.J white, encapsulate 
the flat/frontal - depth/oblique dialogue of the set.

Both the disposition and colour of 
anticipate the background structure 
especially the triangular forms betwe

; in that work.
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apparent from the photographs, whare a clear separation of black
ite areas occurs not only in the background geometric shapes,
so in the buildings and the balustrades. Evidence is provided
scene painter Polunin, who recounts that in London in 1919:
Diaghileff asked me to revise Parade in the
attention. Picasso complained that the latter, 
hurriedly painted by some one in Paris, was unsat
isfactory that it required to be repainted bnfore 
almost evary performance. The black tones 90 injured 
the white and vice versa, that instead of clearly 
defined black and white surfaces, there remained 
only patches of nondescript colour.111

To the left and right, the city, that is the high 
sections of walls, riddled with black rectangles 
which are windows. In all that, this delicacy, which 
belongs to M.Picasso: a range of very subtle colours 
with the white and black which dominates. The en
trance of the circus, gaping and illuminated, makes 
a kind of whitish furnace.

The balustrades on either side of the false proscenium arch not 
only continue the black/white opposition, but underline the 
shifting quality inherent in all such positive/negative relation
ships. The left hand balustrade Is white against a black back
ground, the right hand one is predominantly black against a white 
ground. The informal style of drawing used for the uprights of the

McQui111



form from negative space.“ “ The odd perspective of the 
balustrades is also relevant to this opposition. The left hand 
balustrade diminishes in scale towards the edge of the stage, the 
right hand one towards the centre. They provide a visual balance 
to the top of the proscenium arch, since their repev.ed slope is 
equal but opposite to the one above. At the same time they appear 
not as r.iirrur reflections of each other, nor as ornamental framing 
devices, but as a repeated motif. Their departure from expected 
symmetry underlines the dialectical nature of the black/uhite op-

also Lheasavir-ally by the <r,Production oi a musical instrument as 
a decorative element in each. The arch is surmounted by a lyre, 
while the -end-piers of the balustrades are decorated Kith a violin 
and a meraolln.‘‘,< The lyre is distinct from other instruments 
depicted by Picasso - in this case the violin and the mandolin, 
but also the various lutns, guitars, clarinets and drums in his 
repertoire. Unlike the latter instruments which, whatever their 
more profound connotations, formed a part of Picasso's tangible

On the left, the white forms are stressed by black linear el
ements in the sections between the round bulges. If the black 
poles of the right hand balustrade wore unrelieved by the 
patches of white, there would be a confusion of form and space, 
and the essential opposition between right and loft hand . 
tiould be lost. It is a mussure ot Picasso’s visual acuity that 
he compensated for this problem in such a manner.
Axsom 'Parad'1’: Cubism as Theater, p.95, identifies thesn in
struments, McQuillan, ’’Pointers and the Ballet", p.177, refers 
to "mandolins". Close inspection of avai'sble photographs 
supports Axsom's identification.



reality, the lyre is not so much a musical instrument as a 
mythological attribute.The lyre, though invented by Mercury, 
is the attribute of Apollo in his role as god of poetry and 
m u s i c . I t  is emblematic, too, of at least two of the nine 
mythological muses - Terpsichore, the muse of dancing and song; 
and Erato the muse of lyric and love poetry. Like the musical 
instruments in the Mercure drop-curt/1:in, the lyre of the Parade 
set signifies poetry in its elevated form as presided over by 
Apollo "the embodiment of the classical Greek spirit, standing for 
the rational and civilised side of man's nature".A similar 
reference has been noted in Parade, both in the water-colour sketch, 
and in the drop-curtain where Apollo is evoked both by the sun and 
by another of his attributes, the laurel wreath.

A dancing figure is painted on a panel to the left of the 
proscenium arch in Fig.115. Bare-breasted and with fluttering 
drapery, she raises a tambou. ine above her head in Bacchic frenzy. 
There is no hint of her f‘g;i6 in any of the sketches. This dancer 
is a prototype of figui -.- that will emerge in Picasso's work of 
the 1920s - figures of ectta.y epitomised by the two running flg-

" ' James Hall. Dictionary of Subjects and Symbols in Art, London 
1979, p.197, defines the lyre as a str,,.ged instrument of 
ancient Greece". A lyre appears exceptionally in one of a se
ries of still-lifes in water-colour and pencil from 1915 
(Fig.132). That Picasso was well aware of its association with 
art and in particular poetry, is evidenced by a caricatural 
sketch he made in 1903 depicting his writer friend Sebastian 
Junyer Vidal as a "rhapsode" or ancient poet (Fig.133).
Ibid. , p.27.



uros on the beach which Diaghilev chose for his Train Bleu curtain
(Fig.9). A similar pair of figures is found in the Peace mural at
Vallaurls (Fig.16). In the discussion of the Parade drop-curtain, 
parallels have been drawn with the imagery of the Peace mural,
especially with respect to the winged horse. It was suggested that
the imagery in both works encompasses the affirmation of positive 
life-sustaining forces over those of death and destruction. The 
tambourine-beating dancer of the Parade set provides a further 
parallel between these two works. Lee interprets the Bar-.h- 
dancers of Peace as a synonym for the hedonism of Picasuo 
life, when relieved from the turbulence of warfare, and ala. 
an expression of "Picasso's fundamentally emotional desire for 
peace and its inherent physical freedom".There is a thin line 
which divides the expression of positive joyful ecstasy in the 
dionysiac abandon of the dancers of Peace and the Parade set from 
the mad frenzy of the possessed dancers as soon in the left-hand 
figure of the Three Dancers, (1925: Tig.61) and echoed in the 
mother with load child on the extreme left of Guernica.1"*1 In the

i Time, Myth and the

on Ancient Greek vases, the raving maenad figure is gen rally 
a manifestation of the Dionysiac ecstasy, but it is sometimes 
used to express the death agony and in these instances the 
parallel with Picasso is startling!/ close". Gasman, "Mystery, 
Magic and Love in Picasso 1923-1936", Ch.IX, discusses the 
maenad fignrn in the Thr{ip_l)j_nca_rs at length in relation to 
the conflation of Classical and Christian sources as the 
'maenad under the Cross'to the notion of the possessed dancer 
in the cult of Diony.-us (reference to which is made in The Four 
WM.UJiirls); and in the context of Spanish folk dunce. She

young maiden

i



Parade set, the Bacchic dancer is primarily an ornamental 
embellishment to the elaborate false proscenium arch, yet, Juxta
posed to the golden Apollonian lyre, and flanked by musical in
struments, the tambourine-beating dancer can be read as an 
expression of the Nietzschean aesthetic in which all art has both 
Dionysiac and Apollonian origins. S ,e is not a superficial enter
tainment, but a more complex metaphor of dance in which the forces 
of life and death are embodied.

The imagery of the Parade set - as opposed to its architectural 
elements - resides in the motifs of lyre, dancer, violin and 
mandolin. McQuillan interprets the violin and mandolin as a sign 
for one of the "components of ballet". Axsom tees them as 
"amusing allusions to Picasso's major Cubist concern for 
still-life". The interpretation of the Mercure drop-curtain 
has, however shown that the imagery of music provides a 
metaphorical statement of artistic inspiration. A similar refer
ence in the Parade set is congruent with Picasso's concerns as 
reflected both in the drop-curtain and within the dialectical re
lationships of the set itself. The Paiode set balances two terms 
of a dialectic which Xietrsche considered intrinsic to the highest

Stravinsky and Massine's Rlte_of___Spring, and Metzsche's 
treatment of the theme. In view of eailier discussions of 
Nietzsche's influence on Picasso it would seem that this is a 
likely source. Tor the Iconography of the 'maenad under the 
Cross' see Frederick Antal, "The Maenad I'nder the Cross: The 
Maenad in Florentine Art oi the Fifteenth and Sixteenth Cen
turies", Journal of the Warburg ann Courtauld Institutes, I, 
1937-1938, pp.71-73.

1,1 McQuillan, "Painters and the Ballet", p.177.
Axsom, IjM/jdej.LCubJTheat_er, p.95.



form of art - the Apollonian aspect, represented by the lyra, vi
olin and mandolin, and the Dionysiac tambourine-beating maenad. 
Picasso underlines the twofold nature of art through a 
juxtaposition of formal elements: black and white; space and sur
face; geometric line and organic lino. Musical instruments signify 
the inherent poetry of transcendent art. The paradox of life in 
death end the restorative and redemptive power of art are presented 
in Nietzsche's superior "figurative and mythical language".

The La Tricorne set survives as a study in india ink, pencil and 
gouache fFig.137) whose effect when enlarged on the stage can be 
gouged from photograph of the 1973 revival by the London Festival 
Ballet company (Fig.150). Tins and photographs of the original 
production"*" indicate that the set consisted of a cut-cloth com
prising the central arch and the houses on either side, a backcloth 
painted with landscape find sky and a free-standing triple-arched 
bridge. In contrast to this, the study (Fig.137) flattens the 
bridge and locates it on the background plane. The separation of 
the bridge from the rest of the set was necessitated by the cho
reography.

In spite of the structural simplicity and the fact that throu, hout 
the studios the imagery is more or less constant, a far greater 
number of studies vnre executed for the La Tricorns set than for



that of Parade. Zervos has catalogued at least twenty-four 
drawings and gouaches for the set, and there are a further five 
works - p Uols and gouaches * in the collection of the Musee 
Picasso. While th-> imagery scarcely shifts, the studies show a 
range of compositional nuances and colour variations which makes 
it difficult to categorise them or to establish a sequence. Two 
of the water-colours (Pigs.134 and 135) signify a new approach on 
Picasso's part to designing for the stage. Unlike his previous set 
designs, tney are executed on multiple cut-out sheets superimposed 
on one another in the manner of theatrical 1 flats1. The main 
compositional elements in all the sketches are two groups of 
buildings at left and right respectively; a large single or double 
arched structure; a triple-arched bridge which plays an important 
role in the choreography; a background townscape of buildings 
dominated by a church tower set against mountains; a sky eit.ier 
solid black, dark blue and starry, or filled with billowing clouds; 
and various areas of green vegetation. As was suggested in Chapter 
III, Fig.6 may have been the initial inspiration for the Le 
Tricorne set and appears to refer to an actual landscape.*“ Com
paring Tig,6 with Fig.137, it can bo seen how Picasso has trans
formed a starkly rcidllstlc landscape Into tue evocative essence

1 Zervos dates this sketch (Z XXIX: 384) "London 1919" which 
suggests that It was made at the same time as Picasso was 
working on the Le Trlcornp designs. A second landscape (this 
time a drawing) made at roughly the snrnc time 'Fig.136) is 
probably an early idea ior the Sl?t- ‘■c*vosl VHle
is "Le Tricprnc. iMyiage" (Z XXIX: 355). These naturalistic 
prototypes suggest that, as tho Parade set may have been de
rived from the view from Picasso1* window in Paris (Kig.118), 
so too the sot for Le Tricorne had its origins In natuie, al
though although in this case it is not possible to suggest a



of a Spanish village with spare, flattened forms and muted syn
thetic colour. An observer at the 1919 London season wrote:

Tho brilliant clean-coloured setting Moated by 
Picasso was even further removed from the usual 
fustian settings or painted backcloths, wings and
from a new planet, k’hat he produced was a common 
denominator of his m m  Spanish countryside; with a 
few lines on canvas he had conveyed a picture by 
suggestion, far more credible than the built-up 
structures whose effect is always lessened by the
vas, papier-mache and wood. So true were Picasso's 
wiry balconies, the birdcage attached to the wall, 
the striped awning and the sharp punctuation of the 
suggested village floating in the plain under the 
glaring sun, under a sky of clear but un-imiocent 
blue, that when, much later on, I visited Spain, I 
easily recognised its characteristics .I,,!

Beaton recognises the anti-naturalistic intention of the set and 
the resulting credibility of Picasso’s artistic ’lie’. This in
tention is confirmed by another sensitive artist, Tamara 
Karsarvina, who recalled in her memoirs that Picasso’s design for 
her costume as the Miller's Vife

was s supreme mast rpiece of pink silk and black 
lace oi the simplest shape - a symbol more than an 
ethnographic reproduction of a national costume.117

In the final design (Fig.137) the arch, itself derived from a 
bridge-type structure as seen in Fig.6, has been so greatly in
creased in' scale that it no longer bears a logical 
scale-relationship to the figures - unlike the bridge on which they 
walk and dance, which, if anything, is somewhat small. The central 
arch thus becomes a linking and framing element. In the studies, 
the arch is sometimes flattened to Uw extent of becoming simpli-

Tamara Karsarvina, 'nv'inrc_S:_n-jU, London 1950, pp. 191-1<j2, 
cited in McQuillan, "painters and the Ballet", p.473.



The schematic nflture of Fig.138 indicates that this may be one of 
the early sketches. In lino with the first studies for the Parade 
se-., the scene is presented with complete fronlality in the two 
small water-colour sketches on this sheet. The largo arch appears 
as an arching band across the sky, and while it links the buildings 
on each side of it, is not conceived as part of the architectural

A consideration of the pencil drawings related vo the watercolours 
and gouaches for the Le Tricorne set, shows the arch to be the 
dominant motif, appearing either as a pait of ElatLeftad lines 
curving across the sky (Figs. 139-HA), a more fully 
three-dimens anal architectural structure (Figs.145-150), or a 
comblr.atian of the tuo (Fig&.lSl and 152). In almost all of thsse 
examples, the largo arch is echoed by the shape of the smaller 
bridge with its arch-shaped supports, as well as by doorways and 
windows. In one sketch (Fig.158) the underside of the arch is 
emphasised by a dark shadow.16' This repetition of the arch mocif 
imparts a quality of simplicity and wholeness to these sketches 
which is congruent with the continuous curving configuration of

* For example Figs.

to include additional buildings und a ladder an 
up against a tree-like form. Picasso also mad 
studies of the building and ladder (2 XXIX:



the arch-form itself. Where the Parade set was underpinned by a 
duality of stylistic elements, Le Tricorne exhibits a calm unity 
and repohifion, which in the final set is also expressed in Its 
muted tonality.

Palau y Fsbre is the only writer who has noted the repetition of
the arch motif in Picasso's wc.-k and attempted to interpret It.
Writing of the 1901 works, he observes:

Both in The Dead Ma.i [the Mounersj mid in the Burial 
of Casagemas there is an arch, more abstract in the 
former picture and giving acciss to the -.zircophagus 
in the lattef; we find it a a.n in the portrait of 
Germaine done shortly af .ards and we shall come 
across it in Life painteo a later date. What is 
the meaning of the atch? I personally tanc it help 
thinking of a passage written by Cassgemas in which 
he speaks of a wicket-gate opening strangely and 
letting the spectres in. “  6

Although it is not clear what interpretation Palau y Fabre intends 
here, he does go on to relate the arch motif to Romanesque and 
Gothic architectural forms, and sees this ’'Gothicism” as being 
based on the intention "...of constructing pictorial works in ac
cordance with canons quite different fiom those of the Renaissance 
or Impressionism".*51 It would seem that Palau y fabre is sug
gesting an expressive dimension to the use of the arch motif and 
that such expression is of a spiritual and transcendent nature in 
opposition to the supposed ra.ionality and objectivity of Renais
sance and Impressionist painting.

‘•6e Palau y Fabre, Picasso 1681-1907, p.272.



Two distinct usages of the arch motif can be defn.ed in Picasso's 
oeuvre. The multiple arch or arcade is associated with references 
to the bullring or srena as discussed in the interpretation of the 
drop-curtain above. In this form the arch appears as a kind of 
shorthand description for a specific location. The single arch, 
as it appears in the works mentioned by Palau y Fabre, plays an 
emblematic rather than descriptive role and would appear to con
tribute to the overall content of the works in which it is found. 
Thus, for example, in a drawing for The Two Sisters (1901: Fig.153) 
the expressive quality of the two curving female forms is framed 
and enhanced by the cutvp of the arch ‘behind them. In the final 
design for the Le Tricorne set (Fig.137) the repeated arch form 
synthesises both of the above tendencies. On the one hand, as a 
part of a naturalistic setting, a 'real' space in which a narrative 
action is played out, it assumes a descriptive, 8Tchit.ectu.Tal 
role. At the same time, the way in which its naturalistic 
three-dimensional existence is denied through a schematised 
treatment in many of the stxi'His as well as in the final set, im
parts to it the more overtly symbolic qualities found in the Blue 
period works.

An examination of the symbolic meaning of the arch gives an indi
cation of the metaphor contained in the Le Tricorne set. In the 
most general terms, the arch is a framing and linking element, both 
enclosins the space within it, and joining two separate architec- 
tui-l members. As an architectural device it typically acquired 
symbolic meaning. This derived in the first place from its function 
as an opening or gateway, which, according to Palau y Fabre, is



the way it was used by Casagemas. Baldwin Smith has shown how, from
Roman times, and carried over into a Christian context, during the
Middie Ages, the gateway to the city acquired a celestial
connotation by association with the dt- ine ruler whose processions
passed through it. In this way the arch was identified with heaven
and spirituality.

There is an intimation of why the Roman public as
sociated the archway with heaven in the fact that 
the Porta Triumphaiis became known as the Arcus 
Divorua. This kind of imagery, however, was merely 
the continuation of reucti earlier ideas. From the 
time when the cut-stone arch was first introduced 
into Italy from the Hellenistic East and was used 
for portals in the existing walls of Etruscan 
cities, its shape had acquired ideational values not 
only from the gateway ceremonies but also from the 
belief that the arch was the simulacrum of lanus, 
the ancient sky-deity of -.ha Latins who was "the god 
of the heavens," a sun deity comparable to Jupiter, 
and "the keeper of the gate of heaven." This old and 
persistent identification of the arch form with the 
apparent curve of heaven Mas given more specific 
overtones of celestial significance by the impres
sive spectacles of the Triumphant One being received 
as the Vinj of Heaven after he had passod through 
the Triumfhal Gate,,., men visualised the arch as 
a sky image because they were accustomed to think 
of the figure of a triumphant general on his arcus 
as the embodiment of the supreme sky-god on the arch 
of heaven. Curing the Empire this habit was further 
strengthened when the Triumph and Adventus had be
came a form of emperor worship and the passage 
through the arch was celebrated as the apotheosis 
of a divine Augustus. Also it was because of this 
heritage of ideas that the Christian came to think 
of the church as a Porta coeli and to see in the 
"triumphal arch" of i-.s crossing a processional way 
leading to heavenly £,.lories - *62

The arch has obvious metaphysical implications, since movement
through it implies transcendence. If we look again at the Le

1,63 E.Baldwin Smith, Architectural Symbolism of Imperial Rome and 
the Middle Ages. New York 1978, pp.30-31, and also p.106. 
Gasman, Mystery, Magic and Love in Picasso: 1925-1938",
pp.278-289, discusses Picasso’s use oC the arched doorway at 
length and interprets it as a sacred tempnos or sanctuary.
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Tricorne set designs in the light of this symbolic explanation, 
it will be seen that the large central arch separates the fore
ground space from the background. Since this arch was actually a 
cut-cloth the separation mas real as well as pictorial. The space 
in front of the arch is occupied by 'real' buildings. The spâ e 
behind it contains an undulating landscape whose vaguely outlined 
buildings are dominated by a tower structure and a starry sky. 
Picasso's "picture by suggestion" of a Spanish landscape carries 
meaning which extends beyond literal description. It is an 
evocation of a transcendence which is located on the far side of 
the arch.

In the sketches in which the arch appears as two flattened lines 
in the sky (Figs,139, 140, 142 and 144) there is im ambivalence 
between the existence oi the arch as part of an architectural 
system and its actual presence in the sky. An 'arch in the sky' 
translates literally in French as arc en del the French phrase 
for a rainbow. In the creation of this hybrid arch, Picasso 
stretches the actual Into a visual metaphor. The arch is neither 
fully an architectural structure nor a rainbow, but shares char
acteristics of both. In the play The Four Little Girls, the ir. -ge

sive nature results in her being concealed tor most of the play's 
duration.1,63 It was suggested .ibove in the discussion of tho Parade 
drop-curtain that the winged girl might be associated with the

,o, Tha Tom Little G

i
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*5' See above p.99. For th- meaning of Iris see Carl Karenyi, The
Sods of the Greeks, Harmondsworth 1956, p.53.

‘B’ Cir'.ct, /, Dictionary of Symbols, p.295. This account of the
systolic nature of stars recalls Van Gogh’s Starry Night
(1889). It ih possible that the spiritual burst of light in 
Van Gogh's, stars influenced Picasso's treatment of the glowing 
candle with its bright impaste rays of light in Ills Death of 
Casegemas (1901). This work which is not published by Zervos 
is cat. no.VI .5 in Daix and Boudsillis, Picasso. The Blue and 
Hose Periods, p.192.
Polunin, The Continental Method of Scene PaintinK, p.55.
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A concern with darkness and the nocturnal is seen in a number of 
the colour sketches for the Le Tricorne set. In some the sky is 
black and starless (Figs.135, 134 and 155). In others, the blue 
sky with its stars casts deep shadows of blackness (Figs.139 and 
156). Only in Fig.157 do we find the light end colour that infuses 
the final set desigr . The fact that the action of Le Tricorne has 
a temporal dimension, and passes from day to night and then to 
dawn, may account for the fact that Picasso's studies range from 
hot daytime colours to black night scenes. The final design, how
ever, is neither day nor night, yet combines elements of both - a 
starry blue sky and a clear white light. In production, the passing 
of time was indicat’d through changes in lighting.

Although the scene had been planned in accordance 
with the usual lighting, the changes expressive of 
the passing from day to night, and night to dawn, 
introduced by Diaghileff, proved to be exceedingly 
interesting. The scene, owing to the presence of 
some soft reddish tints, acquired the aspect of a 
Japanese print which, so far from impairing its 
beauty, endowed it with a certain unexpected

The dialogue of day and night, light and dark, and by extension
life and death is central to the Spanish psyche and epitomised by 
the bullfight.Fig. 157 a more naturalistic variant of the 
final set. The central arch appears solidly architectural and
cv vcs down behind the buildings on the right, rather than ap
pearing to end on top of them. The house on the right is not a flat

Lea, "Picasso’s ’War’ and 1 Pence1", p. 105, discusses Picasso's 
symbolic use of daylight and night scenes and concludes chat 
"th” chapel plan explores the antithetical themes of dark op
posing light on the grand scale of the sun of Peace balancing 
the night oi Siar".



form with projecting portico, but a volumetric solid as its sloping 
roof indicates. The hill in front of the bridge is 4 naturalistic 
green, and the landscape seen through the arch appears to fade away

By contrast, the final set design (Fig.137) is deliberately
anti-naturalistic and thus gains in its evocative quality as
Beaton so accurately perceived. Surface and space are ;
harmonised. The signifiers of thtce-din.ensionality, ii
ular the undersides of the arches, are also flat shapes. Doors a
windows are flat black holes, and even the angles of the buildin
on the left are reduced to flatness by the colour. The t
of the distance, which in some of the studies wore depictec
considerable detail, have become more signs, yet the
pointed tower is retained and seems to > eter to the
spirituality of the starry sky. Polunin, like Beaton, recogn
the abstract nature of the set, and he comments on the in/init
care that Picasso took to ensure that the scene- painters' colour
matched his own exactly:

Having dealt so long with Bakst's complicated and 
ostentatious scenery, the austere simplicity of 
Picasso’s drawing with its total absence of unnec-
colouring - in short, the synthetical character of 
the whole - was astounding.. . I'icesso came to the 
studio daily, uvincud a keen Interest in everything, 
gave his instructions regarding the drawing and re
quested us to preserve its individuality and pay
special attention to the colouring  All this
care was of the utmost importance, for the entire

* The flat inscribed quality of the final eat is in apparent 
conflict with its actual thrf-n-d.mensionallr.y when realised 
on stage. This tension is especially clearly seen in photo-



scene mbs based on the very clever combination of 
the four fundamental tones and on a deeply meditated 
composition-17"

Pulclnella

The final set for Tulclnella, which survive* only in the form of 
a single study (Fig.207) belies, in its austerity of both form and 
clour, the many and frequently elaborate sketches which led up 
to it. The fifty designs for the Pulcinella set included here do 
not purport to comprise a complete catalogue, but sources indicate 
that the actual number of designs is close to this figure.171 In 
contrast to the spare and simplified Le Tricorne set, where the

the Pulcinella project includes a range of formal treatments and 
iconographic motifs. ?n order to explore the levels of meaning 
in the final set against the background of the complex process 
which led up to it, it will first be necessary to obtain a broad

1”  Polunin, The Continental Method of Scene Painting, pp.53-55.
171 The large number of set designs for Pulcinella (1923), may be 

a reflection of the dissension which accompanied the ballet's 
creation. Zervos publishes 46 different studies: Z XXX: 1; 
7-13; lb-21; 23; 24; 27; 39; 47-59; 63 and 64. Z IV: 15-24; 
2o-28. Vogel, "Picasso als Biihnenbild und KostUmentwerfer fiir 
die Ballets Russes", illustrates 48 different designs. Scru
tiny of the files of the Musee Picasso in Paris revealed around
prehensive listings. Cooper, Picasso Theatre, published 16 
sketches and McQuillan, "Painters and the Ballet", 12. If one 
takes into account the fact that many individual sheets con
tain two or more separate sketches, the number of designs is 
greatly multiplied. A problem in ascertaining the exeat number
Pulcinella and Cuadro Flamenco sets which will be discussed

i



of the designs, principal compositional and iconographic motifs 
will be isolated and an attempt will be made to group them in 
general categories. The findings of this aralysis will then be 
discuss&d so as to uncover the meanings implicit both in the 
siruotrre and the individual symbolic forms of the PulcinoUa set.

The designs will be discussed in four broad categories. The first 
of these will include drawings which, on account of a looseness 
of style, a schematic rendering of imagery, apparent incomplete
ness and frequent revisions are interpreted as initial stages of 
the project. Secondly a group of drawings depicting an elaborate 
theatre interior in a more precise drawing style will be examined.

first plan for tho ballut uUiah uas rejected by Qiagfcllov.4 The 
third group consists of a transition from the previous elaborate 
design towards the greater slmplificar .on of the definitive 
Pulclnalla set. finally the evolution of this set will be inves
tigated.

There ts a certain amount of overlap between these categories, bot:. 
as a result of stylistic shifts and because multiple designs are 
frequently found on a single sheet. Furthermore It is entirely 
characteristic of Picasso's working method to have worked out se
veral concepts for the design simultaneously. It would therefore 
be misleading to consider the above categories as strictly se-

i



quential.1” Once a detailed ax.jmlnation of the sketches is em
barked on, the impossibility of uncovering sny sequential pattern 
amongst thorn becomes obvious. In rhe absence of a logical order, 
Picasso's creative process parallels the metaphoric mode of his 
iconographic process • in fact they are inseparable and indistin
guishable.

k sketch Irero the Mosse Picasso (Flg.j60) which may represent 
Picasso's earliest thoughts on the Pulcinella set, shows the
overlapping facades of two bu .dings, each having a spiral stair
case. A series of arched openings, which recall the Le Tricorne 
set, co-exist with a raked rectangular opening reminiscent of the 
Parade set proscenium arch. In the foreground an undefined object 
possibly stands for the dolphin-shaped fountain seen also in other 
examples, e.g.. Fig.362, In Fig.160 a lamp is suspended from the 
wall above the arch, more or less in the centre of the sketch and 
a figure is Indicated looking out of a shuttered window above. At 
the extreme left hand side is an arch which frames a cruciform 
shape. On the top half of this st Picasso vrste a number of 
words which amount to a list of * . is to be included in his

fontaines"; then o word which la difficult to decipher but which

McQuillan, "Painters and the Sallee", pp.SOX-SOS, asiiN* Yi<gMy 
selective examplns has argued a rather different sequence 
leading up to the final set designs. The fact that hhe was 
dealing with a smaller number of designs, drawn exclusively 
from Cooper's book, made her task loss complicated. She does 
not, for example, appear to haw had knowledge of the annotated 
sketch taken as the starting point for my own discussion, and 
thus the logic of her npprouch is quite ujfferent.



Pimpinella". On the reverse of this sheet, Picasso made notes t - 
gardtng the characters in the ballet (Tig.161).

The images evoked by Picasso's annotations to Fig.160 refer to a 
specific location. An Ital.an c—.text is entirely congruent with 
the Commndia dell'Arte subject of the ballot. The scenario of 
Pulcinella was based on a Neapolitan manuscript, and it was in 
Naples that Picasso, Stravinsky and Massine had together attended 
a Commedia dell 'Arte performance in 1917,‘,711 Picasso's starting 
point here, as so often, was in his actual experience. Naples, 
Mt.Vesuvius (focal point of the Bay of Naples) arcades and foun
tains aro all explicable simply In the context of that reality.1,6 
"Haisons..." refers to the houses in and around which the ballet's 
narrative is enacted, and tfce building depicted in this loosely 
rendered r.kctcli may be a first idea for one of these houses. The 
figure in the upstairs window and the lamp may bo a cliche of 
traditional Co,«iiodifl dell’Arte seccings. A similar combination is 
to be found in illustrations of this genre, of which Picasso may 
have had knowledge.1’0 The word "Criete" may refer Co what appears

One writer has identified the specific location of the sr.f \e: 
"The first designs for PulcineUa, Z XXX: 11-24, represent an 
actual piazza in Naples, the Piazza della Dorss with the 
fountain of Neptune by Domenico Fontana (1601) with a sculp
ture of Neptune by Michelangelo Naccherino", Carandente, G, 
1'icasso■ Opere dal 1695 al 1971 della Ĉ lleziont. Marina

1,6 See NicoJ1, The World of Harlequin, frontispiece and Fig.17. 
It may be noted that a figure holding a lamp and loaning out 
oC a «lixdw was uked by Picasso Inter in Guprnlca, In 
MinaiatCfaaSbJ two (omale figures and a dove appear in an up
stairs window. It is possible that the Commndia dell'Arte and



to be a crucifix in the a-ched niche on the extreme loft of the 
sketch- This architectural decoration may also refer to an obser
vation drawn from Picasso's reel experienc-e. It may, houever, bo 
noteworthy that he included it in this somewhat tentative and ap
parently preliminary sketch.

The next design, Fly, 162 introduces a fojded screRn ploci in 
front of a bultdt.ig be a brtting lot the ballet. The screen is 
so disposed in space that it mems that Picasso may have intended 
the dancers to movn through its arched opening. This drawing, 
though greatly simplified, nevertheless focuses on the houses. 
In front of the screen is the dolphin fountain. On the reverse 
side c,f the sheet (Fig. 163) are some tentative Ideas which have 
been scribbled ovor. In this drawing Picasso oner again introduces 
an arcaded wull and alongside it a flattened 'circus ton,.' struc
ture which recalls some of the Parade sot designs. On the left 
another sketch, at right angles to the first, depicts a theatre 
space which emphasises the stage curtains and the way in which 
stage space is indicated by a succession of overlapping planes.

In Fig.164 the folded screens have been incorporated Into a frontal 
md mere or less symmetrical arrangement. A collage effect is 
creiited by the hconic e'ements gat icred together on u theatre 
stage, identified by its curtains. At the back is an arcade which 
has affinities with the bullring urcade jf the Lo_ _ Tricornc 
drop-curtain. Its left edge ahuCs a rusticated gothic-arched 
opening which sugges: ■ the cnlrun̂ e to a church. Directly in front 
of the Hvcnde, and ul>«curinj! its two central arr-hes is a landscape
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From the idea of depicting buildings on a simple folding screen, 
Picasso want on to investigate the use of such a device to create 
a number of overlapping structures in the studies on the sheet 
represented by Fig.165. This type of building which was essen
tially two-dimensional and portable, once again accords with the 
ephemeral props of street players and the traditional practice of 
Commedia dell'Arte troupes. The inclusion of ground-plan sketches 
alongside the two drawings on the right of this sheet is evidence 
that Picasso was considering the way in which the folded 
'buildings' would occupy a three-dimensional space. The drawing 
at the top left is different in conception from the other three.



I ■
| which, in view of the annotation to Tig.160, can be identified as
iv a depiction of the Bay of Naples. This is sketched on what is ap

parently intended to indicate either a board or a large piece of 
cloth stretched across the accede. On either side of this landscape 
as indications of houses or buildings, are two folded screens with 

**' 1 arched doors and windows. The arraignment on the right with the
^ fountain, refers back to the previous example. The Bay of Naples
5 -* sketch and folded screen buildings are presented as artificial and
r ephemeral stage effects which recall traditional Commedia
I - 1 dell'Arte sets that were non-illusionistic and portable. They are

juxtaposed here to an arcade which appears more solid and which 
|. recalls the many arcaded bullrings in Picasso’s oeuvre. Two re

alities co-exist - the solid arcade and the temporary, paper-thin 
„• fabricated sets of the Commedia dell'Arte. The reference to

' _ _ ecclesiastical architecture on the extreme left hand side recalls
L ''Xvs, the crucifix in Fig.160.

c From the idea of depicting buildings on a simple folding screen,

ni e number of overlapping structures in the studies on the sheet
represented by Fig.165. This type of building which was essen- 

r tially two-dimensional and portable, once again accords with the
ephemeral props of street players and the traditional practice of 

. 'y' i Commedia dell'Arte troupes. The inclusion of ground-plan sketches
/ ‘ ' alongside the two drawings on the right of this sheet is evidence

that Picasso was considering the way in which the folded 
'buildings' would occupy a three-dimensional space. The drawing

i



It combines a sharply receding building on the left with the out
line of a frontal screen in the foreground. This outline antic
ipates the shape of the final set (Fig.207). The tiny sketch at 
the top left of Fig.165 is framed on three sides by a simplified

proscenium within a proscenium. On closer examination this small 
drawing provides 8 prototype for a uhole series o£ designs which 
the Bay of Naples scene is set within an elaborate theatre audi-

!n the next group of sketches (Figs.166-170) the imagery of the 
Bay of Naples, already suggested in Fig.164 is presented in more 
detail. Thig landscape scene is the focus of all the succeeding 
sketches. It appears initially, e.g., in Fig 169, as a distant 
scene viewed through the inner proscenium arch of e richly deco
rated theatre interior. By a gradual process of simplification and 
enlargement it comes to constitute the entire stage setting 
(Fig.207). These transformations will now be traced in greater

Fig.166 is s s.ieet containing three sketches of the Naples scene. 
The smallest of the three drawings on this sheet (top left) dem
onstrates how the buildings of Fig.165 have been assimilated into 
a picto'ial whole. The sharply receding townscape consists of a 
street flanked by tull buildings. In the centre foreground is a

1”  For example see below Fig.173 (top and right) and Figs.171, 
172 and 176 - all distinguished by the steeply tilted hori-



fountain surmounted by a statue of Neptune. The sharp nrchogonale 
of the buildings lead the eye back towards the distant sea on which 
8 number of craft float. Behind is a smoking volcano, and above, 
a full moon.1'” Fig.167 repeats these images In e broad style. 
Stylistically similar, though not illustrated here, is a sketch 
of the Neptune fountain only, referred to by Zervos as a "study 
for the first version" of Pulcinella.“’9 The Neptune fountain oc
cupied an important place in the early Pulcinella designs and is 
gives detailed treatment in three further sheets of drawings 
(Figs.168-170). In the fivst of these, Neptune, holding a trident 
in his left hand, his right clutching a dolphin rather 
precariously, adopts a g,recc£ul end GBnnered pose. On the sam° 
sheet Picasso has drawn a building facade whose lower, arched 
opening reveals a spiral staircase in a way which recalls the first 
design discussed here (Fig. 160). The fountain or. the eight sug
gests the "deux fontaines'1 that Picasso planned as part of his 
stage scenery indicating that this sheet of drawings might be lo
cated among the early ideas for the set. The scallop shell at 
upper right, though unique among the ballet designs is to be found 
among the objects of Picasso's Cubist still-life repertory.‘,*1

‘■’l That this is e moon and not s sun image seems to be indicated 
by the fact that it is pointed a glowing white in a dark sky. 
When Picasso uses a sun image, it is usually identified by 
radiating 'sun-rays1 as seen in Fig.41. Tn addition, Cocteau's 
description of the Pulcinella set in "Picasso, a Fantastic 
Modern Genius”, p.74, refers to "a moon-lit night in a street 
in Naples". The meanings of the images will be discussed in 
detail below.
Zervos IV:23.

"' For example. Souvenir of Le Havre (2 Iltl): 367), Shells on a 
Piano (2 11(1): 295), The Seal Ion Shell (N'otre Avenir est dans



Figs -169 and 170 are almost identical-11 *1 Both contain at top left 
the scene of the Neapolitan piazza and hry, now placed within a 
complicated double proscenium arch. The foremost plane of this 
structure is drawn perspectivally and represents a fairly conven
tional proscenium decorated with arched niches in the lower 
storey, and aediculae with 'classical' columns and pediments 
above. Situated ,n a plane behind this are two curved storeys of 
curtained boxes or balconies. These appear to be a theatre audi
torium, but they simultaneously refer to the arcaded rows of the 
amphitheatre surrounding a bullring, Above is a domed celling 
which has been flattened onto the picture surface. The curved au
ditorium is interrupted in the centre by a cut-out rectangle 
through which the Naples scene is visible. This rectangle, framed

three spatial planes - outer proscenium, inner 
proscenium/auditorium and background scenery - Picasso secs up a 
complex interrelationship of reality and illusion. The receding 
buildings of the Naples scene are linked to the upper balconies 
of the auditorium by a continuous line which travels along their 
upper edge. The ground plane is continuous from foreground to back, 
and the ambiguous placing of the Neptune fountain compounds the 
difficulty of separating these planes from each other.

1 ’Air 1 (Z m i l :  311), and possibly also Still-life with Chair 
Caning (Z 11(11:294) - all dating to spring 19)2.
It is difficult to arrive at a reason fo: this apart from 
speculating that Picasso made a copy of the sheet to pass on 
to Dioghilev or some other interested party as the demon
stration of a preliminary idea.

i



The fc-intain itself is reinvestigated in these two sheets. At the 
bottom left o' Fig.169 Neptune is drawn with a more vigorous line 
and in greater detail. The somewhat effete pose seen in Fig.168 
has been reinterpreted as one of greater power reflected in the 
facial expression and firm stance, while the dolphin is now in
verted and firmly grasped by an outsize right hand. Neptune's left 
hand which holds the trident is the subject of a detailed inves
tigation on the right of this sheet of drawings. This detail at 
first seems curious in view of the small scale of the Neptune 
figure in the sketches. If, however, the figure were to be enlarged 
to the scale required for the stage, the detailed treatment of this 
hand is understandable. The fact that it is shown in back view 
here is somewhat strange, however, and may suggest that Picasso 
conceived the fountain as a free-standing three-dimensional ele
ment. A further drawing on this sheet in which the fountain as a 
whole is considered, reinforces the notion that Picasso regarded 
the Neptune fountain as an important element of the imagery of the 
set, at least at this stage of the project.

Before leaving these drawings, a final detail of Fig.169 must be 
considered. At the top right of this sheet, very faintly drawn, 
is a section of a gothic-arched interior which, like the crucifix 
of Fig. 160 and the arched opening at the extreme 1 ."it of Fig. 164 
refers to an ecclesiastical model. Comparison of the 'theatre1 
structure on the left of this same sheet with this drawing, indi
cates that the outer proscenium of the theatre is broadly related 
to this church-like interior. The gothic arch has been flattened



into e very gentle curve and the vault compressed into stylised 
flattened ribs.

The theatre interior is greatly elaborated in the following 
studies. Eight sketches (Figs.171-178) will be discussed as a 
group because of the obvious similarities among them. They depict 
a richly decorated auditorium with curtained balconies, classical 
ornament and a central ribbed vault which springs at its 
furthermost end directly from the top of a proscenium arch. This 
arch is occasionally frontal and given a classical treatment of 
columns and pediment (as in Fig.173 bottom left and Fig,1741 but 
more often its horizontal member is tilted up to the right at a 
sharp angle, reversing the tilt of the Parade set."" There are 
only slight variations among these designs. The spatial ambigui
ties are preserved by the inclusion of the foreground curtains in 
some drawings and by the deliberate way in which the screen-houses 
of the Naples scene overlap the frame of the inner proscenium

That the landscape is a painted illusion is stiessad by the almost 
pedantic reference that Picasso makes to the one-point perspective 
system, Having established this scene as a 'window on the world1 
framed by the inner proscenium arch, he immediately questions the 
illusion by allowing one of its elements to break through the 
picture plane. The folded screen-house thereby enters the next

In only one sketch, Fig.171 (top left), is the slope of the 

See. especially Fig.171 (bottom left) and Fig,173 (right).



level of illusion, the interioi of the theatre. This Is a location 
which requires s suspension of disbelief and an acceptance of the 
illusion as reel. There is thus established a play on the reality 
of conventional pictorial illusion as opposed to the illusion of 
the theatre. The theatre interior is itself located behind a 
foreground proscenium arch, which in turn would be contained 
within the actual pros ionium of the theatre in which the ballet 
was performEid. The actual spectator at the ballet would thus be 
confronted with n stage set which comprised a series of theatres 
within theatres. In thus juxtaposing a series of realities this 
set design by implication poses questions regarding '.he reBUty 
of e specific performance. It simultaneously draws attention to 
the essential paradox inherent in the artificial reality of per
formance. in geserel. It is r.ot cleat from any nl these designs 
how Picasso envisaged the construction of such a sot. The designs 
which will be discussed next show varying degrees of simplifi
cation by comparison, and It seems likely that Picasso anticipated 
practical difficulties in the realisation of such highly complex 
designs.

In addition to the dialectic of realism set up in them, the 
drawings which refer to a theatre within a theatre are significant 
for the specific iconographic elements which they introduce. The 
most obvious of those are the musical ir̂ truments which Picasso 
uses dccoratively in the panels between the ribs of the ceiling 
dome. Fig.176 hiis a water-colour rendering of the set in its upper 
left corner. Most of the remainder of this sheet Is devcted to



the uppar right corner is a drawing of a member of thn audience 
»ho pee's through a pair of opera glasses- In each of the three 
gtoups o£ instrument depicted, Picasso includes both string and 
wind instruments, and one of the groups contains, in addition to 
these, a drum. The decorative motifs in the ceiling area include, 
in addition to the musical instruments, the tragic and comic masks

icaity in Greek drama- These masks appuar as tii.y circular forms 
to left and right of centre, and are seen most easily in Fig-173 
(bottom left) in the two acute angles of a pediment. The pedimented 
proscenium arch is itself a reference to classical antiquity. 
Picasso investigated a number of classical architectural motifs 
in tho Pulcinella sets, as can be seen in such drawings as 
Figs - 171, 172, 174, 177 and 181. AnLiquiiy is suggested by columns 
and pediments and pseudo-classical figures in niches flanking the 
proscenium. Although the theatre auditorium is often referred to 
as 'baroque' both because of its abundant orn.unent and its supposed 
modelling on the Teatro do San Carlo in Naples, the auditorium 
'boxes' are hybrids of eighteenth century rococo theatres and 
Spanish bullrings.

A process of simplification is apparent in Figs.179 ond 180 which 
may be related to Picasso's nood to fulfil the practical demands 
of the stage space. This suggestion is given plausibility by et-

Compare, for example, the drawing at the top right of Fig.179 
with the first sketches for the Le Tricorne curtain (Figs.77 
and 76). See Macdonald, iiiaBhilev Observed by Critics in En
gland and the I'nitod States, 1911-1129, p.244, (or an illus-



tontion '.o the extreme right edge of Fig.179. Here a series of 
paral’el lines Indicates the positions to be occupied by the 
' arious element.! of the set in a floor plan. Fig. 180, while re
taining all the complex elements of the previous designs, abol
ishes the horizontal ground plane and thus draws the Naples 
landscape right forward onto the picture plane. The resultant 
flattening distorts the domed celling which, projected onto the 
picture surface. Lakes on the appearance of a central disc with 
radiating arms, not unlike a stylised sun. In the centre o£ this 
disc, above an unmistakable pedimented Greek temple, floats a 
trumpet-blowing female figure who is drawn in detail in
Fig.1 6 1 . This figure is a recurrent motif in the subsequent

* "Die elaborate hai. 
Fig.181 appears to 
in Ingres' study f< 
while her profile i

at the bottom right of 
hat of the Empress Octavia 
: to Augustus. (Fig.181) 
listed to that oE Auguscu

Schapiro, "Picasso's Woman with 
in Modern Art 19th and 20th Centuries, London 1978. 
pp,111-120, identified this work of Ingres as a source for the 
1905 Woman with a Fan, and it seems that Picasso was once again 
considering Ingres' style in 1920. For Ingres as a source see 
also Anthony Blunt, "Picasso's Classical Period (1917-25)" 
Burlington Hagasiive. 110, Apiil 196S, pp.iai-lSl, and Phoeb 
Pool Picasso s Neo-Classicism: Second Period (1917-25)"
Apollo, ns. 85, March 1967, pp,198-207. Mayer, S. "Ancient 
Mediterranean Sources in the k'orks of Picasso 1892-1937", PixQ 
dissertation, Now York University, 1980, (University Micro
films International, Ann Arbor and London 1981), Chapter X: 
Fig.4, reproduces a drawing by Picasso based on Ingres 
Oct.avia heed. Haynt dates this drawing to 191/ and (p.405) 
suggests fls a second and visually closer source for this head 
a Roman female portrait bust of the Trajanic period from the 
Louvre, which she illustrates (Mayer, Chapter.XI, Fi&.7j, The 
pose of Picasso's airborne allegorical figure is further rem
iniscent of the figurr of Nemnsls ai the bottom centre of 
Ingres' Apotheosis of Kapoloon (1853: Fig.183) a work which 
also includes images of the Allegories of Fame and Triumph. 
In the Pulcinella designs, the flying allegorical figure ap
pears, although sometimes quite Indistinctly, in the following 
sketches: Figs.184, 192 (top right and bottom centre), 197,



designs. Cooper has iJentifled her as "a ng angel blowing a 
trumpet", and Buckle as "the figure of Fame i ing her trumpet". 
McQuillan refers to "a kind of Parnassus scene vith a 
trumpet-blowing muse and a Greek temple facade".Reference to 
one of the Greek muses is congruent with the detailing of this 
figure. In addition to the trumpet, associated with Faina, she holds 
a sketchy, but neve-theless identifiable, laurel wreath aloft in 
hex right hand • two specific attributes which also identify 
Calliope, the muse of epic postry.1*’

On the right hand side of Fig.180 is a drawing of two spectators. 
The male figure is an enlarged version of the man with opera 
glasses Jt the top right of Fig. 176. In front of him is a woman 
whose expressionless face and stiff upright posture contrast with 
his relaxed and active pose. Below the &ccan&l% defined, low - exit 
neckline of her garment, her body virtually disappears. The cir
cular form which, «t first glance seems to be part of her clothing, 
is in fact the flattened domed ceiling of yet another theatre in
terior depicted Immediately below her. A large, disembodied hand 
adds to the ambiguity of her form. On a closer reading the female 
form is in fact circumscribed by the 'neckline' and becomes not 
so much a fictive spectator as a bust or effigy of such a person. 
In this respect she recalls the many sculpted female heads which 
Picasso included in his pnlntings and drawings of the 'artist's

Me Cooper, Picasso_Thcatr£, p.51; Buckle, Elafihliav, p.380, re
ferring to Uliis figure as she appears in the study for Cuadro 
Flamenco (Fig.221); and McQuillan "Painters and the Ballot1',

Hall, A Dictionary of Signs and Symbols, p.217,





Calliope, muse of epic poetry, becomes more likely. A further 
possible reference to the Apollonian aspects of art, via the notion 
of inspiration, Is made in the violins end sheet music discernible 
in the triangular 'spandrels' between the ribs of the ceiling.

Within an apparently purely decorative and, in terras of execution, 
fairly casual design, Picasso dtaus together images which 
reverberate in a complex metaphor- The elements of the metaphor 
all refer to the idea of art in its broadest sense and occur in 
the upper region of the sketch, above the heads of the painted 
spectators (some of whom may even be looking In that direction). 
The real, living spectators occupy a level of reality outside of 
the picture or stage design, although, by the very fact that they 
are attending a performance, they have voluntarily removed them
selves from a neutral or natural reality (the world outside the 
theatre). Seated in this simultaneously real and artificial envi
ronment, they are simultaneously confronted with further levels 
of reality - the painted and hence illusory spectators Mho in turn 
confront a painted and illusory landscape. Although this landscape 
is an illusion for the real and painted spectators alike, for the 
former it is yet one further remove from their physical or living 
reality. Furthermore, the landscape simultaneously evokes both an 
illusion of three-dimensional spues and depth which has its source 
in an actual environment, and the material reality of a painted 
theatre backdrop. Above and encompassing this complex and

*“  This interpretation Is in line with the discussion of music 
as a symbol of artistic inspiration in the Mercure drop cur-



evocative statement of reality, Picasso reaffirms the notion of 
the transcendent power of art. It is art, as crystallised in the 
conjunction of the antique and archetypal symbols of the white and 
gold ceiling - itself paradoxically an Illusion * which allows the 
real, living spectator to transcend his physical condition and 
aspire towards a reality above and beyond it. There can be little 
doubt that for Picasso the theatre had become a location in which 
such transcendence was eminently possible.

It is doubtful, however, whether Diaghilev would have recognised 
or taken into account such subtleties in the execution of his 
commission. The following sequence of designs suggests that after 
Fig,184 Picasso did, indeed, go "back to the drawing board". He 
did not, however, abandon all the implications contained in the 
previous designs.

Pig.185 is a kind of tabula rasa. Its structure is formed by a 
series of rectilinear areas which continue to suggest the previous 
arrangement of three overlapping and interpenetrating spatial 
planes in a simplified scheme. Arches make provision for spectator 
'boxes1 and there is a suggestion of imagery above the innermost 
rectangle, whose scale, relative to the surrounding areas, has 
been increased. Fig.185 provides an armature around which the im
agery of the following four designs is created. This structure 
is clarified by the distinct separation of four planes in Fig.186, 
The identity of these planes as a series of scenic cut-cloths is



elucidated by the labels "ler", "2e", "3e" and "fond"l|S1 with which 
Picasso has annotated this drawing in order to indicate theii re
spective positions in space. The foremost plane is not numbered 
and is presumably to be equated with the proscenium arch of the 
real theatre. A characteristic ambiguity thus arises between the 
real and the fictive. What Picasso indicates as cut-cloth number 
one, is in fact the second of his sketched planes. The buildings 
of the Neapolitan scene are indicated as being separate from the 
back-cloth, and the Neptune fountain appears to be free-standing. 
The domed ceiling has all but disappeared, but the lyre is retained 
as a central motif.

Pig. 167 follows a similar scheme. The lyre is now flanked by the 
masks of comedy and tragedy. Figures large in scale again occupy

wards, it is not clear whether they are scrutinising the perform
ance or each other. The Neapolitan harbour scene is contained 
within a box-like frame and has been greatly simplified. The 
foreground buildings are reduced to arcades, and the perspective 
effect is reduced bringing the background landscape elements for
ward. In Fig.188 the dome is replaced by a gallery in which the

temporary ones, juxtaposed with the ancient Apollonian )yi=. which 
surmounts the proscenium arch. Like the spectator couple which

been seen in detail in Fig.180, the musicians recall late nine-

.t", "2nd", "3rd" and "back".
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appear to be arbitrary. The arrang.-ment adopted in the present 
study seems ta general to follow a process of simplification which 
mav have been Picasso's method. It must be rumembered, however, 
that in addition to a linear development, it Is certain that al
ternative solutions were worked on simultaneously.

Fig.190 is a sheet containing four separate sketches. 6.t bottom 
loft is a diagrammatic representation of the division of the set 
ivxto a seritta of stage 'flats'. In this respect it is related to 
Fig,186. Throe parallel and receding cut-cloths which echo the

is distorted into a curious curved shape suggesting the medallion 
of the dome, now completely flattened. A trapezoid shape projects 
forwards from the plane, of the backcloth. The outline of this 
trapezoid is drown with a heavy line similar to that of the base 
of »6Lh of the cut-cloths. This Is en indication that the shape 
is a demarcation of the position of the tripartite folded screen 
which can be seen in the other sketches on this sheet. The centre 
panel of the screen is frontal end Its two side flaps fold back

set, and this drawing is tlio first indication of Picasso's inten
tion to change the flat backcloth. The top left hand sketch on 
r.Vie same sheet shows the harbour scene angled in and out of space 
in a manner which recalls the screen forms of the earliest designs 
(Figs.162 and 164).



inner proscenium arch, are arrow-headed flag poles which suspet.d 
flowing draperies, In Fig.19] these are coloured In green, uhit% 
and red stripes, the colours of the Italian flag, to which they 
nay thus refer.I't> The reference to Italian nationalism is con
sistent with similar recollections of France and Spain in Parade 
and Le Tricorne, It can be interpreted as a tribute to Italy, 
original home of the Commedia dell'Arte, and underlines the ge
ographical speciiiclvy of the Pulclne]la set. In the sketches 
which Include the Italian flag, the lyre above the proscenium Is 
replaced by a motif which Is impossible to identify because of Its 
extremely va&ue delineation. In view of Che flags, however, it 
seems st least plausible that this Is & coat of arms or similar 
heraldic image, Like the location of the s<st, this may be derived 
from a raal-Hfc observation made by Picasso in Naples in 1917. 
These possible references to Italy are not found again, but 
Figs.190 and 191 signify a transition ftos the treatment of the 
Naples scene os e Hat backcloth to its depiction on what appears 
to be a free-standing folded screen. Fig.192 reveals how this 
screen was derived from a flat rectangle divided into three parts. 
Three of the sketches on this sheet represent the folded screen 
within a theatre interior uitU 'sun' disc and airborne muss. The 
drawing at bottom right shows that Picasso briefly considered re
placing the theatre interior with an enlarged landscape, and lo
cating the screen centrally within this.

Although no colour illustration of Fig.191 is included here, 
this observation as to the colour was made from ths original 
in the collection of the Musfie Picasso, Peris,, In June 1982. 
The flag motif rncurs in Fig.205.



A group of drawings which reflect Picasso's concern with the means 
fot realising his designs can be mentioned here (Figs.193-196). 
In the drawings on these four sheets, one or more components are 
examined in turn. A significant feature is Picasso's consider
ation of both a rigid free-standing screen structure and a softer 
draped hanging (similar in idea to Fig.164) for the central motif. 
In Fig.195 these two ideas ere juxtaposed most obviously. Lika 
the central drawing of Fig.192, four of the sketches on this sheet 
investigate an opposition of dark and light areas within this 
central structure. The presence of the lyre on the proscenium arch 
of the drawing et bottom left of Fig. 194 should also be noted.

In Fig. 197 a voluptuous carioaturtid muse blows on her trumpet and 
simultaneously holds op a laurel wreath for display. On the right, 
e decorative ornamental figure is applied to the pillar of the 
framing proscenium arch. The Naples scene is presented centrally

are to be folded back, thus creating an inverted perspective. The 
gewnatricised nature of the fii.al set is anticipated here in the 
exaggerated diagonal of the right hand flap of the landscape f.crcan 
and the flattening of the corresponding diagonal on tile left as 
it passes through two seporatn spatial planes. A horizontal join
ing thesp two diagonals at the tops of the buildings indicates chat 
part of the sky will be included in the folding screen.

In Fig.196 the muse is replaced by the quadripartite diamond or 
loze.nge shapp which was identified as a sign for harlequin in one 
of the Lo Tricorne curtain designs (Fig.100), A similar motif is



repeated below esch of the four 
these cases the loaenge is not di 
iatioi\ of this design with th»

is, although Jji 

r. “’“ In these
skev.hes the disposition of spatial planes appears to be in at 
t-ordance with the scheme represented in Fig, 190. The front clol 
is ropresonted by r.he pair of fluted columns joined together by 
flattened arch. The second plane includes the 'boxes' and tt 
representation of a tilted and flattened done in which tt 
'harlequin' logenge is the central motif. The third cut-clo' 
would contain the patterned inner proscenium arch with its painti 
curtains within which the free-standing screen would be ! 
is not clear whether sky and moon aie part of the scree 
separate backdrop, A touch <aC realism introduced in Figs 
is the h-ashing line strung between the two rows of buildings. (Thi: 
is most clearly seer, in Fig.198').

The final group of sketches at first continues the combination of 
decorative theatre interior artd geometric landscape screen, with 
the latter element gradually taking precedence over the former. 
In Fig,201 the inner proscenium arch is flanked on either side by 
a low wall surmounted by two arches or niches, the inner one in 
the same plane as the proscenium, the outer at right angles to it 
and thus appearing to enclose a box-like space. The tihs of the 
vault above are simplified and flattened into six heavy blatk lines 
and the central medallion contains the nu»« motif. The landscape 
scroon is given greater umpliasL& within tho proscenium. It is

191 Fig.200 is a vory light drawing, almost identical to Fig.198.

!



dourly placed In front of the orange/red curtains and cuts across 
the arch on the left.*96 Both here and in the next sketch (Fig.202) 
this screen has been simplified into four areas - three rectangular 
planes ulvh sloping upper edges and one triangle on the left 
side *9* The two central panels which represent a building facade 
and the Naples harbour, comprise the frontal plane, while the 
sections to their left and right angle back into space- The tri
angular plane on the left serves as o kind of conceptual buttress 
for its adjacent facade, which together with the right hand section 
of the screen appears to recede towards the harbour scene. This 
illusion is no sooner created than denied, since the central panel 
is in reality closer to the spectator than are the side flops.” ’ 
The auditorium setting of Fig.202 is again richly decorated in red 
and gold. The ribs, central medallion and the pillars flanking 
che proscenium are treated with a schematic chiaroscuro to provide 
an illusion of three-dimensional icy that la played off against the 
flat geometric planes of the landscape screen. The muse is again

6 Neither this sketch nor the following one (Fig.202) are in
cluded in McQuillan, "Painters and the Ballet", or in Vogel,
"Picasso als BUhnnbild und Kostiimentwerfur fur die Ballets
Russes". Although colour reproductions are not included here
I was able to view the original sketches at the Musee Picasso
in Paris in 1982. In both, the colouring is dominated by con
trasts of red/orange anti yellow in the curtains and architec
tural motifs. The dark areas are a dark brown and there ore
touches of blue in the landscape and the background to the

d edge of the harbour f



pendulous breasts

Fig.203 heralds the form of the final set. Apart from a flat, 
simplified framing curtain, all reference to a theatre interior 
has been eliminated. At top right the landscape screen is placed 
against a uniformly dark, almost black background, while at bottom 
left, there is a rod and orange striped area between the stylised 
outline of the framing curtain and the background. This striped 
area reads as a second, shaped cut-cloth. At bottom right a more 
complex series of planes defines the background. A brown painted 
frame is Introduced along the top .-nd down the sides, serving as 
a reminder of the proscenium arch and replacing the draped red 
curtains. These heve been partly overpainie< in blue, and their 
upper scalloped edge is continued down on the sides creating a 
decorative border within the severe brwn arch, In front of the 
screen in the horizontal ground plane, a brown trapeaoid shape 
replaces the half-moon apron Seen in Figs.201 and 202. The dark 
background is divided into two areas - a black and hrow 
surround, and a more solidly black fan-shaped area. The simplif 
cation of the setting and the experimentation with framing d 
is continued in Figs.204-206. In these examples the ser 
slightly altered from the three preceding examples end approxi
mates its form in the final set design (Fig.207).

i the gouache

gouache and three pencil 
t stage by the screen, which,



final set. This gouache represents one final attempt to reconcile 
the plush curtains and patterned proscenium arch with the austere 
angles of the screen. The two sets of curtains, one framing the 
real proscenium arch, the other behind the set, recall the multiple 
curtains of the Parade drop-curtain and the complex spatial 
readings implied by it. The colours too, have echoes of the plush 
ted end gold theatre interiors of the earlier sketches. The inner 
proscenium is a light yellow and i: surrounded by yellow curtains. 
The landscape screen in yellows and browns, is placed against an 
orange background. •’1 The three pencil sketches on this sheet show 
Picasso vacillating between placing the screen according to con
ventional artificial perspective (bottom left). Inverted perspec
tive (bottom right), or eliminating the screen altogether and 
adopting a painted landscape similar to that of be Tricorne (top 
right). Also on this sheet but barely visible on the right hand 
side is a trapesoid shape which trims the Floor cloth of the final

In Fig.205 Picasso again investigates a number of solutions. Those 
range from a fairly elaborate design with curtains, medallion and 
a feint echo of the original vault (top left), to a version in 
which the solitary screen is surrounded by an unadorned proscenium 
arch (bottom left). The two sketches at the top have decorative 
flag motifs, recalling the references to Italy in Figs,190 and 191. 
The flags in the left hand version are clearly divided into three

on direct observation of the original sketches at the Musoe 
Picasso, Paris in June 1982.



venicei h>mds - the outer ones hatched in pencil and the central 
ona blank Indicating the colour white. The gouache on this sheet 
at the bottom right., comes close to the final sot in its dark and 
light contrasts and the 'spotted' black sky - a starry sky which 
recalls the Le Tricorne set. Fig.206 is the immediate precursor 
of the final set design (Fig.207). Two gouache drawing! at the top 
of Fig.206 show developments from the previous coloured sketch 
(Tig.205). The bordering arch is now clearly divided into two 
parallel surfaces. The side-flaps of the screen fold bac't and its 
fora is clearly defined both in the right hand gouache and in the 
simple pencil drawing below. The 'stars' are transferred from the 
backcloth to the second cut-eloth and the dark tone of the back
cloth is relieved by the application of horizontal striations. A 
pencilled diagram below indicates the placing of the scree; in plan 
form and the positions of the opening of the tuo doors in the side

fact cut out, so that the dancers could circulate freely through
e . veil as around the landscepe.

In other circumstances 1 should have no quarrel with 
the houses that were cut into fantastic shapes by 
the insistent moon behind them - but their conven
tion broke down badly when their windows opened and 
one found that solid human beings were living in

identical tc tht

i.Propcri.



substitution of two large flat gray areas for pan of the dark 
background, and the indication of the white floor r.2oth which 
played a vital part in the ballet- The effect of these additions, 
when viewed in the two-dimensional sketch, is to make explicit a 
contrast of light and dark areas which were implicit in the pre
ceding few examples, and to introduce ,tiiie impelling spatial am* 
biguitifes. fi'-.i on this sheet, at tns Jeft, is a simplified pencil 
drawing of the screen and a ’plsn1 showing the positions of the 
cut-cloths, the screen and the barkrloth.

The radical nature of the final Pulcinella set design is especially 
pronounced when compared to the earlier sketches. Ti.e critical 
relationship between audience an1 performance which was estab
lished there by way of a surrogate fictive audience in a painted 
theatre interior, is here made real and immediate by presenting 
the actual audience with a significant challenge in establishing 
spatial taletionships. When it is read cwo-dioensionally, the set 
consists of a number of clearly delineated flat, angulor planes. 
The central element of this flattened space is, however, a fully 
three-dimensional structure. As McQuillan points out, rather than 
define a space within which the dancers move, the landscape screen 
occupies space.111 While the traditional perspective lines of the 
buildings invite the audience to enter into the performance, the 
inverted perspective of the folded screen pushes out towards them.

s“° McLViiUan, "Painv.rs and the BaUei", p. 224 and p.506.



The ambiguities are multiple. The central panel is placed 
frontally on the stage, but the tilting horizontal of the blue sky 
warps this frontality. The orthogonal or" the dark building on the 
left margin recedes sharply towards a central vanishing point 
which, if viewed according to the conventions of artificial per- 
specr'/e, would be located roughly at the top of the volcano. The 
moonlit harbour scene is thus both thrust forward by the inverted 
perspective and simultaneously pushed back by conventional arti
ficial perspective devices. The two side flaps are bent away from 
the frontal plane in direct contradiction to the fictive conven
tion of their orthogonals. These push-pull movements are locked 
into a two-dimensional plane by the three black surfaces which have 
horizontal blue striations. These surfaces which must, in fact, 
have formed part of the backcloth, link up in space and join with 
the dark building whose vertical blue windows echo the patterning 
of Che other planes. Thus the space around the screen and the space 
within the s -een are united. The dark blue rectangle which forms 
the inner framing cut-cloch can be read both as flat pattern and 
as star-flecked sky. The outer brown cut-cloth which is on the 
surface or foreground plane, is continuous with the horizontal of 
the ground plane which is notionally at right angles to it. The 
white floorcloth, similarly, is both a horizontal spa.e-displecing 
plane and a flat geometric surface. In addition it takes on sym
bolic significance in terms of its brightness which is an equiv
alent for tne moonlight. Reality and illusion are simultaneously 
apposed and made one. In its very economy, the set becomes a 
metaphor of the complex interface between the real (audience) and 
artificial (performance) worlds. Picasso gradually stripped away
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all overt symbols and anecdotal references as well as the intricate 
spatial structures which invaded the Pulcitvells studies to arrive 
at a purified structure which elegantly presents the crucial di
alogue between reality and illusion, audience and performer, ,ife 
and art. As it stands, the force of the final Pulcinellfl imagery 
is both elucidated and reinforced as a result of its simplifi-

not only located in t 
ructuring presents. As 
Tnation by which the s 
elaborate images of t 
in the final sit as r

dialectic of reality which its spat 
result of the radical process of tz 
evolved, two groups of images exis 
studies and their 'purified' counte 
presented by Fig.7.07. It may be argued that the only relevant im
agery is that which is extant in the final set dusign - the moonlit 
harbour with sailing beat end the volcano in the background. The 
elaborate framework from which the final set evolved contains se- 
ver«.l images which do not appear in Fig.207 - the Neptune fountain, 
the mssks of comedy and tragedy, the lyre end musical instruments, 
and the sun disc which contains an allegorical or classical 'muse' 
figure. All of these can be accommodated under the general heading 
'classical' and in the discussion of Fig.181 it was argued that 
they were employed by Picasso to construct a metaphot of the 
transcendent nature of art. Before proceeding with the discussion 
of the imagery of the final sec, the problem of Picasso's



difficult to define. In the most general sense, the mythological 
framework of classical art provided him with a paradigm within 
which to establish a personal mythological structure. At the same 
time, references to both classical subjects end styles can be 
identified at a number of different points in his work.811 
Contextualised within this oeuvre, thu period of Picasso’s in
volvement in the creation of works for the ballot coincides pre
cisely with what both Blunt and Pool isolated as his second 
classical (or neo-classical period.818 This period overlaps with 
the years of the First World War and coincides with the post-war 
period of reconstruction during which French culture witnessed a 
significant shift towards more conservative, ordered and hence 
'classical' values.81’ While it is difficult to disregard the in
fluence that this frequently explicit general trend must have had 
on Picasso's work of the period, nor to discount the specific in-

The principal studies dealing with Picasso's classicism ere; 
Otto J.Brendel, "The Classical Style in Modern Art" and 
"Classic and Non-Classic Elements in Picasso's Guernica" in 
Whitney Oates (ed.) From Sophocles to Picasso, iloomington 
1962; Blunt, "Picsasn's Classical Period (1917-25)", Phoebe 
Pool, "Picasso's Neo-Classicism; First Period 1105-6", 
Apollo, ns. 61, February 1965, pp.122-127 and "Picasso's 
Neo-ciassicism; econd Period 1917-25", Mahan, "Neo-Classicism 
in the Twentieth Century: A Study of the Idea and its Re
lationship to Selected Works of Stravinsky and Picasso", 
Mayer, "Ancient Mediterranean Sources in the Works of Picasso 
1892-1937"; and Silver, '"Esprit de Corps’; The Great War and 
French Art 1914-25".
Blunt, "Picasso's Classical Period (1917-25)" and Pool, 
"Picasso's Neo-Classicism: Second Period 1917-25".
This movement is treated in detail by both Mayor, "Ancient 
Mediterranean Sources in the Works of Picasso 1892-1937" and 
Silver, "'Esprit de Corps': The Great War and French Art 
1914-25". See especially Mayer Chs. IX, X and XI and Stiver 
Cbs. Ill - VII.



fluences of Coctaau, Sntie and Stravinsky in this connection, the 
notion of a classical style which coincided with the post-war years 
needs to be viewed critically and with specific reference to the 
ballet designs and related works.

A number of factors must be taken into account. tn the first 
place, end as Silver acknowledges, even if earlier classical pe
riods or works are disregarded, Picasso's return to a more re
presentational mode after the Cubist period can be dated to as 
early as the spring of 1914, and thus not only pre-dates the ballet 
designs, but also anticipates the general response of French art 
daring and immediately after the war years.6,1 Secondly, to iso
late any single tendency is problematic in view of the fact that 
Picasso's cr&tttive p-.vters is characterised by constant shifts in 
style and the co-existence of a number of potentially antithetical 
styles. In spite of a dominant "artistic atavism" maniEeBLed spe
cifically in what Silver and others denote as Picasso's "Ingres 
style", this characteristic mobility of style is especially ap
parent during the war years. Silver interprets the exacerbated

Silver, '"Esprit de Corps': The Great tfar end French Art 
1914-1925", p.439 n.105 writes: "Although... I have no evi
dence that the [anti-modernist] campaign began as early as the 
spring of 1914, it is certain that war was immta-ant, and that 
this was perceived that spring, and that, if only by instinct, 
Picasso's new naissant, un-modernist style was still rooted 
in the conservative culture of wartime.... even if Picasso's 
change was wholly unrelated to social pressures, that he de
cided to exploit his new realism (and later new classicism) 
in response to these pressures is unmistakable". Mayer, 'An
cient. Mediterranean Sources", p.291, datns the "new emphasis 
on structure and form... in.. . the arts in France" to "around 
1916". Oatx, in Oils and Roaselel, Picasso. The Cubist Veers 
1907-1916, on the other hand, impl" . that the uncertainty of



ilenee" engendt

Corps': The



When Picasso seams to ti4ve borrowed a motif {tom an 
earlier style, there Is always a curious ambivalence 
in his treatment of that motif. He appears unwilling 
to accept the conventions of any previous stylo nor 
to adopt the aesthetic convictions which made those 
conventions meaningful  Picasso does not subor
dinate his own pictorial imagination or underlying

In a critical analysis of the 1921 Three Women at a Spring. Habar
significantly locates Picasso's 'neo-classical' style precisely
within the context of the metaphorical process as outlined above.

there is a lingering presence of selected aspects 
of tradition in Picasso's neu-elefl'ic-l works. TUase 
works 'recall', 'evoke', or imply earlier con
ventions. In other words, the effect of some of 
these works is to trigger the memory of the viewer 
and to provide clues to the personal imagery adopted 
by Picasso in a particular work. The conventions are
ments, divorced from the tradition which originally 
created them, are compounded anew into images that 
ate symbolic of Picasso's conceptions of

As lar as the ballet designs are concerned, scattered classical 
references have been identified prior to the Pulclnella project. 
These include evocations of mythological characters in the Parade 
drop-curtain and possible classical motifs (the column and arch) 
in its landscape; Apollonian and Dlonysiac references in the 
juxtaposition of lyro and bacchic dancer in the 'erade set; and 
the Latin inscription "Picasso Pinxit" on the La Tricorne 
drop-curtain. The classical vocabulary of the Pulcinelle designs 
is more Insistent and self-conscious than these images.“ •

6,1 Mahar, "Neo-Classicism in the Twentieth Century", p.4?3.
Ibid. , p.494.

*" Mayer, "Ancient Mediterranean Sources" traces the incidence



V*-

A definition of the antique motifs and allusions of the Pulcjnella 
designs proves elusive. While antique connections can be estab
lished for all the separate images, as outlined above, the context 
end style of the designs often acts to counter these. The Neptune 
fountain, significant on one level as a visual record of a specific 
geographical location, is simultaneously open to interpretation 
on the basis of its mythological moaning. Picasso's interest in 
the motif appears far from casual since it was explored in a number 
of sketches. This interest may be explained by the relationship 
which the god of the oceans has with two of Picasso's most personal 
symbols:

By the time he reached adulthood, Picasso surely 
knew of the mythic connection between the god 
Posaidon, instigator of earthquakes, and the horses 
and dark bulls which the Greeks associated with this 
fierce god...619

The image of Hcptune or Poseidon simultaneously evokes the con
flicting characteristics of horse and bull.

Animals which were sacred to him [Poseidon] were the 
horse, symbol of gushing springs and the bull,

of ancient Mediterranean sourcos in general in Picasso’s work 
from 1892-1937 and observes (p.404) that "Antiquity as a dis
tinct and major source in Picasso's repertoire of works is 
iwidont only from 1920..." It is clear from the context that 
')y "Antiquity" Mayer Intends the civilisations of ancient 
Greece and Rome.

1,9 Godo, Art as Autobiography, p.12. Oedo goes on to link the 
itnige of the bullfight to Picasso's childhood experience of 
on earthquake. Moyer, "Ancient Mediterranean Sources", p.324, 
cites Andre Gide's piece titled "Considerations sur la 
mythologie grncque", first published in the Soiivc-lle Revue 
Francois of September 1919, as extremely influential In re
viving interest in Greek myths in Franco ot this lime. Ac- 
cotding vo ttayer tp.325), "In 'Considerations' |Gido] 
prescribed [the Greek myth) as a new vehicle for expression 
in modern literature, profoundly suggestive in content. Gide 
pointed to the fact that the ancient myth servos as a guide



> fertilise, or of his 
impetuosity. In the course of certain festivals 
dedicated to Poseidon and called Taureia, black 
bulls were thrown into 
horse races were celebra 
Iwho) was said to have c 
of his trident.,l*

Poseidon and his brothers Zeus (Jupiter) and Hades (Pluto), con
stituted on Olympian triumvirate, who dethroned their father, 
Cronus, and inherited the Universe from him - Zeus governing the 
heavens , Poseidon the seas, and Hades the underworld,111 Poseidon 
was reborn after having been devoured by Cronus, The dolphin which 
commonly appears with him is a symbol of salvation.6 11 The dolphin, 
moreover, can be linked to another water-related image which em
bodies much the same associations, and which occurred in the Parade

1 Felix Gulrand, Hvtliolosie Generals Larousse. transl. Delano 
Ames in Greek Mythology. London 1963, p.71.

' Hades, personifying the underworld and death may be identified 
with the moor in the Parade drop curtain, and also appears in 
Hercure (The Rape of Proserpina). Costello, Picasso's 
'Vollard Suite’. has suggested that the Artist of the Vollard 

(p.53): "...the bearded 
tween the sculptor with

Suite is a personlfii 
head of the Suite provides . 
whom Picasso identifies and t 
also the same writer's discui 7-56, passim.

the father of Pegasus another mythological ero- 
birth whose significance was familiar to Picasso
1 Chapter IV. For attributes of Poseidon, see 

. Myths, Vcl.l, pp.60-til and p.239. Cronus
children

fulfilment of the prophecy that they would dethrone ULk . Later 
tricked by his wife into drinking an emetic, he vomited "hem 
up, Doth Hades and Poseidon underwent this experience of re
birth "hich has overtones of the story of Jonah. Lee, 
"Picasso's War and Peace", p.35, notes that "Aquatic symbolism 
plays an integral part in the myth of Pegasus, since the horse 
was fathered by Poseidon. Athena presented the hybrid to the 
Muses, whereupon Pegasus kicked his hooves and left a de
pression in the earth creating the HJppocrone Spring, whose 
waters proved to bo an inspiration to the arts". It should be 
noted hure too, that In a study for Peace dated 24 July 19S&, 
Pegasus is associated with what Lee describes as "three 
dolphin-like fish".



dcop-curtair, namely the anthoi.611 Hoteover, in one of tht 
Pulcinells dosigns which details the treatment of the Neptune 
fountain (Fig.166) an isolated but meticulous drawing of a scallop 
shell appears alongside the figure of Poseidon. While this drawing 
may be construed as a purely formal treatment of a well-known an- 
tinue motif, evidence that Picasso had included a similar shell 
in at least four Cubist works,811' invites investigation of its 
meaning, which is indeed congruent with the context. The scallop 
shell has a definite iconography in antique art, and was used by 
the Romans to express the hope for a life after death.818 The an
tique references in Pulcinella crystallise ground notions of 
transcendence and rebirth. In their connection with images such 
as Pegasus and t.ie anchor they recall motifs in the Parade 
drop-curtain. They also parallel a comparable range of symbols in 
Le Tricorne, and, as will be shown below, in Mercure, Cumulatively 
they exemplify that process of fragmentation end recombination 
which is totally characteristic of metaphor.

In the style which he applies to these images drawn from an earlier 
tradition, Picasso asserts his personal power of creation. The

811 See p.234
818 Michael Godby, "The Bonl Chimney-Piece in the Victoria and 

Albert Museum: a fifteenth .ontury Domestic Cenotaph", De 
Arte, 27, September 1982, pp.14-17, gives an extensive account 
of the Iconography of this motif both in antiquity and in tha 
Renaissance, and observes that in Roman and Greek art the 
dolphin often replaced the shell as a vehicle for the souls 
of the dead. Picasso's repeated use of these images suggests 
that antique art not only provided the motifs, but that he was 
aware of their mee lings.



exaggerated line which describes the figure of Neptune in Fig.168 
harks back to the sty I a of the L% Tricorne drop-cuitein, and has 
little to do with 'classicism'. Similarly, the tragic and comic 
masks seen in Tig.187 , created in pure Picasso 'shorthand', yet
their presence in the theatrical context and the simple 
ideogram,iatic up- and down-turned mouchs caruiot fail to call up 
for the viewer schooled v Western tradition the whole rich
fabric, of ancient Greek .re and its philosophical impli
cations, The 4nciMst lyre is as distanced from the twentieth cen
tury as the Greek gods themselves, but serves ss a signifier of 
the classical poetic ideal. In the Pulc.'nella desists (Figs.Ui, 
166, 167 and 189) it is schematised and flattened as are the vio-

visual and (sonographic parallel. Thi* fl 
a hybrid of female classical types, allegorical 
demie art and a long Western tradition c 
figures, The ambivalence of Picasso's apr 
been noted, in passing, above. In Figs.19: 
ethereal, ideal figure Is no longer trea 
purity of line that Picasso used to define her ear 
Jnstoad there is a Rubens ion energy and voluptuou 
caricaturing the earlier style, calls into ques 
stylistic definition of classicism.618 Silver has 
Picasso's post-war art as

emales of aca-

his figure has 
i supposedly 
Ingres-like

s which, in 
on any simple

6 Through this manipulation of style Picasso may quite probably 
have been satirising wartime propaganda which according to 
Silver, '"Esprit dp Corps': The Great War and French



a kind of juggling act in which both proof of his 
non-revolutionary, traditional French affiliation 
and his wise-cracking were being proffered simul
taneously in the same works.11’

Picasso's style itself makes a significant contribution to his
essentially metaphorical visual language- While individual
parts can be singled out and analysed, any prec -relation
of their reconstituted whole will perpetually " • gly be-
yoii-i the reach of men with nets and measuring

The image of the moon dominates the Pulcinella ',et (Fig.2i 
is reinforced by the white, floorcloth - sn equivalent fir n.. 
flection. Holunin recounts hw Picasso painted '.hi.- :eitraj 
moonlit scene himself, a fact thick say indicate that ii: Vail par
ticular significance for him.'1’ According to Cooper:

All the action took piece on a tnalr-khif <i 
floor-cloth, freshly painted for each perfo:Mi'C3, 
which covered the front o£ the stags and heightened 
tL.e effect of moonlight. There were no foot light 
and the stage was lit exclusively from ehove"

server and defender of classical culture". Silver, p.106, ob
serves that "a large and varied cast of allegorical figures 
in antique garb, of traditional French symbols and the patri
otic monuments of France were called back into service after 
August 1914", and that (p.101) "Antique goddesses representing 
Victory, Glory, Humanity, Civilisation, and, often an unspec
ified combination of all these personae flea above the skies 
of France". Silver orovides examples of such -.mages and notes 
further (p.102) that "Tnese antique deities re often merged 
with France's owv. homegrown sweetheart, He. r.rm".

Wheelwright, Metaphor and Reality, p.39, - i lid above p.11.
111 Poluntn, The Continental Method of Scene I'sintine. p.65.
521 Cooper, Picasso Theatre, p.46.



The theatre afforded Picassos’s pfint.mg an er-tre dimension since 
it allowed the menipulatioii of an artificial and independent light 
source. Diaghilev himself was responsible for much of the innova
tive lighting which w&s one of the hallmarks of his Rutsian 
Ballet.621 It is tempting to speculate that Picasso worked closely 
with Diaghilev In conceiving the lighting patterns for his bal
lets. In the case of Puicinella, it is clear that the use of direct 
lighting from above would have complemented Picasso's intentions. 
In the first place the elimination of footlights constitutes the 
removal of a barrier between audience and performers and thus re
inforces the effects of the inverted perspoctlvii of the set, This 
would have been further underlined by the white floor-cloth which 
extended out towards the audience. Seconc. •, the lighting from 
above sustains the illusion of a light source n the sky and of 
the painted moon as that source. Like the stars in Le Tricorne 
which are repeated in the framing cut-cloth of the Pulcinella set, 
the moon paradoxically suggests both light and night. Although the 
moon's feminine and passive nature contrasts with the sun's active 
masculine associations, both are givers of light. Through its 
regulating and balancing effects in nature the noon is a mediator 
Between heaven and earth, and its cyclical udxing and waning make 
it a symbol of death and rebirt...

s” Jane Pritchard, archivist of the London Festival Ballet noted, 
in correspondence, the important role which Diaghilev played 
in devising the stage lighting for his belle's.

512 Cirloc, A Dictionary of ;iv.tihols, p.204.



It has been mentioned above621 that although the 'mountain' in the 
landscape of the Parade drop-curtain has been tentatively Identi
fied in the literature as Mount Vesuvius, there is little visual 
evidence to support this and the parallel seems to depend on an 
interpretation of the influence of Picasso’s visit to Italy in 
1917. In the Pulcinella set the mountain is more clearly and 
prominently defined and on the basis of the Neapolitan setting it 
can here be positively identified as Mt. Vesuvius. In addition, 
in at least one of the gouache sketches (Fig.189) a burst of bright 
red colour indicates not only a volcano, but one which is actively 
erupting. The symbolic power of the volcano lies in its dialectical

on the one hand there is the extraordinary fertility 
of the volcanic earth in such regions as Naples, 
California or Japan; but on the other hand the de
structive fire of the volcano is linked with the

While the presence of the volcano in the Pulcinella set can be 
explained as a literal reference to the specific location of 
Naples, as a symbol of fire and in combination with the land 
(earth), the sails of the boat (air) and the sea (water), Picasso 
may have been using it to complete a refe.unce to the four elements 
which comprise the totality of creation.

The sailing vessel which is a constant image in the Pulcinella 
landscape scene is an insistent yet rarely noted motif in Picasso's

s,‘ Cixlot, A Dictionary of Symbols, pp.341-362. The volcano is 
also an image encountered in the poetry of Max Jacob, where 
it is associatud with the rainbow. See Kamber, Max Jacob and 
the Poetics of Cubism, p.11.



oeuvre. Palau y Fabre hes published a small oil, The Port of

seascape tree's sea and sky as flat areas. To the right is a 
building identified by Palau y Fabre as a lighthouse, while the 
left half is dominated by a triple-masted sailing vessel. Although 
such a juvenile work should not be interpreted as anything more 
than a dira&t randeiitig of an observation of imture, it does serve 
to establish a visual source for the motif in Picasso’s own 
oeuvre. As will be seen, subsequent use of this motif demonstrate 
hou, as is the case with horses, bulls and harlequins in Picasso's 
oeuvre, reality becomes invested Kith metaphorical values.

In August 1900, in the Barcelona publication Joventut, Picasso
illustrated a poem by the Spanish symbolist poet Joan Oliva
Bridgman with 6 drawing of two boats on a stormy sea (Fig.209).
Although he does not mention the content of The poem which was
titled To Be Or Not To Be, Palau y Fabte remarks of Bridgman's
poetry in general, that by 1900

[he had| abandoned his earlier pleasantly rambling 
style in favour of a more daring sort ot" poetry, 
blatantly NieVischeen in inspiration, i:hich was a

Picasso’s drawing (Fig.209) which echoes this tendency in the 
vigour of its line, shows the artist using the image of the boat 
to express a feeling of intense striving against a swirling 'sea

3.516. This dat 
ly considered to



of life'. This treatment rnveals an awareness of s general
symbolism In thich the activity of sailing is a metaphor for life.
The individual 1= pitted against the elemental and inhuman forces
symbolised by the ocean (and of course, personified in the figure
of Poseidon). The sailing boat is also a familiar image In
Christian Iconography where it represents tne Church and

the attainment of Great Peace is depicted in the
fotn of sailing the seas  (Sailing is symbolic
ofj transition, evolution and salvation, or safe
arrival at the haven- [Sails represent] in
Egyptian Heiroglyphics.. . t ie wind, the creative
the Element of air.617

Although the boat in the Joventut illustration does not have sails,

vessel with sails. In a drawing Boat Putting out to Sea (1902;

group in a boat who are rigging their craft In propa-etion £<$$ 
their imminent departure. The Image of the sailing boat reappears 
in the 1930s. Four esampln from the Vollard Suite ell bearing the 
title Blind Minotaur (Figs.211-214) depict a sailing boat in which 
two bearded sailors ti£ the masts while they observe the movements
of a blind mlnotaur and a young girl. Costello identifies the
figure* in the boat as Catalan fishermen "their hoards, hats and 
clothing establishing their natlonnlity", and tentatively associ
ates them vith images of the artist because ot their loseroblance 
to the sculptor of the Vollard Suite.,aa Similar Imagery occurs

e[, pp.303-305. The
adc drop-curtain,
L In the Blind Htn1



in a sketch of 193* which is related to, but does nr c form part 
of the Vollard Suite iI* Composition with Minotaur (9 May 1936: 
Fig,215) combines bullfight., 36) ling tost and Minotaur images , In 
Minotaur dsns un Barque (Fig.216) a masked female f„gure, from 
whose head wings sprout, supports a swooning girl, while another 
nude female struggles to free herself from the ships' mast to which 
she has been tied. The sailing boat, though greatly reduced in 
scale, is also seen in the backgro’jid of rtinotaurcncachy (1935: 
Fig.40). It is difficult and certainly beyond the scope of the 
present investigation to unravel the content of these works from 
the 1930s. Together with the early works cited here, however, they 
demonstrate that the sailing boat motif has a mflSning for Picasso 
beyond tVie simply anecdotal.

The sheer number of studies for the Puicinella set contributes to 
the formal, stylistic and iconogrephic richness of the project 
when viewed as a whole and from the point of view of an ongoing 
creative process.4,1 In eaci. of these areas the process Is one of 
metaphor: in the formal : ••arrangement through the arrival at a 
clear simplified solut r whlcu expresses the complex interde
pendence of reality and ilh.sion; through the manipulation of di
verse vocabularies of style to produce fo.v- which simultaneously 
pay homage to and satirise the past; and finaVv by the inclusion

5!s Picasso. Qpere dal 1895 al 1371 dalla Collezione Marina 
Picasso, no.216, p.327 snot illustrated).

5,8 This is in contrast to a view which would consider the more 
complex designs as less relevant simply because they were re
jected by Diaghilev. This 'rejection' Itself is problematical 
since there is no reliable documentation as to which of the 
designs Uiaghiiev turned down.



group of symbolic images

The original Cuadro Flamenco set survives as four separate 
'paintings' (Figs.220, 224, 22o and 229) cut from the original sot 
by Diaghilev in 1926. A single stage photograph (Fig.219) and ona 
sketch (Fig.221) provide the only evidence as to the nature o. 
set. The commissioning history of Cuadro Flamenco.'" first p 
formed on 22 May 1921, indicated the overlap between the designs 
for this ballet and those for Pulcinolla. One study (Fig.217) is 
particularly significant in that, while it appears to belong to 
the Pulcinolla group, 11 can equally be related to the Cuadro 
Flamenco project. H  is the only sketch in which the landscape 
screen, placed within the elaborately decorated theatre, has the 
same form as in the final Pulcinella set. The Mus6o Picasso has 
numbered it in sequence with the Pulcinella sketches and describes 
it as "Etude de docor et ridoau du scene Pulcinolla". Zervon, 
however, dates it to 1924, in spite of the fact that it is in
scribed, apparently in Picasso's own hand, "Carte Lyrique 
1923","* McQuillan describes It us "...an unused Pulcinella 
sketch..." which, published on Che cover of the 1923 souvenir

gouache

i



identified



on their inner edges Vv a vertical black line which interrupts the 
smooth curves of the folds cf drapery. These lines arc in positions 
which would roughly mark the edges of the Pulcinella landscape as 
seen in Fig.211. It appears that, as in Fig.211, the painted sur
face which displays the basket of flowers was in front of the 
drapery and that this was subsequently revised.

The Cuadro Flamenco set is directly related to the Pulcinella 
sketches in the treatment of the sp ;tator figures in their theatre 
boxes. In the design of Fig. 186, the arrangement of the '.wo lower 
boxes of the Cuadro flamenco set is already established. Although 
extremely sketchy in its rendering, close examination of the lower 
left box in Fig.184 discloses two figures which may be compared 
to the two females in the lower right box of the Cuadro Flamenco 
set (Fig.226). Similarly, the couple at the bottom left of the 
Cuadro Flamenco set (Fig.224) may just be identified in the Lower 
right box of Fig.184,

Figs,227 and 228 represent the only surviving sketches for the 
spectator figures of the Cuadro Flamenco decor. The relationship 
which these two sketches bear to each other is not clear, but they 
may be considered as alternative ideas. The man with the top hat 
in Fig.228 may be related to a similar figure in another of the 
Pulcinella gouaches (F.g.iSP, the gentleman in the box on the im
mediate tight of the stage), In any event, in painting the ft al 
decor, Picasso returned (in the case of the figures in the Bottom 
left box) to an idea that had been sketched out in the course of 
the Pulcinella designs. The man with opera glasses is identifiable



in Figs.176 (top right), ISC (right) and 184 (bottom right)."' 
The couple in the box at top lei- (Fig.229) do not have a precedent 
in any sketch, although the blonde -i-d buxom woman has a close 
affinity with the females in the two sketches (Figs-227 and 228).

Picasso's concern with the spatial and conceptual relationships 
betw.en audience and performers has been evident in many of the 
designs already discussed. The theme of the theatre interior is 
one of the earliest in Picasso's oeuvre and examples can be found 
as early as 1894 and 1896 (Fig.222)."' Four theatre interiors and

of the sixty-five works shown at Picasso's first Paris exhibition 
in June 1901."' According to Palau y Fabro, the 1901 exhibition 
at Vollard’s was a veritable "tour de force" for the 
nineteen-year-oId artist, and produced some of the earliest crit
ical responses to Picasso's work in the Parisian press."’ Writing 
in the daily paper, Le Journal, the critic Gustave Coquiot, an 
enthusiastic supporter, characterised Picasso in ilaudelairean 
.tyle as "wildly enamoured of modern life".""

' No figures ware painted in the top right box. it is possible 
that this omission was a result of the haste in which the set 
was completed. According to Cooper, Picasso Theatre, p.51, 
Picasso "painted the basket of flowers and the groups of 
spectators in the boxes with his own hand".
r further examples

' Palau y Fabro Picasso 1881-191)7, pp.246-257. The exhibition 
was hold at VolinrtTs gallery, the works referred to are il
lustrated in Palau y Fnbre, nos.558, 618, 619, 620, and 504.



The theme of the theatre interior was to find its culmination wlie 
Picasso confronted a real theatre in making his ballet decors, end 
specifically in the Cuadro Flamenco set. Although Picasso's ob
vious preoccupation with the theme of spectators and spectacle

of fairly obvious sources- McQuillan suggests the "later nine
teenth century... sub genre of theatre audiance paintings" and 
more specifically, the works of Degas, Manet and Renoir as 
sources.6” Isaacson has notod numerous sourc-iS for those artists, 
in turn, in illustrated journals which dale back to at least 
1 8 5 7 . While Isaacson presents a convincing case for the 
Impressionists having usad t.hcs.c printed sources with full aware
ness of their potential for social comment, he distinguishes be-

i this connection, Brookner has shown that Renoir's

La...LogS of 1674, (Flg.223) which both Ccjoper and McQuillan name
> as a source for the bottom left couple of the Cuadro Flamenco set

(Fig.224),111 is probably based on a work by Constantin Guys, the

title most l
tcgnitlcm of 
engagnmonl i 
and hurnictic

novsnacers in his cubist works. Le Journal is the 
frequently used. This can be scon as a conscious 
i the publication which accorded him an early ro- 
his talents - a recognition which emphasised his 

r the world urc, :id him. In the midst of the obscure 
structure of the cubist works, Picasso could thus 
ink, however tenuous, with his public.

McQuillan, "Painters and the Ballet", pp.::.a and 516.
Joel Isaacso 
Arts Magazlno, 5tv (10) June 1982, pp.

rnaiistic Illustration",

611 Cooper, Pica P-Sl. McQui1lan. "Painters and the

j



nineteenth century artist immortalised by Baudelaire as "the 
painter of modern

The Guys water-colour, Au Theatre (7ig.22S) prei.cr’-ly in Vienna, 
is in (act a more convincing source for Pics-so than the better 
known work by Ronoir- Although it has not been established whether 
or not Picasso would have ever seen this particular work, Guys' 
broad treatment of the figures la parallelled in the haavy 
brushstroki used for the Cuadro Flamenco couple.5*1 Like Guys' 
gMitlmcv, Picasso's male spectator raises his binoculars with 
both hands, and their hairstyles, too, arc remarkably similar. 
Picasso's work also parallels that of Gays in the depiction of 
space. In Au Theatre the edge of the balcony cuts the figures at 
about waist height aM they are framed above and to the sides by 
stylised flat drapes which recall not only the ornament of 
Picasso's theatic boxes, but also the simplified curtains which

backcloth. The females figures in the G-ys drawing hold a bunch

that the woman in Fig 224 holds a fan prominently in front of her

bunch of flower’, on the lodge in front of her (Fig, 226). Guys 
standi os the luprrmv example of the ninrtoenth century painter 
of modern life, but the genre is sufficiently familiar to argue

c.1'125, and the n



that even if Picasso did not specifically model his spectator 
figures on the example of Guys' work, he was at least referring 
to the general type.

The concept of "the painter of modern life" presupposes in artist 
engaged with contemporary concerns and an art which reaches out 
tc the pfiple at large. Picasso's wish for a closer engagement with 
his public, dt this time has been proposed above as a critical 
factor in his initial involvement t'jth theatre design. The 
bourgeois spectators end the journalisr;- style in which Picasso 
has chosen to render them are a wlti, . ' ironic reference to the
notion of realism. The references to late nineteenth century style 
and subject are a pointed recollection of the realism of the pe
riod. Yet in the context of a 'post-avant-garde' twentieth century 
they appear anachronistic and constitute e satirical criticism of 
what Picasso may have recognised as a burgeoning conservatism in 
Diaghilev's taste. The steging of Caadro Flamenco harked back to 
the nineteenth-century fascination with Spain as a quasi-exotic 
land. Whilst the public and the clitics received Cuadro Flamenco 
in this backward-looking context, for Picasso the authenticity of 
the Spanish dancers must rather have been an affirmation of his 
national and spiritual Identity.

Hercure

The original stage setting for Mercure. the one ballet commis
sioned from Picasso by Comte Etienne de Beaumont, took the form 
of four separate scenes, corresponding to the four tableaux of the



scenario. These are illustrated here in the form of f.—  contem
porary photographs of these tableaux - "Night" (Pig.233), "The 
Bath of the Three Graces" (Fig.234), "The Three Graces and 
Cerberus" fFig.235), and "The Rape of Proserpina" (Fig.236). These 
four photographs and what is probably a single preliminary sketch 
(Fig.232) are the sole surviving evidence on which a discussion 
of these sets can be bared. No set designs for Mercure were found 
among the collection of the Husie Picasso.

Slight additional information is provided by three other photo
graphs which record performances of the Ballet, (of which two, 
Figs.230 and 231 are illustrated here). McQuillan documents two 
o£ these photographs. Tht first (not illustrated) and according 
to her, more substantial of the two, accompanied a review of the 
first performance of Mercura.>“l McQuillan describes the photo
graph as showing the "...figures o: Apollo and Venus in front of 
a fragment of a backcloth depicting a sun (or moon) surrounded by 
clouds, three v-shaped flying birds, and a cluster of reeds below". 
Although McQuillan identifies the style of this backcloth as 
congruent with that of other Mercure designs, there is no other 
record of thin particular piece of decor in the Picasso literature 
or in documented collections. The notion of a backcloth is itself 
in conflict with the innovative design of this ballet which had 
as one of its significant features the elimination of the tradi
tional backcloth. On the other hand, McQuillan's identification

Andre Levinson, "Quvtrtsme Spectacle des Soirees de Paris'", 
1? June 1924. Bibliotlieque de 1‘Arsenal, Archives Rondel. 
Rol2582, cited by McQuillan, "Painters and the Ballet", p.640.



in this photograph, recalls the swallows of the La Tricorne 
drop-curtain and the references to heavenly bodies in other ballet 
designs If the presence of such imagery in the Hercure sets could 
be substantiated, it would provide yet another link in the 
iconographies of the ballet designs. The two remaining photo
graphs (Figs.230 and 231) do not, however, assist in this matter. 
McQuillan suggests that the first photograph (Fig.230) dates from 
Diaghilev’s 1927' revival of Hercure. and that the ill-defined 
landscape in the background is the work of some other hand than 
Picasso's.In the second photograph (Fig.231) dancers and 
praticables appear against a blank backcloth which is congruent 
with the background seen in Figs .233-236.5116 The fact that a pencil 
sketch (fig.232) exists for the first scene of "Night”, suggests 
that there may hive been similar diagrammatic indications for the 
other scenes which were either destroyed because of their very 
preparatory nature, or which lie undocumented in a private col
lection.

5** Diaghilev purchased the Hercure production from Beaumont in

*“  Cooper, Picasso Theatre, p.58, uses the French 'pratlcable' 
as a term denoting a oovab'e piece of stage scenery. McQuillan 
uses the English equivalent "practicable". Neither Massine nor 
Polur.in use this term in their brief discussions of Hercure.

s“’ As to the possible destruction of any works, Picasso, when 
working for Diaghilev, stipulated that all preliminary 
sketches would remain his own property, and we have seen that 
he took care to preserve these. The terms of the agreement 
With Comte de Beaumont, who commissioned Hercure, are, how
ever, not as clear. Since more sketches for the Hercure 
drop-curtain and costumes are to be found in private col
lections, than for any of the other four ballet projects, it 
is presumed that they made their way there via Comte de 
Beaumont’s own collection.



The concept of a stage set has been simplified to such an extent
in Hercute that it is a moot point whether the term applies at all. 
This simplification follows quite logically from the Fulcinella 
designs. Quite simply, the Mercure set consisted of two cut-out 
canvas flats painted white and light grey which framed the stage, 
and a plain backcloth painted either white or black according to 
the scene."'' Within this set appeared a succession of movable and 
moving decors (the pratlcsblesl which were propelled by the 
dancers themselves- These decors did not comprise the actual dance 
element which went on in and around them, but rather acted as 
transitional zones between sets and dancers. Because of the 
paucity of illustrative material for these decors, and the at
tendant difficulty of reconstructing them, Cooper's very clear 
description, presumably based largely on the evidence of the four 
surviving photographs (Tigs.233-236) but perhaps also incorporat
ing some first hand accounts, will be cited in full:

For 'Night' [Fig.233] the centre of the stage was 
occupied by a schematic representation of a female 
figure lying on a couch, all in white with a large 
oval blue panel behind her. The arms and legs of the 
figure, like the legs of the couch, were made of bent 
rattan painted black. The head and neck, as well as 
the body, of this figure could be rocked back and 
forth during the dance; even the stars by which it 
was surrounded were movable. The decor of 'The Bath'
[the second tableau, Fig,234] consisted of a large 
rectangular construction marbelised on the side 
facing the audience, whose inner surface, repres
enting the water, was painted blue and tilted 
sharply upwards. Beside this and to the right stood 
a large amphora, whil" a white sheet was draped over 
its left corner. Three holes had been cut in the 
water suiî ce through which emerged the upper part

Because of the lack of detail, especially as regards the 
backgrounds, in the photographs of the four tableaux, the de
scription of these sets draws on the detailed account given 
by Cooper, Picasso Theatre, pp.58-39.



of the bodies of the Three Graces - men wearing wigs 
of long black hair and outsize false breasts painted 
red. When the bath was removed the Three Graces, now 
in the form of cut-out oratlcables painted blue or 
white, each of which was carried by a concealed 
dancer who manipulated from behind a rattan lattice 
which made the heads go up and down, came on stage, 
holding hands [Fig.235). They were accompanied by 
Cerberus, another pratlcable consisting of a large 
circle and two legs, painted black, on which a group 
of heads were drawn in white. The third tableau was 
played on a bare stage until the end when two large 
white pratlcables were brought on with a freely 
drawn representation (again of rattan) of a prancing 
horse and a chariot in which a man was carrying off 
a woman. These formed the centrepiece of the Rape 
of Proserpine [Fig.236|.

seems that in the case
possible to draw a clear distinction between set and costume de
signs. Are the pratlcables to bp classed as a part of the stage 
setting or as performers within that setting? The dialogue has 
shifted from the audience-performer relationship to that between 
the performer and his own space. That space has been fully acti
vated not through ambiguities set up by the spatial illusion which 
the sets creates, but by allowing the space itself to be thoroughly 
neutral and to become realised only in terms of its contents, be 
they pratlcables or dancers. The two framing cut cloths and plain 
backcloth which form the iconographically neutral basis of the 
Mercure sets ore the direct descendants of the final Pulcrnella 
set, while the movable pratlcables can be seen as elaborated forms 
of the free-standing tripartite folded landscape screen of that

i



This simplification of the stage decoration resulted in a signif
icant shift in terms of iconographic signifiers. In Parade the 
meaning was located primarily m  the heavily figurated and sym
bolic drop-curtain, less in by the set, with the cast of characters 
reduced to a skeleton. From Le Tricorne, through Pulcinella and 
Cuadro Flamenco to Merci.re. there is a gradual transference of 
iconographic complexity from the decor to the performers, to the 
extent that they are finally scarcely distinguishable from each

ireure it is the characters, reinforced by the hybrid 
which contain the primary content. The meaning of the 
, as argued above, is less specific.

In the first tableau of "Night", as depicted in the sole prelimi
nary sketch (Fig.232) night is signified and identified by the 
presence of stars - images whose symbolism has been discussed above 
in connection with Parade. Le Tricorne and Pulcinella. In the 
sketch the stars are denoted by the word 'atolls' tether then in 
the calligraphic manner used in Le Tricorne and Pulcinella. This 
deliberate use of the word may be significant especially in view 
of tVe tact that the style of Hert-urg wes markedly linear and 
calligraphic, Gi-rtrudi: Stein interpreted the calligraphic style 
o* Mercurp as a return to o Spanish conception aftei the more 
sculptural concnrns which Picasso's Italian visit had produced,
d which to fested themselves in t

>po the art of calligraphy w 
But for Picasso, a Speniai 

art,,,. the Spaniards arid 
ly Europeans who are real

feeling for calligraphy... 
period which followed Pai 
Italy, thu consolation offs

es paintings.-
a minor 
ligraphy
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that was Spanish was calligraphy.. - - Calligraphy
tense moment in the decor of Her cure. That was 
written, so simply written, no painting pure 
calligraphy. A little before that he had scads a se
ries of drawings, also purely calligraphic, the 
lilies were extraordinary lines, there were also 
stars that were stars which moved, they existed they 
were really cubism, that is to say a thing that ex- 
jsted in Itself without the aid of association or

Some seven months after the premiere of Hercure. in December 1924, 
Max Morice made mention of the Hercure sketch in ar, article in the 
first issue of La Revolution Surrealists.181 What Norise appears 
to be responding co is the presence of the written word in a pic
torial context, the implication being that Picasso was aware that 
the word has even greater revelatory powers than the image. Ac
cording to RosaUixd Krause;

By 1924 the Surrealists .. had seen a lot of writing 
in pictorial and quasi- pictorial contexts. But the 
source of the freshness end excitement ot Hercure
the visual context as the fleeting and evanescent 
idea of the star, enveloped by and at the same time 
creating the luminous field which it defined.” 2

Poetic as it is, this dosciipticm seems hardly to fit the small
scale simplified pencil drawing to which, in the absence of any
other visual evidence, it must be applied, As McQuillan has pointed
out, the sketch must be distinguished from the actual stage d6cor
in which the words were replaced by movable stars. According to

‘S1 Gertrude Stein, Picasso, pp.34-38, passim.
,$l Cited in McQuillan, "Paincem and the Ballet", p.637.
ssa Rosalind Krauss, "Magnetic Fields: The Structure" in Joan

Mlr6.:_Magnetic Fields. Exhibition Catalogue, Solomon R.
Guggenheim '■iuaeuro. New 'iork 1972, p.29, cited in McQuillan, 
"Painters and the Ballet", p.o38.



while Picasso may have employed tho word in his 
sketch in an evocative manner, he may also have been 
carrying on his own tradition of the printed word 
as introduced in his Cubi&t paintings. Ir Cubist 
paintings the printed word placed a plane. The stars 
on the backcloth moved and did not rem in in a fixed 
position. By inscribing 'otoilc' ir, I is sketch he 
was noting the general placements cf tnese scintil
lating stars, and was noting the ideii of a star, 
which could not possibly be rentered in a fixed

This apparent reconciliation of the cornotative and denotative 
powers of the word does not, however, solve the problem of why 
Picasso wrote the word 'etoile' seven times on this sketch, rather 
than drawing it in the calligraphic manner referred to by Gertrude

spontaneous. Although Picasso annotated several of his designs - 
the costume designs for Mercure are cases in point • this sort of 
annotation, usually a directive as Co colour or some other formal 
aspect, is clearly distinguishable from the deliberate placement 
of the separate words 'etoile' in such a way that each word becomes 
an autonomous image.’51 The very fact that each word is written 
clearly and in upper case letters suggests the purposeful nature 
of their existence. In fact, It can be suggested that it was pre
cisely to call attention to the star images that Picasso 'wrote' 
them rather than 'drew' them. The fact that they did not survive 
in photographs of tne decora Is not proof that they did not ever 
oppear on the stage- It is not clear whether the only surviving 
photograph of the setting for "Night" (Tig.233) is from the ori



ginal production or from Diagh lev's revival of Heron re in 1927. 
Gertrude Stein's recollections are ambivalent, but they do not 
exclude the possibility tnat the written rofetettcos to stars ac
tually appeared in the ballet production. Horlnu, certainly, in 
his roughly contemporary article appears to be referring to a stage 
decor and not a pencil drawing. Polunin does not mention stars or 
words in his brief note on Mercure but he does, significantly, 
reiterate that Picasso's decors vo.ro aUsays faithful to his

Working in collaboration with Picasso was very 
pleasant, 4s on former occasions thanks to his In
teresting innovations and unchangeable decisions.
Doubts and variations from the original design are
always detrimental to the work of the executor,
since they impair the freshness of the
painting.--6*

In examining the moaning of the star, reference will therefore be 
made to the words which, while carrying the same primary meanings 
as the images, reveal additional meanings through their associa
tive properties. The use of the word in a ballot design is, more
over, not an innovation in Hatcaia. In Parade the title of the 
ballet was written on a card carried by one of the managers, and 
some early designs for managers' costumes incorporate words. The 
inscription "AMO.. .XF.R... " on the bottle of the be Tricorne drop 
curtain has been discussed above. The source of the word In 
Picasso’s work is, aa McQuillan notes, dBpunderit on Cubist usage. 
This usage, however, goes beyond the cistablishlng of a specific 
spatial location. The word In Cubism besides having a formal 
function operates as a signifier of content, and as such is en-

! Polunin, The Continental Method of Scene Painting, p.79.
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ricked by asaociational values. Thus, in Mercure, in addition to 
light symbolism which is also seen in Le Tricorne and Pulcinelia. 
and which is hare paradoxically employed to define Night, i.e., a 
condition of darkness, the star in its verbal form acquires addi
tional meanings. The most obvious in the context of performance 
is the use of 'etoile' to denote the principal female dancer/s in 
a ballet company.66c Further, the sound is unchanged if the word 
is split into two parts, as in 'e(t)' and 'toile'- 'Et' moans 
'and', while 'toils' which i general terms is translated as 
'cloth' (usually linen), is also the word used to denote an oil 
painting (on canvas), a theatre curtain and the sail of a ship.'"

By the simple expedient of replacing a visual image with its verbal 
counterpart Picasso has created a multivalent metaphor. Placed as 
they are around the image of the reclining Night figure, the words 
occupy the positions cf heavenly bodies. Their primary meaning is 
immediately apparent. They are stars and they begin to sparkle; 
they exist in themselves; they are •• Gertrude Stein observed, 
"really cubism", i.e., autonomous. le same time they are per
formers, the etoilas of the ballet - a reeding reinforced by their 
kinetic properties - and, read as 'o(tl toile' they refer simul
taneously to the work of the artist, the painted reality of theatre 
curtains end the sails of a boat at sea.

encc to any prominent figure in show business.
’ H. A. Hons ion, llarraas Sew Shorter French and English
PlCionarv. London 1940 (revised ed. 19o?, reprinted 1974),



Night (Figs.
congruen

iclining female 
as described by

•inciple the femi- 
Greeks believed 

ie crear.ion of athat night and darkness preceded tt 
things. Hence night - like uatet - is expree 
fertility, potentiality and germination.” '

The association of night and water is also significant, Cooper has 
described Night as "a female figure lying on a couch, all in white 
with a large oval blue panel behind her".6”  This blue oval which

evokes images of sky and water. Although Cooper has described the 
backcloth for Marcurs as "painted either white or black according 
to the scene...Polunin'fc account is rather different: "The

nite colour... [which] served as a background " He goos on to
describe the co'Durs of these screens:

:ond act and the 
a last act requi
it appears that
he black backdr
ater-plants" is

:clours, with their central por
Lful brick-red colour of th 
eamy, ostrich-egg-like tone a 
opaque painting.*“

i central coloured portio mbs superim- 
"the bright

' Cirlot, A Dictionary of Symbols,
• Cooper, .PitassoJJVjtre, p.151,

1 Polunin, T-.p Continental Mni'.iod

I



of Aphrodite ''smiling dlvinltl



only effo-t as a playwright, Las Mamelles .la Tiresias first per
formed on 24 June 1917, has a decidedly burlesque character. The 
principal character of Apollinaire's play is the male/female 
Tiresiar./Therese, whose breasts were floating balloons attached 
to her body by long strings. In an interview with Pierre 
Albert-Sirot published in Birot's magazine Sic in October 1916, 
Apollinaire predicted that "The cameral or stage theatre will be
come loss important. Possibly a circus-theatre will come into be
ing - more violent and more burlesque, as well as more simple than 
the former".Like Apollinaire's Tiresias, Picasso's Three 
Graces subvert traditional conceptions of female sensuality. In 
so doing they call into question the traditionally positive and 
benevolent connotations of this mythological triad. The tension 
generated in the interval between the traditional type of the Three 
Graces and their parodied incarnations in Hercure, constitutes a 
powerful example of burlesque which depends for its effect on Just 
such travesties of expected norms.

The scene which follows the "Bath of the Three Graces" is one in 
which they reappear together with Cerberus, apparently in pursuit 
of Mercury who has stolen their jewellery.s‘6 In this scene, gen
erally described as "The Three Graces with Cerberus" (Fig.235) 
Picasso designed movable praticables for the Graces and for 
Cerberus. In yet another parody of their traditional selves, the 
Three Graces are here presented as cardboard cut-outs whose curved

5,1 Francis Steegmuller, Apollinaire. Poet Among the Painters, 
Harmondsworth 1973, p.261.





support for the chariot and the figures of Pluto and Proserpina. 
The pratlcatilo. on the light forms the basis of tVi" horse, which, 
though not connected to the chariot is understood as its means of 
locomotion. In a lyrical, calligraphic style which belies the 
incident's violent and pessimistic content, Pluto, assembled out 
of a circular head and a series of scroll-forro lines, supports a 
swooning Proserpina who is likewise put together of der--ative 
linear elements- Her breasts are the rolled-up ends of the single 
curving line that describes her profile. A snake-like line signi
fies her hair, while others double both as Pluto's chariot and as 
floating draperies. A large circle with curving spokes stands for 
the chariot's wheel. The horse, similarly conceived, is a 
sprightly, whimsical creation which recalls the horse-manager of 
the Parade cast (Fig.237) as well as the abstracted linear 'circus 
horses' found in works of Joan Mird at about the same time 
(Fig.235).

Pluto, ruler of the underworld and a figure denoting death, is one 
member of the mythological triumvirate which is completed by his 
brothers Zeus and Poseidon who reig.i over the heavens and the seas 
respectively. Together they for a unity characteristic of all such 
triads.*^ It is certain that Picasso knew of the relationships

“ ’ T1 a most widely known, o{ course, being the Christian Trinity. 
Whilst it is possible that Picasso had some or even a great 
amount of knowledge of numerology, it is not necessary to prove 
this in order to support his understanding of the symbolism 
of the number 3 on the fairly basic level of its relationship 
to the perfect unity or the 'All'. As the Christian example 
shows, this is a widely accepted (if not fully understood) 
relationship in Western culture. Picasso's persistent inclu
sion of groups of three ir his paintings strongly suggests that 
he intended this sort of symbolism. In this context it is in-



within this mythological triumvirate. The Pluto of Hercura recalls 
the presence of Poseidon in the sat designs for Pulcinella. and 
although a Zeus-flgure has not been located in the ballet designs, 
at least one writer suggests that such an image underlies Picasso's 
sculptor alter-ego in the Vollard Suite.*" As Pluto signals 
death, so Proserpina denotes rebirth. The meaning of this final 
scene of rape and death embodies life not only in her presence but 
in the enlivened linear style of its creation. Just as the 
contextualisation of the Three Graces in Hades calls into question 
their immortal beauty, so the lively presentation of Pluto's 
rapacious and potentially deathly act questions the finality of 
death Itself.

The scenario of the ballet Hercure is on assemblage of mythological 
fragments, each contributing some aspect of Mercury's multifaceted 
and chimerical nature. Picasso's set for the ballet was similarly 
a series of fragments which reassemble images from his previous 
ballet designs as well as from the totality of his oeuvre - the 
nocturnal starry shy, the three bathers/graces, the three graces 
/harlequin, the dog (Cerberus) and the horse, Pluto or Hades the 
sign of death, and Proserpina sign of life. Each of these fragments 
plays a part in the inexhaustible dialectic of life and death which 
for Picasso is central to existence and which is therefore the 
central metaphor of his art. In the Hercure decor this dialectic

teresting to look back to the triple figure of Eva, argued as 
being present in the Parade drop-curtain, and to suggest that 
here too Picasso perceived an ultimate unity or perfection,
Costello, Picasso's Vollard Suite, pp.<."-56. See p.263 above.



is stated with utmost economy, reduced to pared-doun stylistic 
elements which are set in a dynamic relationship to their conven-



VII. CONCLUSION

The richness and variety of Picasso's work for the ballet between 
191? and 1925 is an index of the artist's fierce defence of his 
artistic independence, Picasso did not allow himself to be limited 
by Che scenarios vith which he was pmsontad by his patrov.t. and 
collaborators or by preconceived notions of style or stylistic 
dec-orum in the sphere of the theatre. In the more pragmatic context 
of his social and personal framework he was bound neither by social 
pressures nor by economic restraints. Although the conventional 
view decrees that his relationship with Olga, his first wife, was 
indeed, if only temporarily, an inhibiting factor, it has been 
argued that what is perceived as Picasso's "conforming" social 
behaviour during the period 1917-1625 is open to question and that 
his artistic and financial status were assured some time before 
his meeting with Diaghilov in 1916.

In each of the five project* which, through their cor.mon focus on 
performance, provide a measure of continuity and uniformity to 
this short period in Picasso's extended career, he explored the
matic and stylistic, issues which oxiend both back end forwards to 
the totality of his oeuvre. Characteristically, each of these five



ballets reveals a fresh aspect, a new insight or a heightened 
significance as regards such issues.

Picasso's oeuvre may be said to pursue specific ends by way of 
elaborate, exploratory and seemingly limitless creative means. The 
ballet designs serve as an exemplar. In them he confronted the 
shift of his locus of creation from the confines of the canvas or 
small-scale sculpture, to the expanded, real and overtly presen
tational space of the stage. His artistic independence remained 
sacrosanct in the course of this shift. In these works for the 
ballet, as in his oeuvre as a whole, the only limits that were 
imposed were those of the demands of Picasso's art. In Picasso's 
designs for decorative theatre drop-curtains and stage settings a 
limited range of thematic links coheres beneath a diversity of 
formal and stylistic elements. The dialectic of life and death 
and the interface between artist and public emerge as two of the 
principal loci both in the macrocosm of Picasso's oeuvre and in 
the microcosm of the ballet designs. The method through which they 
are foregrounded is one of visual metaphor.

It is cU.ar that by their very natures the drop-curtains on Che 
one hani, and the stage :-ttings on the other, posed different 
creative problems which elicited different responses from Picasso. 
The drop-curtains, being two-dimensional, invited a more conven
tionally pictorial treatment than did the sets, which comprised 
multiple surfaces existing within a real space. The function of 
the drop-curtains demanded only the most cursory reference to the 
scenarios. The curtains were viewed for only a few minutes during



which time they were seen in isolation and unaffected by the dance 
action. Picasso could thus approach their design in a way analogous 
to his customary treatment of a conventional canvas or other flat 
surface. Perhaps because of the conventionality of the 
two-dimensional format, Picasso was able to introduce greater 
iconographic complexity in the drop-curtains than in the sets. 
Formal issues are raised in the drop-curtains in the context of 
the physical relationship between audience and performance and the 
extent to which a flat surface can suggest the interface between 
real and illusionistic space.

Conversely, while the sets invited investigation of structural and 
spatial tensions, opportunities for including iconogrnihic ele
ments (particularly figural ones) in them were limited. Although 
questions of content are raised in the sets, complex symbolism, 
though often explored in preliminary studies, was eliminated from 
the final designs. The sets, though constantly before the
audience's gaze had to compete for attention with the other visual 
aspects of the performance - the dancers in their visually ar
resting costumes. The confrontation between sets and audience was

Recognising the entirely different roles of the two elements of

This Is particularly apparent in the case of Pulr.inolla where
conception. On the other hand, where Mercure is concernec, the 
almost comp1.te absence of preliminary studies dictates that 
interpretation of content is confined to the surviving photo-



The drop-curtains were all figurative pointings, albeit on a 
greatly expanded scale. In which Picasso uas free to manipulate 
style and subject. The requirement was tot some theme vaguely re
lated to the scenario ahout to be presented on stage, but, more 
importantly, of a suitable decorative nature to capture the at
tention of the audience. In terms of t̂ .s second paromnter 
Picasso's drop-curtains were eminently successful, so much so, 
that for 6 period oE almost titty years thoic content uaa mlniml&ad 
both critically and historically in favour of their formal quali
ties, Close examination of tiio multiplicity of signs in these works 
suggests that, far from using them as arbitrary vehicle: for 
decorative motifs, Picasso wove a rich content into their figura
tive fabric. That this content is only revealed through close study 
of particular signlficrs and in the context of the liroader meaning 
of Picasso's oeuvre, is entirely congruent with Picasso's creative 
process. In the most general terms, Picasso's technical virtuosity 
and great wealth of stylistic options allow moaning to remain 
hidden, or at least masked, behind the material profusion of his 
art. This masking of content is intensified by a method of frng-

Indeed the stylistic independence of the different elements 
exteris to the costumes: while the French and American manag
ers if Parade did bear a stylistic resemblance to the set, 
based largely on their common cubist morphology, the flamboy-
eontrast to the soft subtlety of the set, and for Mercvro, in 
spite of the radical nature of the sets, the costumes depended 
on a loosely classical style of soft drapes. The costumes, 
however, raise questions of di-corative function and character 
dofinUiun which hove not formed 6 part of the present study.



w

mentation, mobilisation ami rearrangement of elements which has 
been characterised in this study as the defining mode in which 
metaphor operates. Specifically, both the concealment of content 
beneath a complex outer surface and the transformation of the very 
elements of that surface are most clearly apparent in Picasso's 
cubist paintings, whose iconography has only lately begun to be 
examined in any great detail. In a similar manner the overtly 
decorative qualities of the ballet designs obscure their content.

The symbols which occur and recur in the curtains are combined in 
a way that makes them scorn perfectly in keeping with the context 
of theatre decoration and yet they can also be read as disclosing 
a more profound symbolic meaning. The cryptic statements which 
Picasso made routinely when challenged as to the meaning of his 
works, confirm that he exploited the visible fabric of his art in 
order to retain its frequently personal and private substance.

The Parade drop-curtain addresses the dialectic of life and death 
in the private and public realms simultaneously. In it Picasso 
comes to terms both ,'ith his personal experience of death as em
bodied in the loss of and subsequent grieving over Eva, and the 
spectre of death which the ongoing war presented to the French 
nation. The vehicle of transcendence offered in the curtain is the 
eternal power of art raised to a metaphysical level. Picasso 
confronts his public head-on within the confines of the theatre. 
The audience is involved on three levels; through the sheer power 
of the scale and colour of the imago; through its ambiguous



shifting illusionistic space; and through multiplicity of
signs offered for decoding.

In its references to Andalusia, the flamenco end other traditional 
Spanish dances, alongside the Spanish bullfight, the Le Tricorne 
drop-curtain reiterates the dialectic of life and death as em
bodied in the Spanish concept of the "Duende". This, the second 
of Picasso's drop-curtaUin, through a selective use of symbols of 
rebirth and a positive statement of Picasso's own identity, in
vites interpretation as an affirmative statement about both life 
and art- The artist's txir.fld.ence in the transcendent pouer of his 
art was, by 1919, confirmed both in the cessation of the horrific

thirty-eighi years).” 1 Stylistically the La Tricorne curtain is 
simplified and concrete; its strong linoar quality and the rela
tive absence of shadows and ambiguities reinforces its confident

In the Hercure drop-curtain the emphasis is away from specific 
reference to personal and public contexts and towards a 
dematarialised and poetically evocative statement about artistic 
inspiration. Here the abstraction of form mirrors the conceptual 
and metaphysical nature of its content.

The significance of the marriage is not addressed in the lit
erature, but, accepting a close intertwining of life and art 
in his oeuvre. U  Is not fanciful to suggest that Picasso, 
taking this step at a relatively mature age, saw it os an im
portant milestone, evon as a kind of exorcism of the events



In the drop-curtains Picasso drew on images and symbols that pre
vail throughout his oeuvre. Harlequin, horse, ladder, monkey, an
chor, drum, -log, bullfight, torero, sailor and sailing vessel, 
swallows, pomegranate and musical instruments are oil found elr.e- 
vhtre. Their continued employment in works for the ballet demon
strates. Picasso's commitment to the meanings they convey in his 
oeuvre as a who]w. Significantly it is through such continued and 
repeated use that these images auein their specific meaning which 
allows a continuous, though never linear, thread to be drawn 
through diverse works. Tims In terms of the personal aspects of 
its imagery the Parade drop-curtain resonates with the types of 
meanings previously developed by Picasso both in the Rose-period 
'circus' works such as the Family of Saltlmbanoues and in the 
various uotks proposed as "memorial" or MSMMneoTaUvt’ paintings- 
As a statement of public or even political import, on the other 
hand, the Parade drop-curtain introduces signs that will reappear 
tater in Picasso's oeuvre, specifically in Guernica, the Bream and 
Lie of Franco, and Peace • all three m.ijor and overtly public 

On yet another level, which synthesises both public and 
a spheres, then are parallels between thir, drop-curtain and 
such as Vivp la France and the illustrations and notes con- 
in Picasso's correspondence with close friends such as 
de Stein and Andr6 Salmon during the First World War.

While the associations of tin le Tricorne and Morcure 
drop-curtains may not be as richly elaborated as those of the Pa- 
ride curtain (their significantly simpler compositions and 
figurations dictate such a conclusion) these works too reverberate



with references to themes of the bullfight, the commedia dell'arte 
and music, all of which have specific import in Picasso's oeuvre.

The sets placed greater restraints on Picasso than did the 
drop-curtains, since firstly they had to physically accommodate 
the action being played out on the stage, and secondly there was 
a certain minimum requirement by which the sets needed to refer 
to the events in the respective scenarios. In different ways in 
each of the five ballets Picasso allowed for the three-dimensional 
physical structure of the sets, yet at the same time maintained a 
'pictorial' conception. Although Che Parade set is the must com
plex in terms of the number of its moving parts, these are inte
grated in a manner which approximates the interlocking planes of 
cubism and presents some of the paradoxes of cubist space. The 
three-dimensionality of the set, however, reverses the relation
ship between surface and space found in cubist painting: whereas 
in cubist painting complex spatial layers and angles are concep
tually understood in a flat surface, here the spatial layers and 
angles are real, while the flat surface is conceptualised. This 
tension in the Parade set is demonstrated by the negation of the 
Intervening spaces between overlapping planes of the scenery as 
can be seen in the photographs of the original set. The flatness 
is accentuated by the absence of tonal passages and an emphasis 
on the flat colours of black and white.

The La Tricorne set Is structurally more simple. The footbridge, 
detached from its locus within the painted background, is the chief 
concession to three-dimensional space. The cut-cloth of the arch



tod the backcloth of the painted landscape fuse visually to form 
a single pictorial surface, yet the footbridge allows the dancers 
to literally exist and move within this 'picture'.

With Pulclnella, Picasso abandoned a long-standing convention by 
whdch the set surrounds the performers, and constructed the prin
cipal element of the set as a free-standing screen within the 
dancers' space- As in the Parade set, the intrinsic two- and 
three-dimensional relationship of cubist space is exploited. The 
solution was reached as the culmination of a series of investi
gations into the nature of reality and illusion in the theatre, 
via the exploration of a theatre-within-e-theetre in the prelimi
nary sketches. The Cuadro Flamenco sot was simply a painted 
backcloth adapted from this theatre-within-a-theatre. snies. Its 
conventional form was conditioned by the short tl',ie in which it 
was required to be conceived and executed.

In Hercure the conventional idea ot a set was dispensed with almost 
entirely, and Picasso introduced moving scenery which conflated 
the status of the performers (the dancers who physically moved the 
praticables) and their setting, and thereby achieved a partial 
synthesis.8”

Although this combination of dancers and scenery does, to some 
extent, resolve the implicit and perpetual competition between 
these elements, It mu: be remembered that other costumed
dancers nevertheless moved against the 'backgrounds1 of the 
praticables. The praticables were foreshadowed by the managers 
in Parade, although the managers were, strictly speaking, 
'characters' in costume who played active roles in the sce
nario, while in Mercure the praticables provided the context 
or setting for particular Incidents.



Iconographically, in their closer relationship to the scenarios, 
the sets presftivteti fewer opportunities tor the inclusion of 
Picasso's repertoire of familiar symbolic images than did the 
drop-curtains, yet parallel concerns emerge in an analysis of 
their content. The Parade set states its dialectical nature by the 
use of the black and white colour opposition, and this dialectic 
is contextualised tilth reference to art by the inclusion of musical 
instruments - the mandolin which refers to Picasso's own art on.i 
perhaps specifically to cubism, and die Apollonian lyre and 
Dionysiac tambourine, stressing the dual aspects of art.

The dialectic is less overt in the sets tor Le Tricorne where the 
tensions implicit in the simultaneous presentation o.c a day-time 
and nocturnal scene, which were explored in preparatory sketches, 
are resolved in the overall subtle colouring of the final set de
sign. Tne dominating feature of the central arch with its asso
ciative reference to notions of resolution and unity reinforces 
this synthesis. The more relaxed stylistic character of this set
ting, though less strongly linear, parallels the confident tone 
of the Le Tricorne drop-curtain.

Not only did Picasso's style oscillate between the two extremes 
of a detailed descriptive realism and the pared-down and somewhat 
austere conceptualised style of cubism In the studies and sketches 
for the Pulcinella set, but thematically a whole range of re
lationships between audience and performance was examined in them. 
The investigation of this relationship, expressed in the large 
majority of the Pulcinella studios by the simultaneous presenta-



cion of audience and performance, is coatinuous with PicEsao'a 
early studies of Parisian theatre interiors and other treatments 
of the theme which anticipate the Parade set designs. It also 
evokes many works which depict the bullfighting arena and its 
spectators. In exploring the often ambiguous relationship between 
audience and performers, the Pulcinalla studies inevitably 
re-examine the tension between thu real and artificial worlds. 
This theme was finally fully stated in the Cuadro Flamenco set, 
while the final Pulclnella set focused on the specific images of 
sail-boat, volcano and moon which shift away from an emphasis on

questions of life and death.

The scenario of Hercure raises similar questions through its var
ious references to the mythological Underworld and by implication 
to the entire no.ion of the mythological gods and goddesses in whom 
human frailty and divine inmortality are combined- Mythological 
characters themselves become the actual structures of the sets. 
Apart from the first scene of "Night" which itself is congruent 
with references to darkness and the duality of light and dark, of 
lif. ai.' death in Picasso’s oeuvre, the Hercure Us in the form 
of the pratlcables are the mythological characters - the Three 
Graces, Cerberus, Pluto and Proserpina. Picasso boldly and radi
cally revises established conventions of the theatre stage-set in



ditional mythological image is that of the Minotaur which appears 
from the early 1930s on. Other specific mythological identities 
appear sporadically, with the Pegasus of the Parade drop-curtain 
being one of the earliest examples. Like Pegasus, however, none 
of these symbols are used by Picasso in their strictly traditional 
contexts. Though they retain traditional references (of which 
Picasso was almost certainly aware), their recontextualisation in 
Picasso's oeuvre invests them with new, expanded and specific 
meanings. In the Hercure set the mythological characters are 
formally tecontextualised and recreated in an entirely 
un-classical or even anti-classical treatment. In so doing Picasso 
does not so much parody tradition as assort his belief that tra
ditional meanings can endure if they are introduced in a current 
and up-dated language.

The structures of the ballet sets are congruent with the overall 
formal concerns of Picasso's art and its ongoing investigation of 
the ultimate nature of reality. Significantly, this investigation 
had been predominant in the cubist years (1907-1916) which imme
diately preceded the period of the ballet designs. Using a variety 
of stylistic options which range from the traditionally descrip
tive and material (exemplified most clearly in the studies for the 
Pulcinella set) to the conceptual or abstract (as evidenced in 
Mercure), the sets pursue the question of the relationship between 
the perceptually real and the illusions, artificialities and con
ceptual values of art. While he exploited the potential for in
cluding symbolic content on a vast scale which the two-dimensional



curtains effaced, Picasso surely recognised that the sets allowed 
him an opportunity to Eormulate and manipulate notions of picto
rial space in a real, three-dimensional context.6,1

The means by which Picasso weaves the intricately elaborate and 
rich material of his oeuvre has boon characterised as one of met
aphor in which specific meanings, themes and ideas are stated and 
re-stated with varying degrees of specificity and precision. The 
present Investigation of the nature and meaning of the ballet de
signs has attempted to show how their individual parts are related 
to the overall fabric through a continuing process of rearrange
ment and transformation. The ballet designs which Picasso created 
between 1917 and 1925 disclose a metaphorical content which both 
enriches and is enriched by their contextualisation within the

6,1 It was perhaps the same belief chat prompted Picasso's initial 
idea of doi..g Pulclnella in modern dress |sea p.66).
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Ink, 26 x 32-5, Muses Picasso, Paris.



Vera Npmchlnova and Felix dancing, London 1919, pencil, 30.5 
x 23.5, Private collection.



100. Sketch for Le Tricorne drop-curtain. London 1919, gouache, 
19.5 x 26.5, Musee Picasso, Paris.





104. Pierrot (Sketch for Hercure drop-curtainj, Paris 1324, j'8'scel 
and Jnk, ?2 x 22, formerly collection Cosite Etienna de 
fieauttiont.

105. Hailepuln and Pierrot (Study for Mcrcure drop-gurta in), Paris 
I'il'i, pUbiifi and pencil, So x 60, Gerald Cromer, Geneva.







. The Red Tablecloth, Paris 1924, oil on canvas, 98 5 
Private collection.

. / . T T L w y m A  1,11^,
in and Guitar, Juan-1 es-Plns, Suctmflr 1924, oil and 
as, 140-6 r. 200.2, Sulomon S. Guggonheim Museum,



112. Picasso in his studio, 11, bd di 
photograph. Muses Picasso, Paris.



113. Georges DrAqu* playing th& concertina in his studio in the 
Hotel Horn, rue Caulalnoourt, Paris 1910, photograph.



great studio, Villa LaJacquel
Califomle, Cannes photograph.



iris 191?, photograph. Library of the Paris 
Bequest).

115. Parade. -rhe



Richard, 11.

22?. Jean Cocteau, Paie fi 
E,Permit, Paris.



Pari* 1915-16, pencil, size and location unknown.



1916 or 1917, pencil, 28 x 22.5, Mus6e119. Sketch for Parade 
Picasso, Paris.

120. Sketch for Parade 
Picasso, Paris,

pencil, 2n x 20, Musee



fcr Parade sat, 1916 or 1917, pencil end water-colour, 
Musse Picasso, Piris.

I



1916 or 1917, pencil, 25 x 14. Husee122. Sketch for Parade 
Picasso, Paris.



r

1916 r.~ ' J17, penuii, 22.5 x 28, Mua6e
Picasso, Paris.

124. Sketch for Parade set. 1916 or 1917, pencil, 28 x 23, Musee 
Picasso, Paris.

i



pencil, 28 x 21, Musee125. Sketch for Parade 
Picasso, Paris.

. Sketch for Parade 
Picasso, Paris.

pencil, Z8



1916 or 1917, pencil.127. Sketch for Parade 
Picasso, Paris.

128. Sketch for Karade 
Musee Picasso, Pari

2916 or )9i;, pencil, 27.5
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n. m.u.r.l Person m  A Theatre Stage, 1916, pencil, 29 x 22.5, 
Muses Picasso, Paris.
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136. Sketch for Lo Tricorne (l.endscano I. Loudon 1919, pencil, 
x 67, location unknoun.
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137. Fififll study for U- Tricorne sot, London 10in, gouathe, 
Ink and pencil, 20.S x 27, Mu,on Ploaftso, Paris.



Two Studies for Le Tricorne set, London JOIS, water-colour, 
9 x 20.5, Husee Picasso, Paris.





Sketch for Le Trteotne 
iusie Picasso, Paris.

1919, pencii



London 1919, pencil, 20.5 x 28,Sketch for Le Tricorne 
lusee Ptcasso, Paris.

Sketch for Le Tricorne, London 
Picasso, Paris I.verso of 141).

pencil, 19.5 x 26, Mus6e



Sketch foi Le Tricorne set. London 19X9, pencil, 19.

Sketch for Le Tricorne set, London 1919, pencil, 19.5 X

1



pencil, 20.5 x 26.

London



Sketch for Le Trleornft sat. London 1919, pencil, 12.5 x

Sketch for Le Tricorne set, London 1919, pencil, 12.5 x



Sketch for La Trliorne set, London 1919, pencil, 20.

153. The Two Sisters, Mrcc'tona 1502, pencil, 20.8 x 13 4, formerly 
koaeng-irt col lection , hucavne.





256. Sketch for Le Tricorne set. London 1919, pencil, pastel and 
charcoal on double sheet, 21 x 27.5, Pusoe Picasso, Paris.

• Sketch for Lc Trlcorna set, London 19 
souache, 10,5 x 13, Husiie Picasso, Paris.
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London 2919, poncil, 20 x 27,. Sketch for La Tricorne set, 
Wadsworth Atltsiiaeuo, Hartford,

• Ucrf.ormancy of I,o f 
l.ondon Kcstfvol fid) lot1

Vo.rjl?. April 1176, photograph from 
revival. l.nndon.
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• Study for Pnlciiiollfl se>, for Is 19'!0, pencil. 
Musco Picasso, Haris.
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161. Stud;_.tor_.̂ J.yneHa__B2r., Paris 1920 , panci 1, size unknown, 
Musae ?Jcflsso, Poiis.



162. Study for Pulcinella set. Paris 1920, pencil, size unknown,
Musee Picasso, Peris-

10, pencil, size unknown,



• Study for Pulclnclla set. Parts 1920, pencil, 21 x 27.5, Museu 
Picasso, Paris.
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166. Study for Pulclnella sat. Paris 1920, pencil, 20 x 27, Musee
Picasso, Paris.

Study Cor Pulctnella set. Paris 1920, pencil, 10 x )•



Pulcinsli pencil, 19.5 x 27.5,
Picasso, Paris.

i
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• 3tudy for Putelnella set. Paris 1920, pencil, 20 x 27, Muses 
Picasso, Paris.

for Pulcinella set. Paris 1920, India nk, 25

i



Study for Pulcinslla set. Paris

172 , Study for PuIcliicl 1« 
Picasso, Paris.

Paris 1920,





1920, pencil, 34, Musas, Study for i'uicineila 
Picasso, Paris.
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(Kith caryatid). Ports l‘)20, pancil,



179. Four studies for PulciieHa set. Paris 1920, pencil, 14.5 x



. J-A,D. Ingres, Virgil Reading the Aenold before Aucusius. 
Oneflv'ia and Llvla, c, 1S19, oil on canvas, 136 x 142, Husoes 
Royoux des lloaux Arts dc Belgique, Brussels,





185. Study for Pulcinalla set, Paris 1920, pencil
Picasso, Paris.



187. Study for Pulclnella set. Paris 1920, pencil, 16 x 22, Musee
Picasso, Paris.

, Study for Pulclnella set, Paris 1920, pencil, 14 x 16, 
Picasso, Paris.



189. Study for Pulcinella se 
water-colour, five cut sheets 
Husee Picasso, Peris.

Paris 1920, gouache and 
paper superimposed, 16 t 22,

i



191- Study for Pulciiella se 
34, Musee Picasso, Paris.

Paris 1920, water-colour, 23.5

192. Study for Pulcinalla set. Paris 1920, pencil, 24 x 34, Musee 
Picasso, Paris.



Study for Pulcinalla set. Paris, 22 January 1920, pencil, 13
x 20, Musee Picasso, Paris.

Study for_Pulcinel1i set, Paris, 22 January 1920, pencil, 
<20, Husoo Picasso,"Haris.



, Paris, 22 January 1920, pancii,



197- Study for Pulclnella set. Paris 1920, pencil, 24 x 34, Musee
Picdsso, Paris.







203. Study for PuJclneJlo set. Parts 1920, pencil and gouache, 20 
x 26.5, Musee Picasso, Paris.

l



204. Study for Pulclnella pencil and gouache,



205. Study for Pulcinelln set. I 
x 34, Muses Picasso, Paris,

1920, pencil and gouache, 23.5

i



Paris 1920, pencil and gouache, 23-206. Study for Pulcinella
34, Muses Picasso, Paris.



207. Sketch for final 
gouache, 23.5 x 33.5,

Pulctnslla, Paris 1920, pencil and 
see Picasso, Paris.



The boatman ('To Be or noi to ■ ■ Barcelona 1900, Ulus-
:ration for poem by J. OHva Bn rfti.isi publjsXed in Joventut, 
16 A-igust 1900, location of origin.jl di-auity unknown.



Minotaur Guided
November 1934, aquatint,



212. Blind Minotaur. Paris, 22 September 1934, etching and en
graving, 25.2 x 34.8.





• Minotaur In a Boat. Paris, 19 Pebruary 1937, pastel and pen
cil, 20.5 x 23, Marina Picasso.



217. Stud-g for Pulelnella set. Paris c. 1923 (?), gouache, 22 x
Musee Picasso, Paris. Inscribed "Gaite Lyrique 1923".
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218. Prperamme CO,.. h. —  Season, Theatre



219. Cuadro Flamenco. London 1921, photograph taken duri' 
formanca.

220. Cuadro Flamenco set. Basket of Flowers, Paris 1921, fragment 
of the set, tempera on canvas, 96 x 116, Galerle ties 
Etats-Unis, Cannes.



222. Boxes at the Theatre, Madrid 1901, black chalk, 20.7 x .'5.7, 
Krollor-Mullar Rijksmusoum, OtAerlo.



223, Auguste Renoir, La T,o%@, 1874, oil on canvas, 80 x 64, 
Courtauld InsticuLa Gallerisa, London,
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224. Cuadro Flamenco The Box Hewer left). Paris 
tempera on canvas, 187

225. Constantin Guys, Au Theatre, undated, weter-c.olour, 181 x 
248, Albartina, Vionna.



226. Cuadro flamenco set. The Box flower rlghtl. Paris 1921, 
fragment of the set, tempera on canvas, 190 x 130, Jacques

Ms

227. Study for Cuadro Flamenco set, Paris 1921, pencil, size i 
known, Husee Picasso, Paris.

i



pencil,
Picasso, Paris



229. Cuadro Flamen» j sat. The Box (upper left), Paris 1921, frag
ment of the set, tempera on canvas, 140 x 132, formerly col
lection of the artist.

230. Scene Hercure. Paris photograph

i



Mercure. 1924, photograph.

for Hareure act. "Night”, Paris 1924, pencil,

J



Mercure set, first scene. "Night". Paris 1924, photograph.

secondMercure
photograph.



235 - M&rr.ara set., finals of second *i 
Cerberus". Paris 1924, photograph.

"The Three Graces

236. Hereure "The Bape of Proserpina''
photograph.



237. The Horse. One of the Managers 
tograph.
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